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Abstract 

The constantly evolving cyber threat landscape is a latent problem for 

today’s companies. This is especially true for the Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprises (SMEs) because they have limited resources to face the threats but, 

as a group, represent an extensive payload for cybercriminals to exploit. 

Moreover, the risk of cyber incidents is not only due to cybercriminals but can 

be evoked from multiple sources such as human error, system failure, etc. In any 

case, the costs of these cyber incidents are high and can considerably affect 

SMEs. 

On the other hand, the traditional cybersecurity approach of protecting 

against known threats cannot withstand the rapidly evolving technologies and 

threats. In this sense, this study claims that cyber resilience, a more holistic 

approach to cybersecurity, could help SMEs anticipate, detect, withstand, 

recover from and evolve after cyber incidents. However, to operationalize cyber 

resilience is not an easy task since it requires technical and strategical knowledge 

and experience for its broad scope, holistic and multidimensional nature. 



xxii Abstract 

Although the current literature regarding the operationalization of cyber 

resilience has widely covered the actions and areas of knowledge (often called 

policies and domains) required to operationalize cyber resilience, their 

prioritization and specific implementation strategies are not clear. Moreover, the 

differences between the actions suggested among the authors require companies 

to select one approach and later prioritize these actions. Therefore, it requires 

decision capabilities, knowledge and experience to know what is best for the 

company. In SMEs, this knowledge and experience might not be present since in 

most cases cybersecurity is not the core of their business. Therefore, this study 

tries to facilitate the cyber resilience operationalization process for SMEs.  

To achieve the goal of aiding SMEs in cyber resilience operationalization, 

this study presents an operationalization framework to help them prioritize the 

required cyber resilience policies and develop effective strategies to implement 

them. For this, the study presents a classification with the essential cyber 

resilience domains and policies required to operationalize cyber resilience in 

SMEs. Once these policies have been established, it also presents an 

implementation order for effective a cyber resilience operationalization. 

Moreover, the study presents example progressions for each policy in a 

progression model in order for companies to be able to strategize how to 

implement and later improve the required policies. These results are combined 

into a self-assessment tool and simulation models that could be used by 

companies in their decision-making process in order to take into account the 

findings of this study when operationalizing cyber resilience. 
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1 Introduction 

Currently cyber threats are one of the most important risks companies face. These can cost 

considerable amounts of money and resources from companies, and they are hard to avoid 

considering their unpredictable and multi-source nature. This can be even worse in the case of 

companies with low resource availability such as SMEs, which are also the most abundant type 

of company in our economic environment. Therefore, there is need for an approach in which 

companies are safe-to-fail and can, not only try to avoid cyber incidents, but rather be able to 

overcome them and evolve after them. The cyber resilience approach, which is promising for the 

needed purposes, requires vast amounts of experience, knowledge, and resources for 

operationalization. Thus, smaller companies with less experience and resources require a 

different approach than the ones in the current literature. This research attempts to define a 

continuous improvement process to aid companies in the cyber resilience operationalization in 

a systematic and effective way that also relieves them from the need of wide experience and 

knowledge.   
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1.1 Overview  

Cyber threats are one of the main risks companies face today [1], [2], and 

they affect a large percentage of companies every year [1]–[4]. Threats to 

information technologies in companies can be classified into two categories: 

intentional and unintentional [5], [6]. Unintentional threats can be due to:  

• Natural disasters that can affect the infrastructure’s integrity, like 
floods, fires, etc. 

• Human errors caused by personnel’s negligence, like installation of 

unauthorized software or the use of infected USB drives. 

• Equipment failure due to failure in electronic components that can lead 
to system failure. 

• Security failures due to the lack of installation of the protection systems.  

On the other hand, intentional threats have a malicious actor trying to 

hinder information systems. Two of the most important examples in recent 

history of cyber threats are: 

• Stuxnet, a malware designed to target the industrial control systems 

(ICS) to slow down the uranium enrichment plants outside of Natanz 

(Iran), in order to limit Iran’s nuclear weapon production in 2009. To do 

this, the malware made the centrifuges of the uranium enrichment plant 

spin faster than they were supposed to, and then slower to break the 

already fragile machines. The exact number of broken centrifuges in 

Natanz is unknown, but authors estimate between 900 and 2.000 

centrifuges in less than a year [7]. Although Stuxnet was an attack to 

nuclear plants and it is considered to be the first announcement of 

cyberwarfare [7], [8], it was a direct attack on an ICS and similar attacks 

could affect any kind of connected factory. Stuxnet was estimated to cost 

between 243 billion USD in economic losses and 1 trillion USD [9]. 

• Wannacry was a ransomware in 2017 that affected several important 

companies around the world [10]–[13]. Wannacry had a worm 

component that spread through EternalBlue, a Windows vulnerability 

leaked from the National Security Agency (NSA) months before the 

exploit. A patch was released by Microsoft, but as usual, many systems 
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were not patched, and legacy systems (like the ones with Windows XP 

operating system) were vulnerable [14]. In less than a week, Wannacry 

was able to spread into 150 countries and millions of systems [15]. The 

estimated losses due to WannaCry was around 4 billion USD [16]. 

Thankfully, the code was not the work of professional since the 

decryption of files was not automatized and the virus had a kill switch 

that the British hacker known as MalwareTech discovered accidentally 

when trying to test the malware in a controlled environment [17]. 

Cyber threats, such as the ones described, can in some way or another 

disrupt the normal operations of a company and thus cause economic impacts. 

The economic damage after a cyber incident comes from different sources: loss of 

reputation and clients’ trust, stopped production or services, loss of intellectual 

property, fines and contractual payment obligations, etc. [18]–[21]. In fact, the 

economic impact of cyber incidents can cost between hundreds of thousands of 

euros to the millions per company and per year only in the European Union (EU) 

[22]. Globally this economic impact is estimated to be around 6 billion US 

dollars per year and has been increasing during recent years [23].  

In this sense, for smaller companies such as SMEs, a successful cyberattack 

could be catastrophic. In fact, 66% of the companies in a survey of 250 SMEs 

reported that they went out of business or had to close for a day or more after 

suffering a cyberattack [24]. Moreover, SMEs are usually specifically targeted by 

cyber criminals because they represent significant cumulative payoff (from bank 

accounts, ransoms, credit cards, etc.) with usually not enough means to cover all 

of their cyber risks [25], [26]. Being targeted and having poor survival rates to 

attacks can be worrying since SMEs are arguably the most important group of 

companies in today’s economic ecosystem. This is true, since they represent over 

90% of companies in most regions [19], [25], [27] and are crucial to the economic 

development of these regions due to their creation of jobs [28]–[30]. However, 

SMEs often have scarce resources [25], [27], [30]–[33], and limited workforce 

focused on this issue to protect against cyber threats [31], [34] which reinforces 

their cybersecurity problem. 
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Moreover, the traditional cybersecurity approach has the intention of being 

fail-safe and the objective of protecting Information Technology (IT) systems 

[6]. This approach cannot withstand the ever-evolving environment of the cyber 

risks and technology because technology is evolving faster than companies can 

adapt to the new vulnerabilities in their systems [26], [35], [36]. Therefore, the 

traditional cybersecurity point of view needs to shift into an approach that can 

deal with rapid changes, that maintains business continuity despite unknown, 

unexpected and adverse situations, and that is sustainable regardless of the 

changes in the context [36]. An emerging approach to deal with this problem is 

cyber resilience. This approach is commonly defined as the ability to anticipate, 

detect, withstand, recover, and evolve from cyber incidents, from an 

organizational, technological, and human point of view [6], [37]–[39]. Cyber 

resilience’s main intention, opposite to traditional views of cybersecurity, is to 

prepare the company to be a “safe-to-fail” system with the objective to maintain 

business continuity despite any type of adverse situations, including unexpected 

and unknown ones [6], [36], [37], [40]. 

However, cyber resilience is not easy to operationalize, because it is a multi-

dimensional concept that involves governance, awareness and training, and 

business continuity management [37], [41], [42] among other dimensions for 

which SMEs usually do not have assigned resources [31], [34]. In addition, cyber 

resilience also involves the investment in several policies such as preparing for 

unknown threats, maintaining business continuity, cooperating with external 

stakeholders, etc. [41], [43], [44] that were not usually considered in traditional 

cybersecurity [45], [46]. These added policies are complex since they require 

strategy, planning, testing, coordinating with external entities, etc. and SMEs 

usually lack the specialized resources to implement them [25], [27], [31], [32]. In 

fact, most SMEs ignore the need to implement these policies and have either a 

reactive attitude towards security or the intent to become “fail-safe” with a 

traditional cybersecurity approach and adopting several technical and protective 

measures. 

Given the importance of SMEs in the current economic ecosystem [19], [25], 

[27] and their shortcomings for the implementation of cyber resilience [25], [27], 

[31], [32], [34], an SME oriented approach to cyber resilience is needed. 
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Currently, several cybersecurity and cyber resilience aiding documents exist in 

the literature [41], [43], [47]. However, these are not designed specifically for 

SMEs since they often include hundreds of specific policies [39], [41], [42], [48] 

that might not all be applicable for SMEs. Thus, it is relevant to define a cyber 

resilience operationalization approach for SMEs.  

A cyber resilience operationalization approach for SMEs should simplify the 

process by breaking it down into a set of policies useful for them, a way to 

prioritize these policies, and a description on how to progress over time to 

implement them. Moreover, this approach should include means for 

understanding the interrelationships between the proposed policies since 

understanding these should help them understand their prioritization and use 

their circumstances to adapt them accordingly on their own. 

1.2 Research questions, objectives and publications 

Taking into account the need for specific cyber resilience operationalization 

approaches for SMEs, the research questions this thesis aims to answer are the 

following: 

RQ1. What are the essential cyber resilience domains and policies for 
cyber resilience operationalization in SMEs? 

RQ2. How should SMEs prioritize cyber resilience policies for an effective 
operationalization? 

RQ3. What are the natural progressions and progression types of cyber 
resilience policies? 

RQ4. How to increase the cyber resilience operationalization decision-
makers’ awareness? 

To answer these research questions, the main objective of this thesis is to 

define a cyber resilience operationalization framework to aid SMEs in their cyber 

resilience operationalization process. In detail, the research objectives are the 

following:  
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1. Define and enumerate the essential domains and policies required to 
operationalize cyber resilience in SMEs. 

2. Outline a general strategy to prioritize the domains and policies for an 
effective cyber resilience operationalization. 

3. Determine realistic progressions over time for the essential cyber 
resilience policies. 

4. Develop management tools to: 
a. Let SMEs self-assess their cyber resilience level. 
b. Aid SMEs in the prioritization and strategic planning of their 

cyber resilience operationalization process. 
c. Increase the awareness of decision makers about the importance 

of cyber resilience operationalization and the consequences of 
their investments (or lack thereof). 

 

It is worth mentioning that the results of this thesis are gathered in four 

journal publications and five conference proceedings. Table 1.1 summarizes the 

contributions of each journal or conference publication to both, the research 

questions and research objectives. In the table, journal publications are named 

P1, P2, P3 and P4, while conference publications are named C1, C2, C3, C4 and 

C5. Further details on the publications are given in the last chapter of this 

dissertation.  

• P1. Carias, J. F., Borges, M. R. S., Labaka, L., Arrizabalaga, S., & Hernantes, 
J. (2020). Systematic Approach to Cyber Resilience Operationalization in 
SMEs. IEEE Access, 8, 174200–174221. 
https://doi.org/10.1109/ACCESS.2020.3026063 Impact Factor: 3.367 (Q2) 

• P2. Carías, J. F., Arrizabalaga, S., Labaka, L., & Hernantes, J. (2020). Cyber 
Resilience Progression Model. Applied Sciences, 10(21), 7393. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/app10217393 Impact Factor: 2.679 (Q2) 

• P3. J. F. Carías, S. Arrizabalaga, L. Labaka and J. Hernantes, "Cyber 
Resilience Self-Assessment Tool (CR-SAT) for SMEs," in IEEE Access, doi: 
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Table 1.1 Contribution of the publications to the research 

 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

R
E

SE
A

R
C

H
 Q

U
E

ST
IO

N
S

 

RQ1. What are the essential 
cyber resilience domains and 
policies for cyber resilience 
operationalization in SMEs? 

X    X     

RQ2. How should SMEs 
prioritize cyber resilience 
policies for an effective 
operationalization? 

X X  X X  X X X 

RQ3. What are the natural 
progressions and progression 
types of cyber resilience 
policies? 

 X        

RQ4. How to increase the 
cyber resilience 
operationalization decision-
makers’ awareness? 

 X X X  X X X X 

R
E

SE
A

R
C

H
 O

B
JE

C
T

IV
E

S
 

Objective 1: Define and 
enumerate the essential 
domains and policies required 
to operationalize cyber 
resilience in SMEs 

X    X     

Objective 2: Outline a general 
strategy to prioritize the 
domains and policies for an 
effective cyber resilience 
operationalization. 

 X   X     

Objective 3: Determine realistic 
progressions over time for the 
essential cyber resilience 
policies 

 X X X      

Objective 4: Develop 
management tools to: let SMEs 
self-assess, aid them in the 
prioritization and strategic 
planning, and increase the 
awareness of decision makers 

  X X  X X X X 
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1.3 Thesis structure 

The chapters of the thesis are structured in the following way:  

• Chapter 2 presents the state of the art concerning cyber resilience. This 

section gives an overview on the evolution, definition, and importance of 

the concept for companies in today’s context.  

• Chapter 3 explains the different phases of the research methodology 

followed in order to develop the Cyber Resilience Operationalization 

Framework (CR-OF). 

• Chapter 4 explains the followed development process to result in the 

Cyber Resilience Operationalization Framework (CR-OF). In this 

chapter, the partial results of the methodologies described in chapter 3 

are explained and discussed. The way these results can be merged into 

the CR-OF is also explained. 

• Chapter 5 explains the evaluation phase of the research to ascertain the 

completeness and usefulness of the CR-OF. 

•  Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions and limitations of this 

research and proposes ideas for future research. 
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2 
 

2 State of the Art 

This section reviews and explores the literature on cyber resilience and cyber resilience 

operationalization for companies. This research posits that in order to operationalize cyber 

resilience guidelines that are more specialized for SMEs are required since current available 

documents are often cumbersome and overwhelming for companies that lack previous 

experience and knowledge. 

First, an explanation of the evolution of the concept of cyber resilience, its definitions and 

the definition adopted in this research are presented. Then, the challenges of the cyber resilience 

operationalization in SMEs are discussed. Finally, the main contribution of this research is 

described. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This research is focused on the concept of cyber resilience and, in particular, 

its operationalization in SMEs. The concept of cyber resilience is a suitable 

approach to face the challenges of the current cyber threat scenario [44], [49]. In 

this sense, operationalizing cyber resilience in companies is needed to thrive in a 

context where threats evolve fast and seem virtually inevitable [26], [35], [36]. 

However, operationalization of cyber resilience is far from simple and requires a 

multidimensional and multidisciplinary approach [38]. In this section, the 

concept of cyber resilience is explained from the point of view of its evolution 

and the current cyber resilience operationalization aids available in the literature 

are discussed.  

2.2 Evolution of the Cyber Resilience Concept 

The literature presents different views on the definition and concept of cyber 

resilience. These differences can be explained by understanding the evolution of 

the concept and its origins. Thus, in this section, this evolution is explained in 

depth. The following subsections present how the concept of cyber resilience 

was born from the organic evolution of the information security and 

cybersecurity concepts. Moreover, the differences between these concepts are 

presented, and one definition for cyber resilience is adopted for the rest of this 

research. 

 From information security to cybersecurity 

Since the beginning of the internet, in order to protect systems and the 

information they contain against threats, companies have developed strategies 

such that the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of these systems are 

protected [50], [51]. These three characteristics are known as the CIA triad and 

are key in a discipline known as information security [40]. 

In this sense, when information is read or copied by someone not authorized 

to do so, the result is known as loss of confidentiality; when information is 

modified in unexpected ways, the result is known as loss of integrity; and when 
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information is erased or becomes inaccessible, the result is known as a loss of 

availability [50]. 

On the other hand, cybersecurity adopts information security and goes 

beyond it, by protecting more than just the cyberspace, but any of the company’s 

assets that can be reached through the cyberspace [52]. In other words, 

cybersecurity breaches can also affect the CIA triad, but cybersecurity threats 

can be out of the scope of this classification [40], [52]. 

Throughout the history of information and communication technologies, the 

definition of cybersecurity has evolved considerably. This evolution can be 

observed, for example, in a literature review by Craigen, Diakun-Thibault and 

Purse [53] in which they try to give a unified definition of Cybersecurity. The 

definitions they found in the literature are the following: 

• “Cybersecurity consists largely of defensive methods used to detect and 
thwart would-be intruders.” [54] 

• “Cybersecurity entails the safeguarding of computer networks and the 
information they contain from penetration and from malicious damage 
or disruption.” [55] 

• “Cyber Security involves reducing the risk of malicious attack to 
software, computers and networks. This includes tools used to detect 
break-ins, stop viruses, block malicious access, enforce authentication, 
enable encrypted communications, and on and on.” [56] 

• “Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, 
security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, 
training, best practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to 
protect the cyber environment and organization and user's assets.” [57] 

• “The ability to protect or defend the use of cyber-space from cyber-
attacks.” [58]  

• “The body of technologies, processes, practices and response and 
mitigation measures designed to protect networks, computers, 
programs and data from attack, damage or unauthorized access so as to 
ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability.” [59] 

• “The art of ensuring the existence and continuity of the information 
society of a nation, guaranteeing and protecting, in Cyberspace, its 
information, assets and critical infrastructure.” [60] 
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• “The state of being protected against the criminal or unauthorized use of 
electronic data, or the measures taken to achieve this.” [61] 

• “The activity or process, ability or capability, or state whereby 
information and communications systems and the information 
contained therein are protected from and/or defended against damage, 
unauthorized use or modification, or exploitation.” [62] 

This evolution and the link of cybersecurity with Information security can 

be also observed when adding the definition by the European Commission: 

“Cyber-security commonly refers to the safeguards and actions that can be used 

to protect the cyber domain, both in the civilian and military fields, from those 

threats that are associated with or that may harm its interdependent networks 

and information infrastructure. Cyber-security strives to preserve the 

availability and integrity of the networks and infrastructure and the 

confidentiality of the information contained therein.”[63]. 

As seen in these definitions, in some cases, the cybersecurity definition 

includes aspects beyond the technical capabilities of a company such as training 

or collaboration that are more strategic than technical. However, most of these 

definitions deal with technical aspects only, and they specifically focus on the 

preparation or protection against cyber threats. Many authors agree that this is 

no longer enough, because the rapid evolution of technology, the proliferation of 

cybercrime and the creativity and motivations of the threat actors make it 

impossible to protect a company from the perimeters [40], [43], [49], [64]–[66].  

 From Cybersecurity to Cyber Resilience 

Thus, despite the slow evolution of cybersecurity to include strategic 

aspects into the concept and in order to cover a holistic point of view, the 

scientific community and entities such as the United States Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS), the European Union or the World Economic Forum, 

have adopted the concept of cyber resilience [64], [67], [68]. 

Resilience is a concept used in many disciplines such as environmental 

sciences, engineering, and psychology. This concept has become relevant in the 

fields of crisis and disaster management [69]–[71]. In these fields resilience is 
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defined as the ability of a system to prepare, absorb, recover and adapt to the 

effects of a major disaster in an effective manner, and evolve in order to improve 

its capabilities for future events [72], [73]. Notice that this definition can be 

adapted according to what is considered as a system, for example, a city, critical 

infrastructure, organization, or information technology systems.  

Resilience has been a natural evolution from the concept of risk management 

[66], [74]–[76]. Risk management analyses the probability of events and 

proposes a series of measures to manage and mitigate their effect [77]. However, 

resilience goes beyond this concept by trying to be prepared for these events and 

the ones that the company does not expect including their cascading 

consequences. In other words, resilience provides a holistic vision necessary to 

develop abilities to anticipate and prevent, in addition to developing and 

practicing the ability to act in a dynamic, flexible and creative way, developing 

skills that allow companies to adapt to events and threats of unknown origin and 

unexpected dimensions [69]. Hence, a resilient system would be capable of 

preventing the occurrence of a crisis, but, more importantly, it would be able to 

minimize the impact and return sooner to a normal situation. 

Due to the popularity of resilience in other fields of study [78]–[80], and its 

perfect fit in the purposes of cyber systems (where unpredictable risks and 

critical outcomes are an everyday matter) the concept of cyber resilience is born. 

The concept of cyber resilience goes beyond preparation against threats, risk 

management or the mere protection of the systems. Instead, it includes aspects 

such as anticipation, detection, response, recovery, and evolution of the systems 

[37], [43], [49]. These aspects are known as the cyber resilience lifecycle and are 

shown in Figure 2.1. Besides, cyber resilience is characterized for not looking 

after individual systems, but networks of systems. In this sense, cyber resilience 

underlines that networks cannot be secured by securing one system, but by 

securing the network of systems, i.e., all of the individual systems involved [6]. 
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Figure 2.1 Cyber resilience life cycle 

In the literature, there are several cyber resilience definitions. Some 

examples of these definitions are: 

• “Company’s ability to continue to function after it suffers a 
[cybersecurity] breach and to recover gracefully after even a serious 
security lapse.” [38]. 

• “Cyber resilience refers to the ability to continuously deliver the 
intended outcome despite adverse cyber events” [6]. 

• “The ability of systems and organizations to develop and execute a long-
term strategy to withstand cyber events” [64]. 

• “An organizations capability to cope with cyber-attacks” [81]. 

• “Ability of a process, business, organization or nation to anticipate, 
withstand, recover and evolve in order to improve their capabilities in 
the face of adverse conditions, stress, or attacks of the cyber resources 
they need to function.” [37]. 

As seen in these definitions, some authors consider cyber resilience a part of 

cybersecurity that is concerned with response and recovery exclusively [38], [81], 

but others consider cyber resilience a more holistic concept that includes the 

whole lifecycle (Figure 2.1) and that includes strategic and human processes into 

cybersecurity [37], [64]. This nebulosity of the cyber resilience concept may be 

due to the continuously changing cybersecurity concept throughout the past few 

decades [46], [49], [53], [82]. In this thesis, the latter concept in which cyber 

resilience is considered to include the complete lifecycle is preferred and thus, 

the definition given by the Spanish National Institute of Cybersecurity (INCIBE 

for its initials in Spanish) [37] is considered the most accurate since it 
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encompasses and adapts the resilience stages into the cyber-context. However, 

in the cybersecurity context, the inclusion of the detection stage is important 

since there could be significant amounts of time between the beginning of a cyber 

incident and its detection [41], [44]. Thus, the definition used for this thesis is 

the following: “Ability of a process, business, organization or nation to 

anticipate, [detect], withstand, recover and evolve in order to improve their 

capabilities in the face of adverse conditions, stress, or attacks of the cyber 

resources they need to function” [37]. 

It is important to highlight that using this cyber resilience concept is not 

agnostic of cybersecurity but rather encompasses it. In other words, for a system 

to be cyber resilient, it must have defined actions to protect against known cyber 

threats. This means that cybersecurity must play an important role in the 

preparation and resistance stages of cyber resilience. Sharkov [40] explains this 

by defining information security as the protection against “known knowns”, 

cybersecurity as the protection against “known unknowns” and cyber resilience 

as the protection against “unknown unknowns” (see Figure 2.2).  

 

Figure 2.2 Sharkov’s graphic definition of cyber resilience 

Björk et al. [6] summarize the evolution from cybersecurity to cyber 

resilience in the 5 main differences that are represented in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Five main differences between cybersecurity and cyber resilience 

Aspect Cybersecurity Cyber resilience 

Objective Protect IT systems Ensure business delivery 

Intention Fail-safe Safe-to-fail 
Approach Apply security from the 

outside 
Build security from within 

Architecture Single layered protection Multi-layered protection 

Scope Atomistic, one organization Holistic, network of 
organizations 

Considering the cyber resilience concept as described in this section, the 

following sections of this chapter describe the current problems and previous 

work on the field. 

2.3 The Problems with Cyber Resilience and Cyber 

Resilience Operationalization 

Once the concept of cyber resilience is defined and differed from the 

cybersecurity concept there are some challenges that arise in its 

operationalization in companies. First, any company willing to operationalize 

cyber resilience must change the reactive nature of the traditional concept of 

cybersecurity into the more proactive nature of the cyber resilience concept. 

However, companies, and SMEs in particular, are used to being reactive and 

protective (“fail-safe” approach) [46], [82] towards the implementation of cyber 

resilience. This makes them prone to being less protected than they might expect 

from the measures that they have implemented, especially considering that 

incidents can be provoked by several protective measures failing differently but 

simultaneously as explained by the complex linear incident model (swiss cheese 

model) [83]. A visual representation of the model is shown in Figure 2.3. This 

model has been used in the literature to explain that cybersecurity measures can 

fail for multiple reasons (human error or latent conditions) and that no measure, 

nor combination of measures is completely “fail-safe” [84]. Thus, companies not 

only require cyber resilience operationalization over a traditional cybersecurity 

one, but also need a systematic and proactive approach towards this 
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operationalization because adding more protective measures does not always 

correlate with more security. 

 

Figure 2.3 Swiss cheese model visual representation 

Moreover, the holistic nature of cyber resilience makes it multi-dimensional, 

and multi-disciplinary requiring several areas of knowledge to be involved [41], 

[42], [85]. These areas of knowledge include strategic/organizational measures, 

technical measures and human measures [6], [37]–[39]. This, added to the 

generalized lack of specialized personnel and resources SMEs dedicate towards 

cyber resilience [25], [27], [31], [32] makes cyber resilience especially difficult to 

operationalize for them. Combining a current inertia attempting to become fail-

safe [82] and the need for a complex discipline such as cyber resilience to be 

adopted [44] generates an important barrier towards the systematic 

operationalization of cyber resilience in SMEs. This is especially highlighted in a 

context in which SMEs are under constant cyber threat and at the same time 

lack the human and economical resources to implement cyber resilience [25], 

[27], [30]–[33]. 

Therefore, despite the need for implementing cyber resilience in SMEs, these 

organizations still commonly underinvest in cyber resilience policies because of 

their lack of awareness about its implications [31], [46]. Besides, SMEs’ usually 

do not have enough means to invest in the required protection, leaving 

significant risk uncovered [26]. This combination of a lack of awareness and lack 

of resources make cyber resilience difficult to operationalize since not being 

aware is also a cause for not investing or underinvesting [86]. Due to this 

difficulty of implementation, several frameworks, standards, maturity models, 
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and assessment tools have proliferated in the literature as discussed in the 

following subsection. 

2.4 Previous Work in Cyber Resilience Operationalization 

Considering the problems described in the previous sub-section, the current 

literature tries to ease the process of operationalizing cyber resilience through 

frameworks, self-assessment questionnaires, standards and maturity models 

[37], [41], [47], [87]–[92].  

 Frameworks 

A current literature review identified over 200 cyber resilience assessment 

frameworks [93]. However, these frameworks often include very detailed lists of 

policies and actions without means for prioritization of these actions or 

strategies on how to implement each action in the company. Most frameworks 

can serve as examples of enumeration of policies and areas of knowledge (often 

found as “domains”, “categories” or “controls”) that companies should implement 

in order to operationalize cyber resilience [41]–[44]. For instance, one of the 

most popular cybersecurity frameworks is the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology’s (NIST’s), which lists over 100 policies (called subcategories) 

in over 30 domains (called categories) to achieve cyber resilience. The document 

in which these policies are defined explicitly says that they should be selected by 

the company according to a previous profiling [41], but the framework has no 

means, instructions or resources on how to do this profiling and how to select 

and prioritize these policies once the profiling is done. 

 Metrics 

Metrics are also proposed in the literature to aid companies in their cyber 

resilience operationalization process. Documents suggesting the use of metrics 

usually list ways to measure an underlying set of policies and domains [39], [48], 

[85]. For instance, the MITRE corporation’s set of cyber resilience metrics 

contains over 200 metrics. Some examples of these metrics are: Percentage of 

cyber resources that are properly configured, degree of degradation of mission-
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essential functions, average length of time to patch systems, etc. [39]. The 

MITRE corporation recommends companies to use as few as possible since 

metrics need to be interpreted and the less they are the easier it is to understand 

their values [39]. However, this document leaves the selection and prioritization 

of these metrics to the companies’ judgment. 

 Self-Assessment Questionnaires 

Similar to metrics, self-assessment questionnaires often give insight on how 

the company is now based on an underlying set of policies that companies should 

follow [37], [88], [92], [94]. Sometimes, these tools can also give suggestions on 

actions that the company could do to improve its current cyber resilience, but 

these suggestions are also based on the underlying policies and, therefore, also 

need prioritization. For instance, the assessment tool proposed by Benz and 

Chatterjee is based on NIST’s framework and its suggestions are to improve the 

shortcomings of the company by complying with an associated NIST 

subcategory [92]. This results in a list of subcategories from NIST’s framework 

that are more specific to the company’s situation. However, in companies 

starting their cyber resilience operationalization process this list might still be 

extensive and require prioritization and customization of those 

recommendations. 

 Standards 

Standards can also be used to aid in cyber resilience operationalization [87], 

[95]. The most known example of a standard in this field is the ISO 27000, which 

can be summarized as a guide on how to make an Information Security 

Management System (ISMS) and use it to manage information security in a 

company. Like the ISO 27000, which focuses on information security (a part of 

cyber resilience [91]), most standards focus on a single aspect of cyber resilience 

rather than give companies a holistic approach. For companies starting their 

cyber resilience operationalization, this requires looking for different standards 

for different cyber resilience domains. Standards also include several actions and 

processes that should be implemented in the companies that wish to be certified 
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on that standard. This means that all the policies in a standard should be 

implemented, but like in the previous approaches, a standard does not give 

companies starting their cyber resilience operationalization a way to adapt those 

processes and actions to their own situation. These processes and actions can 

also require prioritization since standards often have several of these and, 

depending on the company’s circumstances, some may be more important than 

others. 

 Maturity Models 

The literature also proposes maturity models as an aid for companies to 

operationalize cyber resilience [47], [88], [96], [97]. Maturity models are in 

essence sets of characteristics that define a development in a certain entity or 

field put sequentially in a limited number of stages or levels [98], [99]. Although 

there are three types of maturity model (capability maturity models, progression 

models and hybrid models) only capability maturity models can be found 

regarding cyber resilience in the literature [37], [47], [88], [94]. To briefly define 

the differences between the types of maturity models, capability maturity 

models are designed to measure and describe how mature companies’ processes 

are and how embedded these processes are in the company’s culture [98]. Thus, 

they are not a detailed guideline on how to start to operationalize but rather a 

way of improving or implementing processes that help companies internalize 

cyber resilience. In practice, this also means that companies require the 

knowledge to implement these processes and thus the policies and domains 

supporting them. On the other hand, progression models describe natural 

progressions and changes in the described characteristic rather than measure 

how ingrained the processes required for the characteristic to evolve are in the 

company’s culture [98]. In cyber resilience, describing how a policy changes over 

time has not been done in any of the present maturity models [47], [88], [96], 

[97]. However, describing the initial form of a cyber resilience policy as well as 

the gradual evolution of the policy itself over time could aid companies without 

the experience better understand the policies and how to implement them. 

Finally, hybrid models are the combination of capability maturity models and 

progression models [98]. These models could also serve the purpose of aiding 
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companies at the start of the cyber resilience operationalization process because 

by definition they would describe the natural progressions of the policies and 

measure the level of assimilation of the processes required by these policies in 

the company [98]. However, these are also not present in the current cyber 

resilience literature [47], [88], [96], [97]. 

Although it is reasonable to require a profiling of the companies’ 

circumstances or customization of the provided tools, it is also true that many 

companies will not be able to prioritize correctly or that will require more 

knowledge, experience and investment in order to do so. Thus, documents that 

require this customization can overwhelm companies starting their cyber 

resilience operationalization process and, therefore, there is a need for guidelines 

and other kind of material to help companies operationalize cyber resilience 

based on the information already available on actions and policies. Therefore, the 

closest to guidelines on how to operationalize cyber resilience in the current 

literature are maturity models. Nonetheless, the current literature offers only 

capability maturity models [37], [47], [88], [94] which, as mentioned before, 

require implemented processes to measure how ingrained these are in the 

company’s culture [98]. 

Progression models, on the other hand, are descriptions of natural 

progressions over time of characteristics, attributes or policies, which makes 

their main purpose to provide roadmaps or guidelines expressed as better 

versions of these policies as the scale progresses [98]. This kind of model can be 

a better starting point for companies to operationalize cyber resilience, since it 

describes an implementation from its most basic state, which may be more 

attainable than achieving a capability or process maturity state when there is no 

current implementation of the characteristics, attributes or policies in question. 

Although hybrid models could also be a suitable solution for companies starting 

their cyber resilience operationalization, a pure progression model is considered 

better in the context of this study because it is the clearest way to describe the 

evolution that SMEs should follow without mixing the measurement of the 

capability of the processes behind those policies [98]. 
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2.5 Research contribution 

As shown in the previous subsection, the current documents in the literature 

meant to aid companies in the operationalization of cyber resilience have mainly 

focused on the “what” to implement. However, there is a lack of tools for 

companies to aid them in the prioritization of the policies that the current 

literature suggests. This lack of prioritization can affect companies in two ways:  

1. Companies must select the document that best suits them since they 

have nuances and differences between each other. This requires the 

company to have prior knowledge about the existing documents and the 

differences between them, and enough experience to identify the set of 

policies that best suit them. 

2. Among each document there is a need to prioritize the suggested 

policies. The implementation of certain policies might be more effective 

in a particular order, and companies might not think of this when using 

a list that leaves them full liberty on the order to implement them. For 

instance, a company might choose to implement security measures 

before defining what their critical assets are and this might end up 

costing more money long term. Studies have found particularly 

ineffective combinations are setting up monitoring systems without 

proper training [100], or setting up budgets without enough information 

sharing for situational awareness [86]. 

In short, prioritization of both, the documents that best suit the company 

and the timing of the implementation of policies, require resources, experience 

and knowledge that, as discussed before, SMEs usually lack. On the other hand, 

strategizing on how to implement each policy can also be a challenge for 

companies if they lack the knowledge to do so since most of the documents in 

the literature just list them without expressing their natural progression or ideas 

on how to start and improve from that base.  

Therefore, to aid SMEs in their cyber resilience operationalization, this 

study proposes the use of a simplified set of domains and policies that contain 
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the essential actions an SME needs to build cyber resilience. This would 

minimize the first type of prioritization cited before.  

To minimize the second type of prioritization cited before, this study also 

proposes an effective implementation order for the set of essential policies for 

cyber resilience operationalization. This implementation order can serve as an 

initial guide to understand certain relationships and dependencies between the 

policies but is only proposed as an example that tries to be as general as possible 

since different company circumstances could lead to different prioritizations.  

In addition, the different cyber resilience policies can be implemented in 

different maturity levels. For instance, it is not the same to have a list of the 

company’s assets in a spreadsheet than having automatic detection of assets that 

updates a database or repository with the updated inventory. The latter and 

more sophisticated solution might be overwhelming for a less mature company, 

but a company that already has an advanced control over their assets might be 

interested in that solution. Thus, this study also proposes the most common 

progression types and examples of natural progressions for each cyber resilience 

policy in the set of essential cyber resilience policies. This result can aid SMEs in 

two ways: (1) it can help them define initial implementation actions, or (2) it can 

help them improve their current implementation by giving them specific actions 

that are common for the more advanced maturity states.  

Furthermore, the results mentioned previously as well as many of the 

documents in the current literature lack an operative way to be transferred to 

practice (e.g. [41], [43], [44]). Thus, this study also developed a cyber resilience 

self-assessment tool and proposes the use of system dynamics models as training 

tools for decision-makers in cyber resilience operationalization. 

Thus, the combination of these results composes a cyber resilience 

operationalization framework (CR-OF) that could contribute to the current 

literature by aiding SMEs in the strategic planning for cyber resilience 

operationalization as well as its continuous improvement. 
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3 
  

3 Research Methodology 

This section presents the methodology used to develop this thesis. The methodology 

comprises five phases: (I) Conceptualization, (II) development of a cyber resilience conceptual 

framework and implementation order, (III) development of a cyber resilience progression 

model, (IV) development of simulation models, and (V) the evaluation of the cyber resilience 

operationalization framework. In each of these phases several research methodologies were 

applied to gather the required information and develop results that ended up making part of the 

cyber resilience operationalization framework and its qualitative evaluation.  

First, within the conceptualization phase, a literature review was carried out. Then, several 

semi-structured interviews were used to develop a conceptual framework, an implementation 

order for the policies described in the framework, a progression model for those policies and 

simulation models to showcase the interrelationships between those policies. Finally, a series of 

case studies with SMEs and cybersecurity providers were used to evaluate the cyber resilience 

operationalization framework. 
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3.1 Overall research methodology 

The research methodology used to develop this study consists of 5 phases: I) 

a conceptualization, II) the development of a framework and implementation 

order, III) the development of a progression model, IV) the development of 

simulation models and V) an evaluation of the results. These 5 phases were 

combined to develop and evaluate this dissertation’s results: a cyber resilience 

framework, an implementation order for the policies identified in the framework, 

a progression model for those policies, a self-assessment tool, and a simulation 

models with interfaces to raise awareness of the decision makers in charge of 

cyber resilience operationalization in SMEs. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the 

complete research methodology and the methods used for the development of 

each result. The following subsections will describe in detail the process and 

methods used to develop each phase of the research methodology. 
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Figure 3.1 Research Methodology Overview 
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3.2 Phase I: Conceptualization 

In order to conceptualize cyber resilience and later develop the cyber 

resilience operationalization framework for SMEs, a systematic literature review 

on cyber resilience operationalization documents was performed to select the 

documents that could aid companies in the implementation of cyber resilience. 

Since relevant cyber resilience documents could be provided by 

intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs), corporations, and academic literature, the search strategy for this study 

includes gray literature search in addition to a search in Web of Science (WOS). 

The keywords used to search were the combination of: Cyber resilience, cyber-

resilience, cyber resiliency, cyber-resiliency, cybersecurity, cyber security and framework, 

metrics, guideline, manual, agenda, and standard.  

The search in WOS generated 88 results and the gray literature search 

generated 65 results, giving a total of 153 documents. These results were filtered 

using the criteria described below. 

The criteria for a document to be analyzed in this study were: 

1. The document explicitly defines a cyber resilience framework. 

2. The document defines specific policies, actions, or best practices to aid 
companies in the implementation of cyber resilience or a dimension of 
cyber resilience. 

3. The document includes Cyber resilience metrics or questionnaires with 
an understandable conceptual model behind that could be mapped to 
other frameworks that matched these inclusion criteria. 

The criteria to exclude documents from this study’s analysis were: 

1. Documents that cannot be used by companies because they contain 
policies meant for other entities (such as countries) and the policies 
cannot be extrapolated for companies. 

2. Frameworks and other types of documents that do not match criteria (2) 
or (3) from the inclusion criteria. 

3. Documents that contain the keywords because they use another cyber 
resilience or cybersecurity framework, document, set of metrics, etc. but 
do not present any modifications to the original document. 
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After searching and applying the criteria, 18 frameworks were selected and 

analyzed. Table 3.1 shows a list of the 18 identified frameworks that matched 

these criteria. From the original search, the main exclusions either did not 

present a set of policies, actions, best practices, or an understandable conceptual 

model (46 documents) or did not contain any modifications to an original cyber 

resilience document (51 documents). Other exclusions were documents that 

despite containing the keywords could not be extrapolated to be used in 

companies (27 documents) or were duplicated in the different search methods 

(11 documents). 

Table 3.1 List of Analyzed Frameworks 

Nº Year Author Document 
1 2007 Caralli, R. A. et al. Introducing OCTAVE Allegro: Improving the 

Information Security Risk Assessment Process 
[101] 

2 2009 International Standards on 
Auditing (ISA) 

Security for Industrial Automation and Control 
Systems Part 2-1: Establishing an Industrial 
Automation and Control Systems Security 
Program [95]. 

3 2012 Information Systems Audit 
and Control Association 
(ISACA) 

A Business Framework for the Governance and 
Management of Enterprise IT COBIT 5 [102] 

4 2012 Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority 

Cyber Resilience Assessment Framework [103] 

5 2012 MITRE Corporation Cyber Resiliency Metrics [39] 
6 2013 Linkov, I. et al. Resilience Metrics for Cyber Systems [43] 

7 2013 International Organization 
for Standardizations (ISO) 

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [87] 

8 2013 National Institute of 
Standards and Technology 
(NIST) 

Security and Privacy Controls for Federal 
Information Systems and Organizations (NIST 
SP 800-53 Rev. 4) [48] 

9 2014 Department of Energy (DOE) Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model 
(C2M2) [47] 

10 2016 Carnegie Mellon University Cyber Resilience Review [88] 
11 2016 World Economic Forum 

(WEF) 
A Framework for Assessing Cyber Resilience 
[44] 

12 2016 Carnegie Mellon University CERT Resilience Management Model (RMM), 
Version 1.2 [104] 

13 2016 Nys, J. How to Steer Cyber Security with Only One 
KPI: The Cyber Risk Resilience [85] 

14 2017 World Economic Forum 
(WEF) 

Advancing Cyber Resilience: Principles and 
Tools for Boards [64] 

15 2018 National Institute of 
Standards and Technology 
(NIST) 

Framework for Improving Critical 
Infrastructure Cybersecurity v 1.1 (NIST Cyber 
Security Framework) [41] 

16 2019 Center of Internet Security 
(CIS) 

CIS Controls V7.1 [42] 

17 2019 Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory 

Buildings Cybersecurity Capability Maturity 
Model (BC2M2) [94] 
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18 2019 Instituto Nacional de Ciber 
Seguridad en España 
(INCIBE) 

Indicadores para la mejora de la ciber resiliencia 
v 1.1 [KPIs for Improving Cyber Resilience v 1.1] 
[37] 

A comparison between these 18 frameworks is shown in Appendix A. Based 

on these documents, a series of 32 domains and 253 policies within those 

categories were identified as a preliminary version of a cyber resilience 

framework. 

3.3 Phase II: Conceptual Framework (CR-CF) and 
Implementation Order Development 

In order to improve upon the preliminary conceptual framework and 

develop an implementation order to help SMEs operationalize cyber resilience, a 

variation of the Design Science Research (DSR) methodology was used. DSR 

methodology is used in this study because its core lies in finding a solution to a 

problem through the scientifically-based design and evaluation of an artifact 

(method, model, construct, tool, etc.) [105]–[109]. In this case, there are two 

outputs or artifacts after using the DSR methodology. The two artifacts would 

be a framework and an implementation order that can potentially be useful for 

SMEs to implement cyber resilience. 

In this variation of DSR, the grounded theory methodology described 

previously was used to identify common essential concepts among the cyber 

resilience frameworks. Afterwards, 11 experts (See appendix B) participated in 

the study. Six of these experts participated in an iterative process in which the 

framework improved during four iterations. During these interviews, the 

framework’s policies were also arranged in an implementation order that the 

experts agreed upon to ultimately define the implementation order that they 

considered best according to their experience. This implementation order would 

later aid SMEs in the prioritization of the policies proposed in the framework 

since experts agreed that it could be ineffective to invest in certain policies 

without first investing in others. An example they pointed out that is supported 

in the literature is investing in detection software without the proper training, 

since the alerts could be false alerts and without the needed knowledge these 

alerts could make them loose time and resources [100]. 
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Finally, semi-structured interviews with the remaining five experts were 

used to validate the adequacy of the framework and implementation order to 

qualitatively evaluate their usefulness in the specific scenario of SMEs. 

Figure 3.2 summarizes this described methodology. Each stage of the 

methodology is explained in the following subsections. 

 

Figure 3.2 Conceptual Framework methodology diagram 

 Grounded Theory 

In order to find a unified approach and a set of essential policies among the 

18 cyber resilience documents found in the literature, the Grounded Theory 

methodology was used. Grounded Theory methodology aims to find new 

theories from the iterative process of coding and comparing the concepts in the 

data [110]. Similar to the inductive methodology the Grounded Theory 

methodology finds particular cases and tries to generalize these cases into the 

general concepts that govern them [111]. Many grounded theory analysis are 

based in document analysis [112], [113] using the documents as a mean of finding 

particular data that through a systematic process of identifying common grounds 

can be generalized into a theory [110], [112], [113]. In this sense, Grounded Theory 

methodology requires two stages: selecting documents to analyze and a coding 
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process to systematically identify common concepts between these documents 

[110]. 

In this study, the documents used to start the grounded theory analysis were 

the 18 documents identified previously. 

Furthermore, the systematic identification of concepts and ideas in the 

documents was made in two phases: an open coding approach followed by an 

axial coding approach with iterative constant comparison of the codes [114]. 

Similar combinations of coding techniques within the grounded theory 

methodology are commonly used, and encouraged by other authors [112], [114], 

[115]. 

The open coding approach was used to assign codes, compare, 

conceptualize, and categorize the available data [114], [116], [117]. In this case, the 

available data was the policies, domains and concepts in the cyber resilience 

documents. For this reason, the documents were carefully read, the policies, 

concepts, and domains were assigned a code and classified into a set of groups 

based on similarities, and interrelationships. After this, an axial coding approach 

was used to reorganize categories, find links between them, and synthesize the 

information as much as possible [114], [118]. In this phase, groups of policies were 

joined based on their similarity, and certain groups of policies were separated 

into several groups when the subgroups were very recurrent in the literature. 

After six iterations of open and axial coding, the codes were grouped into 

categories. In the context of this study, these categories have been called 

“domains” because it is the name given to similar categories in the literature [47], 

[88]. However, these domains would be equivalent to what is found as 

“categories”, “capabilities” or “controls” in other frameworks [41], [42], [85]. 

Within the identified domains, concrete actions grouped from different 

metrics, policies and actions suggested in the documents. These were assigned 

as the domains’ “policies”. At the end of the process, an improved version of the 

framework was obtained with 20 domains and 75 policies. With the iterative 

development with the experts, these domains and policies were further filtered 
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and improved to achieve the final result of the CR-CF as will be explained in the 

next subsection. 

 Iterative Development 

To further improve the framework and develop the implementation order 6 

experts were interviewed. The six experts had wide experience in cyber security 

for companies and were familiar with the cyber resilience concept. The 

backgrounds of these experts are: one director of an industrial cybersecurity 

center, one chief operations officer from an industrial cybersecurity center, one 

data protection officer, one chief information security officer from a medium-

sized company, and two cybersecurity researchers. 

In this stage, the experts were presented with the resulting framework and 

were asked to review it and comment on its completeness, structure, and 

adaptation to SMEs needs. The experts were also asked to order the framework’s 

policies in what they thought would be the ideal order of implementation. Once 

the comments from the different experts were received and included, the process 

was repeated until a consensus was reached. This process took four rounds of 

feedback for consensus to be reached. During these iterations, experts excluded 

certain domains and policies, grouped others and included the ones they 

considered were important but not stressed enough in the previous versions. 

After this process the framework had 10 domains and 33 policies. These policies 

and domains were also ordered in an example implementation order the experts 

considered as an effective cyber resilience operationalization implementation 

order. 

 Qualitative Evaluation 

To evaluate the usefulness of the CR-CF and implementation order, the five 

remaining experts participated in semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured 

interviews are a means of data collection for qualitative research useful to gather 

information about a particular topic or area from the experience of individuals 

[119]. This set of experts had the following backgrounds: one is an industrial 

cybersecurity researcher, two of them are CISOs from medium sized companies 

with many years of experience in that place, one is the CEO of two companies (a 
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medium-sized family company and a startup he founded) and the last expert is a 

consultor in a cybersecurity provider.  

These experts were presented with the framework and the implementation 

order to evaluate adequacy of the domains, policies, identified dependencies for 

the implementation order and asked questions such as: “Do you think the 

framework includes all the essential cyber resilience domains?”, “Do you think 

the policies for each domain are adequate to implement that domain?”, “Do you 

believe that the dependencies identified in the implementation order are correct 

and would represent an effective order for cyber resilience implementation?”, and 

“Do you consider the framework could help an SME manager understand how 

cyber resilience can start to be operationalized?”. 

With the answers of the experts, the CR-CF was qualitatively evaluated and 

seemed to be a complete set of essential policies that could aid SMEs in their 

cyber resilience operationalization process.   

3.4 Phase III: Progression Model Development 

In the previous phases a conceptual framework (CR-CF) with the essential 

domains and policies for cyber resilience operationalization and implementation 

order to prioritize them have been defined. In this phase, the objective is to define 

a progression model to give companies guidelines on how these policies will 

evolve over time after a basic implementation. For this purpose, this study 

carried out semi-structured interviews as a source of qualitative information in 

order to obtain a cyber resilience progression model. In this particular case, this 

methodology was used to collect information on the progression of cyber 

resilience policies from 11 experts of three different profiles: cybersecurity 

providers (3), cybersecurity researchers (3), and professionals in companies in 

charge of cybersecurity implementation (5) (See appendix B). The profiles of the 

four new experts were three cybersecurity providers and one CEO of an SME. 

These 11 experts were selected due to their wide experience in the field and their 

profiles were chosen to add the three perspectives on the topic. These three 

perspectives were chosen because they are considered to be the different 

stakeholders that could influence the operationalization of cyber resilience in 
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SMEs. This diversity of backgrounds also reaffirmed the usage of semi-

structured interviews as a way to ensure a standardized understanding of the 

questions and vocabulary in the interview [120]. 

The interviews were made using the cyber resilience conceptual framework 

(CR-CF) developed as a previous result as the base to build the cyber resilience 

progression model. Using these findings, the semi-structured interviews were 

designed and later quantified and analyzed in order to define how the policies 

from that conceptual framework progressed over time. The design of the 

interviews, their development, and their analysis are described in the next 

subsections. 

 Interviews’ Design and Execution 

In order to obtain a progression model from the experts’ point of view, the 

interviews were designed to be a systematic construction of a progression model. 

To achieve this, all the experts were given a simplified version of the domains 

and policies (e.g., “make an inventory of assets” instead of “Make an inventory 

that lists and classifies the company’s assets and identifies the critical assets”). 

These simplifications were made to avoid biasing the perspective of the expert 

by adding advanced characteristics of the policy within the way of writing it. 

The table with the domains and simplified policies was given to the experts in a 

document that served as the interviews’ script. This document also contained the 

definitions for “cyber resilience” and “progression model” as well as the 

objectives of the interviews, the expected results and the following two-step 

methodology: 

• Step 1: Establish a starting point for each cyber resilience policy. In this 

step, they were also asked to keep in mind dependencies among these 

policies and their own experience in order to place these policies on a 

starting point from a scale of 1–5. Where one is the least advanced, least 

mature of companies and five the most advanced maturity level. The 

scale was selected based on other maturity models in the literature, 

which vary from three to six maturity levels [47], [88], [94]. 
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• Step 2: Describe how these policies progress over the next steps of the 

scale. For instance, if a policy starts at level three, how the policy 

manifests in a company at level three, then level four, and finally level 

five. 

In these steps the scale was defined without names for each maturity level 

to avoid biasing through the usage of names (e.g., if level 5 is called “Optimizing” 

as in the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [121], the actions 

described in level five would be limited to optimization actions). Other maturity 

models in the literature also avoid the usage of names for their maturity levels 

[47], [88]. 

With this information, the experts were interviewed one by one and the 11 

interviews were recorded to ensure their correct transcription. The 

transcriptions were also sent to each expert in order to double check that their 

ideas were captured accurately and avoid incorrect recording of data and/or a 

biased interpretation of what the experts responded. A graphical overview of 

how the resulting progression model from each expert is shown in Figure 3.3. 

This is also similar to the final result of this study after the analysis of the 

interviews described in the following subsection. 

 

Figure 3.3 Graphical overview of resulting progression models 

During the interviews, the experts commonly asked the following questions: 

• If they could start a policy at level five and, therefore, have no 
evolution. This was allowed as it was considered an interesting 
statement on the complexity of a policy. 

• If policies could stay the same through various levels (or skip 
them, which was equivalent) and evolve when the level of 
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maturity was higher (for example, stay the same from 1–3 and 
change in 4 and 5). This kind of evolution was also allowed since 
it would allow a realistic view of the progression of a policy. 

• If they should try to depict reality or define the best possible 
scenario. In this case, they were asked to do their best to be 
realistic but in case they believed a policy is not applied in their 
context to try to place the policy in an ideal starting point 
considering the companies’ capacities at that maturity level. 

To avoid fatigue during the interviews and thus bias due to this fatigue, the 

interviews were limited as much as possible to one hour and 30 min. The average 

duration of the interviews was 1 h and 20 min. This was possible because the 

experts were given the scripts previously and the transcription of their ideas was 

made after the interview, which permitted the experts to speak freely and 

without delays. 

 Analysis of Interview Transcripts 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, at the end of the interviews, the 

transcripts resulted in progression models from the point of view of each expert. 

To analyze these transcripts, the five-step methodology for analyzing semi-

structured interviews suggested by Schmidt was used [122]. These five steps are: 

1. Material-oriented formation of analytical categories, which consists of 
carefully reading and understanding the individual transcripts. In this 
step, annotations were made on the common concepts found among the 
transcripts as they were read individually. 

2. Assembly of the analytical categories into a guide for coding, which in 
the case of this study consists of creating categories that summarize the 
different types of progression identified by the experts. These types of 
progression were defined by grouping common patterns on the experts’ 
progressions (found on the interviews) and naming these patterns as 
descriptively as possible.  

3. Coding of the material, which consisted of assigning a progression type 
to each of the policies and progressions from the transcript of each 
expert. In this step, multiple codes could be assigned to each policy’s 
progression from a single expert. 

4. Quantifying surveys of material, which consisted of two parts: (1) 
determining whether there was consensus on the starting maturity of 
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each policy and (2) determining whether there was consensus on the 
progression type for each policy. The process used to determine 
consensuses is described in appendix C. 

5. Detailed case interpretations, which in this context consisted of creating 
a progression model based on the interpretation of the most common 
starting point for each policy and its most common progression type 
(code). In this step, when there was a tie in the starting maturity of a 
policy the lower maturity was used, and when there was a tie in the 
progression type a mix of both progressions was used for the 
construction of the progression model. 

A summary of the five-step methodology with the results from each step is 

shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4 Transcript analysis methodology summary 

3.5 Phase IV: Simulation Models’ Development 

Once SMEs have the domains and policies they need to implement, 

guidelines on how to prioritize them and paths to follow once they implement a 

basic form of each policy, it is important to understand why these guidelines 

exist. To raise awareness in this sense and let decision makers understand the 

consequences of their investments (or lack thereof) System Dynamics (SD) 

simulation models were developed. SD modelling and simulation has frequently 

been used to illustrate the dynamics and the trade-offs between different 

competing decisions and options over time [123]. Thus, the SD simulation 

technique is also often considered as a safe environment to conduct experiments, 

test decisions, and observe the consequences on a system [123]. Moreover, one of 

the SD strengths is its ability to model socio-technical systems and dealing with 
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the soft variables that are hard to quantify but are often influential to determine 

the behavior of variables under study [124]. Given the ability to show trade-offs 

and model mixed numerical and soft variables such as the ones found in cyber 

resilience operationalization the method is deemed to be appropriate for the 

purpose of this study. 

In order to develop the simulation models for this study a literature 

approach was combined with the results of the previous expert interviews to 

obtain the reference modes (behaviors over time or BoT) and the boundaries of 

the models. This process is summarized in Figure 3.5 and explained in the 

following subsection. 

 

Figure 3.5 Summary of the employed methodology 

 System Dynamics Modelling 

To develop the SD models, in addition to a literature approach, interviews 

with 15 experts were used to elicit their mental model and tacit knowledge 

concerning the investment decisions for improving cyber resilience. Out of these 

experts, five differed from the ones who participated in the previous phases. 

However, these experts had the same characteristics: wide experience in the 

operationalization of cyber resilience or they researched in cyber resilience. 

Using experts’ tacit knowledge is a known process in the SD model building, as 

many SD modelers admit that the knowledge of the stakeholders who actually 

operate the system is required to structure and parameterize a useful model 

[125]. 
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The literature approach was used to find interrelationships and known 

behaviors discussed in the literature. Previous research and the cyber resilience 

aiding documents discussed in the conceptualization phase were used to find 

interrelationships between cyber resilience policies and domains. Other articles 

discussing interrelationships between policies and the importance of certain 

policies (such as, [86], [100]) were also studied before comparing and 

contrasting with the experts’ opinions on the important relationships and effects 

of cyber resilience domains and policies. 

Later, the information was contrasted with the interrelationships and 

behaviors described in the 15 expert interviews (See appendix B). The aims of 

the interviews with the experts for knowledge elicitation were twofold: First, to 

derive behaviors or reference modes, which is required in the SD method [126] to 

describe the dynamic of the problems being modeled. Second, to estimate the 

boundaries or orders of magnitude in the model and the time horizon that would 

be applied in the cyber resilience model were plausible. The elicitation process 

was designed to allow the experts drawing the Behavior over Time (BoT) as 

input for the model to represent the reality. Despite the chart would not be an 

exact quantitative representation, it is vital to understanding the dynamics of 

managing cyber resilience [124]. 

3.6 Phase V: Evaluation 

Once the final Cyber Resilience Operationalization Framework (CR-OF) 

was defined through the previous steps of this methodology, six case studies 

were carried out to confirm the framework contributes in a complete and useful 

way to the operationalization of cyber resilience in SMEs. Therefore, these case 

studies had two main objectives: 

1. Determine whether the CR-OF was complete or, in other words, if it 

encompassed all the policies SMEs expect for cyber resilience 

operationalization. 

2. Determine whether the CR-OF was useful or, in other words, if SMEs 

could successfully use the CR-OF to follow the process of self-assessing 
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their current cyber resilience, decide actions to improve it and prioritize 

these actions.  

For companies to be able to use the CR-OF, the Cyber Resilience Self-

Assessment Tool (CR-SAT) was used in a web-based prototype that guided 

them through the process of self-assessing, deciding improvement actions and 

prioritizing them. The following sub-section describes the case study 

methodology, its fit in this context, and its application in this thesis.  

 Case Studies 

The case study methodology is used to explore and study real-life events and 

their relationships in a detailed context analysis [127]. Due to their nature, case 

studies explore empirical evidences of the studied phenomena in which 

causality, interrelationships between the observed variables become apparent 

[127]. In this sense, a case study might help improve, and evaluate the 

completeness and usefulness of the CR-OF. This use of case studies is also 

supported in the literature since case studies can be used to illuminate a set of 

decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented and with what 

results [127], [128]. 

To avoid biases in the interpretation of the information of the data obtained 

from the case study, a triangulation of information gathered from different 

sources was used. This information came from documental evidences, websites, 

interviews and official documentation (internal reports and plans). This process 

was used to alleviate the lack that case studies are usually accused of because of 

the interpretability of the data, and at the same time ensure the reliability of the 

data gathered [129], [130]. 

Considering this, the main source of information for the case studies in this 

article were semi-structured interviews, and this information was contrasted 

with publicly available information from the companies as well as internal 

reports provided by the interviewees. Semi-structured interviews are a means of 

data collection for qualitative research useful to gather information about a 

particular topic or area from the experience of individuals [119]. In the case 
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studies conducted for this article, the semi-structured interviews were geared 

towards the collection of empirical evidences of the current state of each cyber 

resilience policy in the company to denote the possibility of correctly identifying 

with the scales used in the tool. These empirical evidences were used to improve 

the scales and questions with examples that could potentially help future SMEs 

using the tool to identify with an option with more ease. Moreover, the case 

studies also had the objective of finding evidences that decision-makers could 

extract specific actions to improve their cyber resilience from the tool’s scales (or 

their equivalent, the progression model) and prioritize these actions with the 

help of the tool. The final objective of the case studies was to receive feedback on 

the overall usefulness of this kind of tool and process.  

To fulfill these objectives, contact with the SMEs in these case studies were 

through one spokesperson who was selected with the criteria of having decision 

over cyber resilience operationalization in the company. In this way, the person 

could either respond in a first interview, get informed with the rest of the 

personnel and respond in a later interview, or delegate the response to the more 

adequate profile. Using these criteria, six cybersecurity managers (see appendix 

B) from three different SMEs were interviewed and their companies participated 

in the case studies. The profiles of these interviewees were: one CTO (chief 

technology officer) of a 150-employees port logistics company in El Salvador. One 

CEO (chief executive officer) and financial director of a 200-employees paint, 

varnish, ink and similar coatings company in the Basque Country, Spain. One 

CEO of a 30-employee clinical pharmacy organization in Florida, USA. One CTO 

from a 225-employee machine tool manufacturer from Spain. One CTO from a 

150-employee machine tool manufacturer (competitor of the previous company) 

in Spain. Finally, one CEO of a 50-employee mold manufacturing company in 

Spain. In these companies, these interviewees were in charge of cyber resilience 

decision-making. 

During the case studies, the companies’ spokespersons had to self-assess the 

company supporting their assessment with evidences, select actions to improve 

their current cyber resilience operationalization and prioritize these actions 

according to the implementation order obtained in phase II of the methodology 

(which was provided to them through the CR-SAT application).  
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At the end of the case studies, each company’s spokesperson was asked to 

give feedback on the tool, its completeness and how useful they found it when 

self-assessing, defining their improvement actions and prioritizing them. 

Afterwards, based on the results of the case studies, cybersecurity providers 

were identified as an important stakeholder in the cyber resilience 

operationalization in SMEs. Therefore, to evaluate their perspective on the 

usefulness and completeness of the cyber resilience operationalization 

framework (CR-OF), three cybersecurity providers were also interviewed (See 

appendix B) and presented with the CR-SAT to see if they considered it a viable 

option to aid SMEs in cyber resilience operationalization.  

3.7 Conclusion 

The research methodology applied in this research comprised five main 

phases: conceptualization, development of a cyber resilience conceptual 

framework (CR-CF) and its implementation order, development of a cyber 

resilience progression model, development of simulation models, and the 

evaluation of the cyber resilience operationalization framework (CR-OF). The 

conceptualization phase included a literature review of different documents that 

aid companies in cyber resilience operationalization. Using this information, the 

development of the CR-CF and its implementation order were developed by 

systematically finding similarities and underlying concepts in the existing 

documents to uncover the essential cyber resilience policies, which were also 

qualitatively evaluated and put into an implementation order by eleven experts. 

Then, a different group of eleven experts aided with the definition of an initial 

maturity state and progression types for each of the policies in the CR-CF. Using 

this information a progression model was developed in phase III. Thereafter, 

another set of experts was interviewed to develop SD models to simulate the 

consequences of different prioritizations and investments strategies in cyber 

resilience policies. These models were later proposed as a valid tool for cyber 

resilience awareness training, especially for decision-makers. Finally, during the 

evaluation phase (phase V), the correctness and usefulness of the cyber resilience 

operationalization framework (CR-OF) were tested in six case studies. Using 
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these methodologies, the following chapter explains the obtained results and 

how these results are merged as a useful framework for cyber resilience 

operationalization in SMEs, the CR-OF. 
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4 
 

4 Cyber Resilience 
Operationalization 

Framework (CR-OF) 

This chapter presents the different results that, when used conjunctly, form the cyber resilience 
operationalization framework (CR-OF). As explained in the methodology section, the results 
were obtained gradually throughout the different phases of this thesis’ development. Therefore, 
this section presents in a detailed manner these results and how they can be used together as an 
operationalization framework (CR-OF).  
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4.1 Introduction 

The results of this thesis can be summarized in two groups. The first group 

is a conceptual framework (CR-CF) with the necessary means to prioritize and 

implement it, and the second group are operative tools that companies can use 

to apply the concepts and prioritizations and that way operationalize cyber 

resilience. The results in the first group are:  

1. The cyber resilience conceptual framework (CR-CF) that contains the 
essential domains and policies that SMEs require to operationalize cyber 
resilience. 

2. The implementation order for SMEs to have guidelines on how to 
prioritize the domains and policies in the CR-CF. 

3. The cyber resilience progression model for SMEs to have guidelines on 
how each policy can evolve from an initial implementation into mature 
states. 

On the second group, this study presents two tools for SMEs: 

1. The Self-assessment tool (CR-SAT) for companies to assess their cyber 
resilience operationalization based on the progression model and the 
implementation order. 

2. The cyber resilience cyber range (CR)2 that based on the progressions 
and prioritization of the policies allows SME managers understand the 
effects of each policy and the effects of their decisions.  

Figure 4.1 summarizes these results that constitute the Cyber Resilience 

Operationalization Framework (CR-OF) and organizes them from most 

theoretical to most operative (top to bottom). 
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Figure 4.1 Cyber Resilience Operationalization Framework (CR-OF) results 

summary 

4.2 Cyber Resilience Conceptual Framework (CR-CF) 

After applying the methodology described in the previous chapter (Section 

3.3), cyber resilience has been synthesized into 10 domains and 33 policies for 

SMEs to follow and implement. As mentioned in the previous section, the 

policies and domains in this conceptual framework had to appear repeatedly as 

concepts in the literature and had to be approved by the experts as necessary for 

SMEs. 
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At the end of this section, a table with the summary of the CR-CF and a 

comparison to other frameworks in the literature is given in Table 4.1 CR-CF and 

other frameworks influences. 

In the following subsections the conceptual framework is broken down into 

its domains and amongst each domain the policies that compose it.  

 Governance 

The reviewed cyber resilience frameworks often reference concepts related 

to the role of the management in promoting/sponsoring cyber resilience [47], 

[64], [88], [94], [101]–[103], communicating cyber resilience plans [43], [44], 

[88], [94], developing a cyber resilience strategy [41], [47], [64], [85], [94], [102], 

assigning enough resources to develop cyber resilience activities [94], [101], 

[103], and complying with cyber resilience-related regulation [44], [85], [87], 

[102], [104]. The CR-CF has grouped this common theme under one domain 

called “governance” since several of these frameworks explicitly name similar 

groups under that name [41], [85], [88], [103]. 

Based on these concepts and the experts’ reasoning, the specific policies for 

the governance domain were summarized as follows: 

• Develop and communicate a cyber resilience strategy. 

• Comply with cyber resilience-related regulation. 

• Assign resources (funds, people, tools, etc.) to develop cyber resilience 
activities. 

Although it is not a specific action and thus it cannot be written as a policy, 

this domain must stress the importance of the management’s awareness, 

commitment and engagement. In short, the management should lead the 

initiative in the cyber resilience implementation process [35]. 

 Risk Management 

Another group of concepts that was often referenced in the reviewed 

frameworks and was considered important in the expert’s evaluations were the 

concepts related to cyber risk. These concepts included the systematic 

identification and documentation of risks [41], [47], [64], [87], [88], [94], [101], 

[103], [104], the classification of these risks in order to determine priorities [41], 
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[42], [47], [87], [88], [94], [104], the determination of an acceptance threshold 

for risk [41], [47], [64], [88], [103], [104], and the development of risk mitigation 

activities [41], [47], [48], [64], [87], [88], [94], [101], [104]. In the CR-CF, these 

concepts have been grouped under the “risk management” domain. This title is 

recurrent in the reviewed frameworks, along with “risk assessment”, to group 

similar concepts [41], [47], [48], [64], [85], [87], [88], [94], [101], [103], [104]. 

Due to the cited commonly found concepts and after iterating with the 

experts, the risk management domain’s policies were written as follows:  

• Systematically identify and document the company’s cyber risks. 

• Classify/prioritize the company’s cyber risk. 

• Determine a risk tolerance threshold. 

• Mitigate the risks that exceed the risk tolerance threshold. 

According to the experts, risk management should consider internal and 

external risks. This statement is backed up in the literature since many 

frameworks include the analysis of external risks [41], [47], [88]. The external 

risks are important to consider in order to implement cyber resilience since 

viewing the organization as one part of a network of organizations is a key 

difference between cyber resilience and traditional cybersecurity [6]. 

 Asset Management 

Many concepts in the reviewed cyber resilience frameworks referred to the 

company’s assets (hardware, software, and communications). These concepts 

include creating an inventory of the company’s assets [37], [41], [42], [47], [48], 

[87], [88], [94], [103], [104], creating and documenting a baseline configuration 

of the assets and a configuration change policy [41], [42], [47], [48], [88], [104], 

keeping the assets maintained [37], [42], [47], [48], [87], [88], [103], [104], and 

identifying the internal and external dependencies of those assets [43], [44], 

[88], [103], [104]. The name of the domain that groups these concepts in this 

study’s conceptual framework (CR-CF) is “asset management” because it is a 

name commonly used to group these concepts together in the reviewed 

frameworks [41], [88], [94], [104]. 

Based on these concepts and the experts’ input, the asset management 

domain of the CR-CF contains the following policies: 
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• Make an inventory that lists and classifies the company’s assets and 
identifies the critical assets. 

• Create and document a baseline configuration for the company’s assets. 

• Create a policy to manage the changes in the assets’ configurations. 

• Create a policy to periodically maintain the company’s assets. 

• Identify and document the internal and external dependencies of the 
company’s assets. 

The asset management domain, according to the experts can affect the 

anticipation stage of the cyber resilience domain. This is because when 

implemented, asset management can help the company know what to protect 

and prioritize the protection of critical assets [43]. 

Asset management also includes the analysis of dependencies from the 

company’s assets with external systems. This is important in order to include the 

external aspects that are key for cyber resilience [6], [86]. 

 Threat and Vulnerability Management 

Other concepts found to be in several of the reviewed frameworks and were 

relevant to the experts’ eyes were related to threats and vulnerabilities. The most 

common of these concepts included identifying and documenting the company’s 

threats and vulnerabilities [39], [43], [44], [47], [48], [85], [88], [94], [95], [101], 

[103] and mitigating the company’s threats and vulnerabilities [39], [47], [85], 

[88], [94], [95], [101], [104]. These concepts have been included under the domain 

titled “threat and vulnerability management” because similar concepts can be 

found under the same or similar titles in the reviewed frameworks [47], [85], 

[87], [88], [94]. 

Due to these common concepts and after iterating with the experts, the CR-

CF includes the threat and vulnerability management domain with the following 

two main policies: 

• Identify and document the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. 

• Mitigate the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. 

 Incident Analysis 

Several of the reviewed frameworks also referred to a group of concepts 

related to learning from the previously occurred incidents. These concepts often 
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included assessing the damages after an incident [37], [41], [43], [44], [87], [88], 

[103], determining the causes, objectives, points of entry and methods that 

enabled the incident [41], [43], [44], [85], [87], [88], [94], [103], and analyzing 

the responses and response selection process after an incident occurred [41], 

[43], [44]. These concepts are often mixed with the response to incidents under 

an incident management domain or similar [37], [41], [42], [85], [87], [88], [94], 

[103], [104]. However, the experts considered it important to separate the 

incident analysis from the incident response in order to stress a somewhat 

implicit concept in other frameworks related to learning from previously 

suffered incidents [41], [43], [44], [48], [87], [88], [104], and the management of 

the incidents was left for another domain. Thus, the title for this domain was 

chosen to be “Incident Analysis”. 

After grouping these concepts into the CR-CF and iterating with the 

experts, the incident analysis domain has the following policies: 

• Assess and document the damages suffered after an incident. 

• Analyze the suffered incidents to find as much information as possible: 
causes, methods, objectives, point of entry, etc. 

• Evaluate the company’s response and response selection to the incident. 

• Identify lessons learned from the previous incidents and implement 
measures to improve future responses, response selections, and risk 
management. 

 Awareness and Training 

Another recurrent theme in the reviewed frameworks that the experts 

considered important for a CR-CF was related with maintaining the personnel 

trained and aware of their role in the company’s cyber resilience. This includes 

creating training and awareness plans [42], [47], [48], [104], making sure the 

company’s employees had the adequate training for their roles in the cyber 

resilience strategy [37], [39], [41], [42], [47], [48], [87], [94], [95], [104], raising 

the company’s employees’ awareness [41]–[44], [47], [48], [87], [104], and 

training the personnel in technical skills [37], [39], [42], [47], [48], [87], [94], 

[102], [104]. These concepts have been grouped under the “awareness and 

training” domain, because the title is used in several of the reviewed frameworks 

[41], [42], [48], [85], [88], [104]. 
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Using these concepts and the experts’ opinion, the awareness and training 

domain’s policies are: 

• Define and document training and awareness plans. 

• Evaluate the gaps in the personnel skills needed to perform their cyber 
resilience roles and include these gaps in the training plans. 

• Train the personnel with technical skills. 

• Raise the personnel’s awareness through training programs. 

 Information Security 

The protection of confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA triad) of 

information was another group of concepts found in most of the reviewed cyber 

resilience frameworks. The protection of the CIA triad can be found either 

directly mentioned or through commonly used practices to protect them. After 

discussion with the experts and to maintain the same level of specificity across 

the CR-CF the practices will not be listed as individual actions, but rather as 

examples of the protection of one of the parts of the components of the CIA triad. 

Based on this, the common concepts that have been grouped are protecting the 

confidentiality through network segmentation, cryptographic techniques in 

databases and communications, and access control [39], [41], [47], [48], [85], 

[87], [88], [94], [95], [104]. Protecting the integrity through integrity checking 

mechanisms in data, hardware, software, and firmware [39], [41], [42], [47], [48], 

[87], [88], [95], [104]. Finally, protecting availability through back-ups, 

redundancy and maintaining adequate capacity [39], [41], [44], [47], [48], [87], 

[88], [95], [104]. The protection of the CIA triad is often called “information 

security” [87], and thus this is used as the title for the domain that groups these 

concepts. 

• The final information security domain’s policies were written as follows: 

• Implement measures to protect confidentiality (e.g. access control 
measures, network segmentation, cryptographic techniques for data and 
communications, etc.) 

• Implement integrity checking mechanisms for data, software, hardware 
and firmware. 

• Ensure availability through backups, redundancy, and maintaining 
adequate capacity. 
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 Detection Processes and Continuous Monitoring 

The reviewed frameworks commonly referenced measures to monitor the 

company’s assets and detect incidents. Monitoring the company’s assets 

includes the use of controls/sensors, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), 

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS), etc. [37], [39], [41]–[44], [47], 

[48], [85], [87], [88], [94], [95], [104]. And detecting incidents requires defining 

detection processes that clearly state when to escalate anomalous activity into 

incidents and have a protocol for notifying the appropriate parties in case of 

detection to trigger the appropriate response [37], [41]–[43], [88], [94], [103], 

[104]. These concepts are often found in the reviewed frameworks as 

“continuous monitoring” or similar [37], [41], [48], [104], however, to emphasize 

the objective of the monitoring, this study uses “detection processes and 

continuous monitoring” as the title that encompasses this group of concepts. The 

“detection process” is inspired by [41] in which both “continuous monitoring” 

and “detection processes” are part of the “detect” function. 

Based on the common concepts found in the reviewed frameworks and the 

experts’ inputs, the policies for this domain were written as follows: 

• Actively monitor the company’s assets (e.g. by implementing 
controls/sensors, IDS, NIDS, etc.). 

• Define a detection process that specifies when to escalate anomalies into 
incidents and notifies the appropriate parties according to the type of 
detected incident. 

 Business Continuity Management 

Another commonly referenced group of concepts that the experts’ 

evaluations considered relevant is related to planning for contingencies. This 

group of concepts included the definition of plans to maintain business 

operations despite adverse conditions [37], [41], [47], [48], [87], [88], [94], [95], 

[102]–[104], to determine actions and responsibilities in order to recover normal 

operations and define Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs) and Recovery Point 

Objectives (RPOs) [37], [39], [41]–[44], [47], [48], [85], [87], [88], [94], [95], 

[103], [104], and to test these business continuity plans periodically to determine 

their effectiveness and adjust them accordingly [37], [41], [42], [47], [87], [88], 

[94], [95], [103], [104]. These concepts have been grouped under the domain 
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titled “Business Continuity Management” because “service continuity 

management” and “business continuity management” are commonly used titles 

to group similar concepts in the reviewed frameworks [37], [48], [87], [95], [104] 

and “business continuity” was considered the better option by the experts. 

Considering these concepts and after iterating with the experts, the policies 

for this domain of the CR-CF were written as follows: 

• Define and document plans to maintain the operations despite different 
scenarios of adverse situations. 

• Define and document plans to respond to and recover from incidents 
that include recovery time objectives and recovery point objectives. 

• Periodically test the business continuity plans to evaluate their adequacy 
and adjust them to achieve the best possible operations under adverse 
situations. 

 Information Sharing and Communication 

Finally, the reviewed frameworks had a group of concepts related to 

collaboration and communication. The group of these concepts relevant for 

SMEs according to the experts include cooperating with external parties to 

receive and report useful information about cyber resilience issues and receive 

assistance for business continuity [37], [41], [43], [44], [47], [64], [88], [94], 

defining communication plans for emergency situations that include 

management of public relations, reparation of the reputation, and 

communication of the suffered incident to all the appropriate parties [37], [41], 

[47], [94], [102], and collaborating with  the company’s suppliers and third party 

partners to implement the appropriate measures to meet the company’s cyber 

resilience needs [41], [47], [48], [64], [87], [94], [95], [102], [104]. This group was 

titled “information sharing and communications” because this title or a similar 

one are used by several of the reviewed frameworks to group similar concepts 

[37], [47], [64], [94] and it was considered the most appropriate by the experts. 

Finally, the information sharing and communication domain affects all of the 

cyber resilience lifecycle. Sharing information can let the company be aware of 

newer threats, know how to detect them, how to resist them (withstand), how 

to recover from them and how to evolve afterwards [86]. 
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SMEs can benefit most of all companies from collaboration with other, more 

experienced companies since it is an opportunity for the company to learn from 

them. In this sense, this domain can help SMEs learn more about cyber resilience 

implementation and take these lessons to implement other domains in this 

conceptual framework, thus reducing the necessary resources for the 

implementation.  

Based on the above-mentioned concepts and the experts’ input, the policies 

for this domain were written as follows: 

• Define information sharing and cooperation agreements with external 
private and public entities to improve the company’s cyber resilience 
capabilities. 

• Define and document a communication plan for emergencies that takes 
into account the management of public relations, the reparation of the 
company’s reputation after an event, and the communication of the 
suffered incident to the authorities and other important third parties. 

• Establish collaborative relationships with the company’s external 
stakeholders (e.g. suppliers) to implement policies that help each other’s 
cyber resilience goals. 

After describing the 10 domains and its policies’ origin, Table 4.1 CR-CF and 

other frameworks influences presents a summary of the domains, policies and 

the references that include them. The contents of Table 4.1 CR-CF and other 

frameworks influences display: 

• A “#” when the reference in the column refers to the policy in the 
corresponding row in the text of the document, but not directly as a 
policy or domain. 

• An “x” when the reference contains at least one policy, control or 
question about the policy in the corresponding row. 

• A “●” when the reference contains a domain centered around that policy. 

• And an “!” when the policy in the corresponding row is the main focus of 
the reference in the column.



 

 

Table 4.1 CR-CF and other frameworks influences 

  Reference to analyzed documents with indexes from Table 3.1 

Domain Policy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Governance 

Develop and communicate a cyber resilience 

strategy. 
  !   # !  # # #  x ! x  ●  

Comply with cyber resilience-related regulation.   x    ●    x ● x      

Assign resources (funds, people, tools, etc.) to 

develop cyber resilience activities. 
x   x             x  

Risk Management 

Systematically identify and document the 

company’s cyber risks. 
! !  x   !  x x  x  ! x  x  

Classify/prioritize the company’s cyber risks.       !  x x  x   x x x  

Determine a risk tolerance threshold.    x     x x  x  ! x    

Mitigate the risks that exceed the risk tolerance 

threshold. 
! !  x   ! x x x  x x ! x  x  

Asset Management 

Make an inventory that lists and classifies the 

company’s assets and identifies the critical assets. 
   x   # x x x  x   x ● x x 

Create and document a baseline configuration for 

the company’s assets. 
       x x x  x   x ● x  

Create a policy to manage the changes in the 

assets’ configurations. 
       x x x  x   x x x  

Create a policy to periodically maintain the 

company’s assets. 
   x   ● x x x  x    ● x x 

Identify and document the internal and external 

dependencies of the company’s assets. 
   x  x   x ● x ●     ●  

Threat and Vulnerability Management 

Identify and document the company’s threats and 

vulnerabilities. 
! !  x x x  x x x x  x    x  

Mitigate the company’s threats and 

vulnerabilities. 
! !   x    x x   x    x  

Incident Analysis 

Assess and document the damages suffered after 

an incident. 
   x  x #   x x    x   x 

Analyze the suffered incidents to find as much 

information as possible: causes, methods, 

objectives, point of entry, etc. 

   x  x #   x x  x  x    

Evaluate the company’s response and response 

selection to the incident. 
     x     x    x    

Identify lessons learned from the previous 

incidents and implement measures to improve 

future responses, response selections, and risk 

management. 

     x  x  x x x   x    

Awareness and Training 

Define and document training and awareness 

plans. 
       x x   x    ●   

Evaluate the gaps in the personnel skills needed to 

perform their cyber resilience roles and include 

these gaps in the training plans. 

 x   x  # x x   x   x x x x 

Train the personnel with technical skills.   x  x  # x x   x    x x x 
Raise the personnel’s awareness through their 

training programs. 
     x # x x  x x   x x   

Information Security 

Implement measures to protect confidentiality 

(e.g. access control measures, network 

segmentation, cryptographic techniques for data 

and communications, etc.) 

 x   x  ● x ● x  x ●  x x   

Implement integrity checking mechanisms for 

data, software, hardware and firmware. 
 x   x  # x x x  x   x  x  

Ensure availability through backups, redundancy, 

and maintaining adequate capacity. 
 x   x  # x x x x x   x    

Detection Processes and Continuous 
Monitoring 

Actively monitor the company’s assets (e.g. by 

implementing controls/sensors, IDS, NIDS, etc.) 
 x   x x x x x x x ● x  x ● x x 

Define a detection process that specifies when to 

escalate anomalies into incidents and notifies the 

appropriate parties according to the type of 

detected incident. 

   x  x    x  x   x x x x 

Business Continuity Management 

Define and document plans to maintain the 

operations despite different scenarios of adverse 

situations. 

 x x x   ● x x x  x  x x  x x 

Define and document plans to respond to and 

recover from incidents that include recovery time 

objectives and recovery point objectives. 

 x  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Periodically test the business continuity plans to 

evaluate their adequacy and adjust them to 

achieve the best possible operations under adverse 

situations. 

 x  x   x  x x  x  x x x x x 

Information Sharing and Communication 

Define information sharing and cooperation 

agreements with external private and public 

entities to improve the company’s cyber resilience 

capabilities. 

     x   x x x   x x  x x 

Define and document a communication plan for 

emergencies that takes into account the 

management of public relations, the reparation of 

the company’s reputation after an event, and the 

communication of the suffered incident to the 

authorities and other important third parties. 

  x   x   x   ●   x  x x 

Establish collaborative relationships with the 

company’s external stakeholders (e.g. suppliers) 

to implement policies that help each other’s cyber 

resilience goals. 

 x x    ● x x   x  x x  x  
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4.3 Implementation Order 

Up to this point, the CR-CF identifies the essential domains and policies 

required to operationalize cyber resilience. However, having a list of required 

actions does not clarify how to prioritize these actions. Moreover, the experts 

considered that the policies’ implementation order could influence their 

effectiveness as well. For instance, they argued that trying to implement 

information security measures without first classifying the assets could result in 

unnecessary investment in the protection of assets that are not critical to the 

company’s process or business continuity and in a lack of protection to those 

important assets. This is also supported by the literature as exemplified in the 

relationship between implementing detection systems and the relationship with 

training [100]. In turn, an incident that affects an unprotected critical asset could 

represent high costs [22], [131], [132] and a company that has invested 

considerably in protecting other assets could lead to the assumption that 

“spending” in cyber resilience is not effective.  

Thus, the experts were asked to develop an implementation order to be used 

as a guideline for SMEs to be able to prioritize cyber resilience 

operationalization. The following subsection shows a possible policy-level 

implementation order for the essential cyber resilience operationalization 

policies (the policies in the CR-CF). This implementation order can be used by 

the cyber resilience operationalization decision-maker in an SME to prioritize 

between the implementation of one policy or another. 

 Policy-Level Implementation Order 

As defined in the CR-CF, there are 10 domains and 33 policies essential to 

the operationalization of cyber resilience. Amongst each domain, there are 

several policies. 

By using the literature and the evaluation with the six experts, this study 

was able to define one implementation order that would be effective for cyber 

resilience operationalization using the policies inside the CR-CF. To arrange the 

policies in an implementation order and fit them into a diagram, the CR-CF was 

coded as shown in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 Cyber Resilience Domains and Policies 

Domain Code Policy 

Governance 

G1 Develop and communicate a cyber resilience strategy. 

G2 Comply with cyber resilience-related regulation. 

G3 Assign resources (funds, people, tools, etc.) to develop cyber 
resilience activities. 

Risk Management 

RM1 Systematically identify and document the company’s cyber 
risks. 

RM2 Classify/prioritize the company’s cyber risks. 

RM3 Determine a risk tolerance threshold. 

RM4 Mitigate the risks that exceed the risk tolerance threshold. 

Asset Management 

AM1 Make an inventory that lists and classifies the company’s assets 
and identifies the critical assets. 

AM2 Create and document a baseline configuration for the company’s 
assets. 

AM3 Create a policy to manage the changes in the assets’ 
configurations. 

AM4 Create a policy to periodically maintain the company’s assets. 

AM5 Identify and document the internal and external dependencies 
of the company’s assets. 

Threat and Vulnerability 
Management 

TVM1 Identify and document the company’s threats and 
vulnerabilities. 

TVM2 Mitigate the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. 

Incident Analysis 

IA1 Assess and document the damages suffered after an incident. 

IA2 Analyze the suffered incidents to find as much information as 
possible: causes, methods, objectives, point of entry, etc. 

IA3 Evaluate the company’s response and response selection to the 
incident. 

IA4 Identify lessons learned from the previous incidents and 
implement measures to improve future responses, response 
selections, and risk management. 

Awareness and Training 

AT1 Define and document training and awareness plans. 

AT2 Evaluate the gaps in the personnel skills needed to perform their 
cyber resilience roles and include these gaps in the training 
plans. 

AT3 Train the personnel with technical skills. 

AT4 Raise the personnel’s awareness through their training 
programs. 

Information Security 

IS1 Implement measures to protect confidentiality (e.g. access 
control measures, network segmentation, cryptographic 
techniques for data and communications, etc.) 

IS2 Implement integrity checking mechanisms for data, software, 
hardware and firmware. 

IS3 Ensure availability through backups, redundancy, and 
maintaining adequate capacity. 

Detection Processes and 
Continuous Monitoring 

DPM1 Actively monitor the company’s assets (e.g. by implementing 
controls/sensors, IDS, etc.) 

DPM2 Define a detection process that specifies when to escalate 
anomalies into incidents and notifies the appropriate parties 
according to the type of detected incident. 

Business Continuity 
Management 

BCM1 Define and document plans to maintain the operations despite 
different scenarios of adverse situations. 
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BCM2 Define and document plans to respond to and recover from 
incidents that include recovery time objectives and recovery 
point objectives. 

BCM3 Periodically test the business continuity plans to evaluate their 
adequacy and adjust them to achieve the best possible 
operations under adverse situations. 

Information Sharing and 
Communication 

SHC1 Define information sharing and cooperation agreements with 
external private and public entities to improve the company’s 
cyber resilience capabilities. 

SHC2 Define and document a communication plan for emergencies 
that takes into account the management of public relations, the 
reparation of the company’s reputation after an event, and the 
communication of the suffered incident to the authorities and 
other important third parties. 

SHC3 Establish collaborative relationships with the company’s 
external stakeholders (e.g. suppliers) to implement policies that 
help each other’s cyber resilience goals. 

 

Having said this, the experts divided the implementation order into eight 

sections and gave them names depending on the function they accomplish in the 

cyber resilience operationalization process (Figure 4.2, eight sections are color 

coded). Although cyber resilience has been divided into domains in the CR-CF, 

these grouping of policies is different because policies from the same domain 

should not necessarily be implemented at the same time, as it is explained in the 

following subsections. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.2, there are two main sets 

of policies separated into two boxes: the transversal aiding policies which by 

themselves do not build cyber resilience but support the rest of the policies and 

improve their effectiveness; and the core cyber resilience building policies which 

are the policies that directly build cyber resilience and are ordered from left to 

right according to what the experts believe is an effective way to implement 

them.  
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Figure 4.2. Cyber Resilience Policies' Implementation Order 
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A. Risk Identification 

According to the experts and the literature, the first steps towards building 

cyber resilience are making the inventory or assets with their respective 

classification (AM1) in order to determine their possible threats and 

vulnerabilities (TVM1) [101]. Both, the experts and the literature, then agreed 

that in order to make an effective risk management evaluation and threat and 

vulnerability evaluation the company could be aided by the analysis of their 

previous incidents. In this sense, they suggested that the company assessed and 

documented the damages of the cyber incidents that they suffer (IA1), analyze 

the methods, causes, etc. for these incidents (IA2) and evaluate their responses 

to these incidents (IA3) in order to learn as much as possible from them (IA4), 

and help them identify threats and vulnerabilities (TVM1) [88], [101]. 

Once the technical threats and vulnerabilities have been identified, the 

experts and the literature suggest that the rest of the risks should be identified 

(RM1) [101]. In order to identify all the risks, the internal and external 

dependencies of the assets should be identified (AM5).  

Thus, as described before, the Risk Identification group of policies are 

related to the Asset Management, Threat and Vulnerability Management, Risk 

Management and Incident Analysis domains in the CR-CF. 

B. Compliance 

According to the experts, before going through the risk identification and 

the strategy development sections of the implementation order, any 

implementation of the mitigation and protection section could be inefficient. 

Their rationale for this is that the company could over protect assets or over 

invest in security measures for vulnerabilities that are not critical, leaving the 

most critical risks exploitable and their most critical assets vulnerable. However, 

they argued that there is an exception to this since in some cases complying with 

regulation (G2) could make it necessary for the company to invest in some of 

these measures. Moreover, the literature also emphasizes the importance of 

complying with regulation as part of cyber resilience management and 

operationalization [51]. For these reasons, compliance (G2) can be done at the 

beginning of the cyber resilience operationalization as shown in Figure 4.2.  
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As described compliance would only be related to the CR-CF’s Governance 

domain. 

C. Strategy Development 

After the risk identification process, the company should classify and 

prioritize their risks (RM2) and determine their risk tolerance threshold (RM3). 

Depending on this threshold and their current risks and priorities, the company 

should assign the resources they are willing to use for cyber resilience (G3). With 

these inputs, the company should decide which assets to protect and how by 

defining a cyber resilience strategy (G1). A similar approach is suggested in the 

literature where the cyber resilience strategy is based in the current threats [41], 

[51], [88], [101]. 

Thus, as described, the Strategy Development group of policies are related 

to the Governance and Risk Management domains in the CR-CF. 

D. Mitigation and Protection 

After defining a strategy, the company should have clear ideas on how to 

mitigate risks (RM4) and vulnerabilities (TVM2) through the maintenance of 

the assets (AM4); the implementation of the information security measures (IS1, 

IS2 and IS3); the implementation of continuous monitoring tools and a detection 

process (DPM1 and DPM2); and through the planning of how to respond and 

recover from incidents (BCM1 and BCM2). Similar ideas are also alluded in the 

literature [41], [51], [101]. 

As described the Mitigation and Protection policies are related to the Risk 

Management, Threat and Vulnerability Management, Asset Management, 

Information Security, Detection Processes and Continuous Monitoring, and 

Business Continuity Management domains in the CR-CF. 

E. Continuity Testing 

According to the experts, after implementing the mitigation and protection 

section of the implementation order, companies should include the way in which 

they will deal with third parties in case of an incident in their business continuity 

plans. This means that they should make communication plans for these cases 

(SHC2). Both, the business continuity plans, and the communication plans 

should be tested periodically to improve them iteratively (BCM3). 
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Therefore, the Continuity Testing group is related to the Business 

Continuity Management and the Information Sharing and Communication 

domains in the CR-CF. 

F. Configuration Control 

As shown in Figure 4.2, in parallel to the strategy development, and just after 

implementing section of the risk identification, companies could implement 

configuration control (colored light green). This section of the implementation 

order consists of creating a baseline configuration for all the assets (AM2) and 

later a configuration change policy (AM3) in order to keep traceability of the 

changes and in order to be able to reverse them in case they have unexpected 

consequences. 

This section of the process is, according to the experts, not as much of a 

priority as following the strategy development and the mitigation and protection 

sections. However, it can be done in parallel and if companies have the resources 

to do it, they should.  

Thus, the Configuration Control is related to the Asset Management domain 

in the CR-CF. 

G. Training and Awareness 

The experts agreed that training of the personnel played an important role 

in the cyber resilience building process. They agreed that in order to efficiently 

implement training policies the company should identify gaps in the skills 

needed to perform cyber resilience activities (AT2). With these gaps in mind, 

they should plan awareness and technical training plans for the personnel (AT1) 

[51], [104]. With these plans, they should impart both technical and awareness 

training to the personnel (AT3 and AT4). 

Both the experts and the literature [41], [51], [104] suggest that training is 

needed to perform well in any of the other cyber resilience policies (technical and 

non-technical). Thus, they considered it a transversal section of the process that 

should be implemented in parallel to the implementation of every other cyber 

resilience policy. 

Thus, as described, the Training and Awareness group is equivalent to the 

Awareness and Training domain in the CR-CF. 
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H. Collaboration 

Finally, the experts stated that establishing cooperation agreements with 

both, private and public entities (SHC1) and the company’s external 

stakeholders (SHC3), help the rest of the implementation order since it can aid 

the company in the implementation of those policies and the company can also 

share their knowledge with these external entities. However, unlike training and 

awareness, which could be crucial in order to implement other cyber resilience 

policies, the experts considered these information sharing and communication 

policies as an aid that should be used after implementing the policies inside the 

“core cyber resilience building policies” rectangle in Figure 4.2. 

Therefore, as described, the Collaboration group of policies is related to the 

Information Sharing and Communication domain in the CR-CF. 

4.4 Progression Model 

After defining the essential policies and guidelines for prioritizing them, 

companies also require guidelines on how to implement policies and later 

improve them. This information can be represented through a progression model. 

Thus, this section will present the results obtained from applying the previously 

described methodology (Section 3.4) to develop the progression model. As 

described in that section, 11 semi-structured interviews with experts were made 

to develop the progression model. After the 11 experts were interviewed and the 

transcripts were analyzed, 10 progression types were obtained. Table 4.3 defines 

the progression types found during the analysis of the transcripts. These 

progression types were later used for the coding step as described in the 

methodology chapter (Section 3.4). 
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Table 4.3 Progression types for coding and their definitions 

Category Definition 

Investment Increase 
This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
was related to an increase in the resources (mainly economic 
resources) dedicated to implementing/ operationalizing the policy. 

Continuity 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
was based on the increase of frequency in which the policy’s actions 
are performed in the company (i.e., it was done more and more 
frequently as the level increased). 

Specificity 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression describes an 
increase in level of detail in which the policy is done as the maturity 
of the company increases. (i.e., it started in a general way and 
became more detailed and specific as the level increased). 

Expansion 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
included the expansion of the policy’s action in the company (e.g., 
the action was performed in some sections of the company and it 
started being done in more sections as the level increased). 

Formalization 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
referred to the documentation or systematization of the actions 
(i.e., when the policy’s actions started being intuitive or informal 
and where standardized and documented as the level increased). 

Independence 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
mentioned the decrease of dependency of the company from the 
help of cybersecurity providers or external entities to perform the 
tasks related to the policy. 

Optimization 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
was based on the measurement and improvement of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to optimize the performance of the 
policy’s actions. 

Proactivity 

This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
represented a change of attitude from the company towards the 
policy’s actions (e.g., from complying to pursuing it for their own 
perceived benefit). The mention of continuous improvement in 
actions that could not be quantified was coded under this category 
as well. 

No progression 
This code was assigned when the expert considered that the policy 
was implemented and had no further progression, or when the 
starting maturity was considered to be at level 5. 

Technology 
This code was assigned when the expert’s progression description 
was related to an increase in technological solutions or required 
more advanced technologies for the progression of the policy. 

Following, the results of the progression model are presented in different 

subsections corresponding to each of the cyber resilience domains. In these 

subsections the results will be presented, but the tables with data used to get 

these results are presented in Appendix D. 

The following sections show the example natural progressions obtained 

from the consensuses on the initial maturity states and progression types. 

Although during the interviews no name or description was given for the 
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maturity states (simply named as a scale of 1-5), a possible naming for these 

drawn as a conclusion from the examples in the following sections is shown in 

Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Possible naming for the maturity states 

Maturity Level Possible Name Description 

0 None 
The company does not have anything in most cyber 
resilience policies. 

1 Incipient 
The company has started the basic measures and 
commonly known cybersecurity actions. 

2 Basic 
The company has implemented most of the basic 
cybersecurity actions.  

3 Formalizing 
The company has started to document and define 
systematic processes to maintain and improve their 
cyber resilience. 

4 Advanced 
The company has systematic processes to 
implement standardized, periodic actions to 
maintain and improve their cyber resilience. 

5 Optimized 
The company has the most advanced actions 
implemented and they have optimized their 
implementation with continuous improvement. 

In each of the following subsections, the initial maturity level, the 

progression types for each policy in the corresponding domain, and a table with 

the example progression is shown. 

 Governance 

As a result of the described methodology (Section 3.4) consensus was found 

on the starting maturity levels for the first two policies. This consensus was 

determined to be level 2 for G1, level 1 for G2. Although G3 had no consensus on 

where the policy should start to be implemented the mode starting maturity level 

was used to construct an example progression. 

Similarly, there was a consensus on the progression types for G1 and G2, but 

no consensus on the progression type of G3. However, to present an example 

progression the mode was used1. Therefore, the determined progression types 

were proactivity for G1, expansion for G2 and optimization for G3. With the 

 

1 The mode criteria was used to determine the non-consensuses found in other 

policies as well. 
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starting maturity levels for each policy, their progression types and the experts’ 

example progressions a progression model was constructed. This progression 

model for the governance policies is shown in Table 4.5. 

 Risk Management 

In the case of the risk management domain, there was consensus on the 

starting maturity level for all of its policies in maturity level 2. Their progression 

types were mostly considered by the experts to be formalization, except for 

RM4, which was considered to have an expansion progression type. Using this 

information and the experts’ example progressions, the progression model for 

risk management policies shown in Table 4.6 was constructed. 

 Asset Management 

For the asset management domain, this study found that the starting 

maturity level for AM1 was level 1, for AM2 was level 3 and for AM3, AM4 and 

AM5 it was level 2. Furthermore, their progression types were considered to be: 

specificity for AM1, a combination of formalization and technology for AM2 and 

AM3, proactivity for AM4, and a combination of formalization and proactivity 

for AM5. The starting maturity levels, the progression types and the example 

progressions from the experts were used to construct the progression model for 

asset management policies shown in Table 4.7. 

 Threat and Vulnerability Management 

In the threat and vulnerability management policies, the consensus on their 

starting maturity levels were level 2 for TVM1 and level 3 for TVM2. Moreover, 

their progression types were determined to be formalization and optimization 

respectively. With this information the progression model shown in Table 4.8 

was constructed. 
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Table 4.5 Governance policies' progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

G1 N/A 

There is a cyber resilience 
strategy that centers on 
protecting the systems 
according to their risks 
(implement traditional 
cybersecurity). 

The cyber resilience strategy 
defines resilience requirements 
based on the risks of the 
company’s assets. The company 
tries to comply with these 
resilience requirements to the best 
of their abilities. This includes 
having response plans in case of 
incidents that could harm the 
compliance with these 
requirements. 

The company’s strategy 
is detailed and tries to go 
in depth on how to make 
the systems and 
processes as resilient as 
possible with specific 
plans on how to recover 
in case the protection 
methods fail. 

The strategy is 
continuously improved 
upon, trying to implement 
lessons learned from the 
company’s previous 
iterations of the strategy 
and previous successes or 
mistakes. 

G2 

The company has 
identified the cyber 
resilience or 
cybersecurity related 
laws and regulations 
that directly concern 
their activity. 

The company does its best to 
comply with the most directly 
related cyber 
resilience/cybersecurity laws 
and regulations.  

The company tries to comply with 
the laws and regulations that have 
been identified by internally 
auditing which are being complied 
with and which are still in 
progress.  

The company starts 
exploring laws and 
regulations that can 
indirectly concern their 
activity and sees added 
value in complying with 
these laws as a way to 
improve their cyber 
resilience. 

The company continuously 
complies with more 
demanding regulations 
driven by their own cyber 
resilience implementation 
and not simply with the 
intention of complying. 

G3 N/A N/A 

Specific, documented budgets and 
resources are assigned for the 
fulfillment of the cyber resilience 
strategy. 

The investments in cyber 
resilience are controlled 
through KPIs that the 
company has elected to 
try to optimize their 
allocation of resources. 

Resources are flexibly 
moved in order to 
maximize the benefits of 
the resources that have 
been assigned and 
optimize the values of the 
company’s KPIs. 
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Table 4.6 Risk management policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

RM1 N/A 

Risks are determined 
intuitively and according 
to the experience of the 
personnel. 

A list of risks associated to 
the company’s assets has 
been put together based on 
some research that tries to 
determine all the risks 
associated to the assets. 

There is a systematic procedure used 
to identify all the risks associated to 
the company’s assets. This 
procedure includes research, 
vulnerability management, etc. 
Risks are formally quantified 
according to their impact and 
probability. 

The systematic procedure used to identify 
risks is repeated periodically to update the 
risks in the company. As much sources of 
information are used to identify these risks, 
including information from maintenance 
such as mean time before failure and mean 
time to recovery (used to calculate 
probability of downtime). 

RM2 N/A 

Identified risks are 
prioritized intuitively, 
according to the 
experience of the personnel 
and based on urgency 
towards the development 
of the company’s activity. 

Risks are classified and 
prioritized based on 
research of the impact they 
may have in the company’s 
activity. This classification 
and prioritization are now 
documented. 

Risks are calculated based on their 
impact and probability. The 
numerical risk values are considered 
when prioritizing risks. There is 
rigorous documentation of the risk 
associated to all the company’s 
assets. 

The systematic and formal risk 
classification and prioritization is updated 
periodically to have a realistic measure of 
the company’s risk. 

RM3 N/A 

The risk tolerance 
threshold is put arbitrarily, 
mostly based on the 
abilities of the company’s 
personnel to address the 
identified risks. 

Risk tolerance is based on 
the possible impact of the 
risks.  

The risk tolerance threshold is 
documented as a value of risk 
(impact x probability). 

The risk tolerance threshold is continuously 
updated to more demanding values as the 
company’s cyber resilience measures 
minimize risk. 

RM4 N/A 

The company mitigates 
some of the risks that have 
been identified and that 
affect the most important 
assets.  

The company mitigates all 
the risks that affect 
important assets and some 
other risks that they can 
address.  

The company mitigates most of the 
risks that exceed the risk tolerance 
threshold. 

The company systematically mitigates all 
the risks (including newly discovered ones) 
that surpass each update of the risk 
tolerance threshold. 
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Table 4.7 Asset management policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

AM1 

There is a list 
of the 
company’s 
assets.  

The company’s 
inventory includes more 
information about the 
assets such as model, 
manufacturer, etc.  

The company’s inventory 
also includes the 
physical and logical 
location of the assets. 

The inventory of the company’s 
assets includes specific 
information about components 
in assets in which this may 
apply. 

The company’s inventory is highly specific 
with as much information of the assets as 
possible (e.g., components, make, value, 
location, risk value, etc.) 

AM2 N/A N/A 

An undocumented base 
configuration is used to 
set up new systems in 
the company. 

There is a documented base 
configuration for the company’s 
assets. A Configuration 
management database (CMDB) 
is used to control document the 
base configurations 

The base configuration of the company’s 
assets is standardized and used in all of the 
systems. The CMDB is automatically 
updated as new assets are introduced or 
configurations are changed. 

AM3 N/A 

The company controls 
basic changes that have 
been made due to 
corrective maintenance 
issues. 

The company’s 
personnel starts to 
control the changes 
needed for the informal 
base configuration. 

The company documents and has 
traceability of the changes made 
to the base configuration of the 
systems through a CMDB, 

The traceability of changes made to any 
system in the system is registered in the 
CMDB as soon as possible after a change to 
a configuration has been made and through 
a standard, documented procedure. 

AM4 N/A 
The company does 
corrective maintenance 
to its assets. 

The company 
occasionally updates the 
systems. 

The company periodically does 
preventive maintenance and tries 
to keep the systems up to date. 

The company has a system of predictive 
maintenance based on previous data of 
mean time before failure and mean time to 
repair. 

AM5 N/A 

The main dependencies 
are identified because of 
the knowledge of the 
company’s personnel. 

There is a documented 
list of the identified 
dependencies between 
systems. 

The dependencies are 
systematically identified for all of 
the company’s assets and 
documented in the dependency 
list. 

The company does its best to identify all 
the internal and external dependencies 
from all of its assets and keep the 
dependency list updated in order to ease 
the contingency/business continuity 
planning. 
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Table 4.8 Threat and vulnerability management policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

TVM1 N/A 

Threats and 
vulnerabilities are 
identified intuitively and 
according to the 
experience of the 
personnel. 

There is a list of threats and 
vulnerabilities associated to the 
company’s assets that has been 
put together based on some 
research in vulnerability 
repositories. 

There is a systematic 
procedure (i.e., pen testing) 
used to identify all the threats 
and vulnerabilities associated 
to the company’s assets.  

The systematic procedure used 
to identify threats and 
vulnerabilities is repeated 
periodically to update the risks 
in the company. 

TVM2 N/A N/A 

Threats and vulnerabilities that 
are perceived as priorities are 
mitigated as soon as possible and 
other vulnerabilities are 
mitigated in arbitrary order. 

Threats and vulnerabilities 
are quantified as risks and 
they are mitigated if they 
exceed the risk tolerance 
threshold. 

All threats and vulnerabilities 
are mitigated (including newly 
discovered ones) when they 
exceed the latest update of the 
risk tolerance threshold. 
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 Incident Analysis 

In the incident analysis domain, the starting maturity level for its policies 

was determined to be level 2 for IA1, level 3 for IA2 and IA4, and level 5 for IA3. 

Regarding their progression types, the analysis revealed that formalization was 

the main progression type for IA1 and IA4, specificity was the main progression 

for IA2, and there was no progression for IA3 since it already had to start at the 

highest possible maturity level. Using these results, the progression model 

presented in Table 4.9 was developed. 

 Awareness and Training 

In the case of the awareness and training policies, their starting maturity 

levels were determined to be level 3 for AT1 and AT3, level 4 for AT2, and level 1 

for AT4. The progression types for these policies were also analyzed and the 

results were: specificity for AT1 and AT3, continuity for AT2, and formalization 

for AT4. Using the experts’ progression examples and these results, the 

progression model for each awareness and training policy shown in Table 4.10 

was constructed.  

 Information Security 

For the information security policies, the starting maturity was considered 

by the experts to be at level 1 for the three policies. There was also a clear 

consensus that in all of the three policies, the progression type was mainly 

technological. Using this information and the experts’ inputs, the progression 

model for each policy shown in Table 4.11 was constructed.  
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Table 4.9 Incident analysis policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

IA1 N/A 

The company informally 
evaluates their losses after an 
incident and the systems that 
need repairing or replacing. 

The company evaluates their 
losses and documents them.  

The company has a 
documented procedure to 
evaluate the damages caused 
by an incident. 

The company has a documented and systematic 
(using the dependencies) procedure to evaluate 
all the systems after an incident in order to 
detect all of the incident’s consequences. 

IA2 N/A N/A 

The company does general 
forensics to determine the 
way in which the incident 
happened. 

The company tries to identify 
the methods and entry points 
after an incident. 

The company does a full forensics evaluation in 
which causes, methods, and entry points are 
fully discovered. 

IA3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

There is a systematic procedure to evaluate the 
company’s response and response selection 
after every incident in order to improve 
decision-making in future incidents. 

IA4 N/A N/A 

The company learns from the 
information obtained from 
the incident analysis and thus 
from the occurrence of every 
incident. 

The company uses a 
documented procedure to 
identify lessons from 
previous incidents based on 
the way their forensics 
analysis and damage analysis 
is made. 

The company systematically implements the 
lessons learned from incidents and documents 
them for future reference. 
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Table 4.10 Awareness and training policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

AT1 N/A N/A 

There is a general cyber 
resilience training plan 
for all the employees in 
the company. 

There are plans defined according to 
different profiles of the employees. 

Each employee has training plans 
according to their needs and gaps in 
abilities. 

AT2 N/A N/A N/A 

The company evaluates the gaps in the 
personnel abilities to perform their cyber 
resilience tasks in order to define the 
training plans. 

The company periodically evaluates 
the gaps in the personnel’s 
knowledge and abilities in order to 
keep the plans updated. 

AT3 N/A N/A 
The technical personnel 
receives general 
technical training. 

All the personnel receives technical training 
needed according to their profile and general 
tasks performed by employees from that 
profile. 

All the personnel receives technical 
training according to their specific 
(personal) needs and gaps in their 
abilities. 

AT4 N/A 

There are undocumented 
and/or unfollowed cyber 
resilience rules for 
everyone related to their 
awareness. 

There are occasional 
awareness 
communications for 
basic cyber resilience 
measures in which all 
the employees can 
participate. 

There are periodical (with a defined period), 
documented and planned awareness 
training sessions or communications in the 
company. 

The company systematically and 
periodically does awareness training 
courses or communications for the 
employees such as spam exercises, 
training sessions, etc.  
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Table 4.11 Information security policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

IS1 

The company has basic 
measures to protect 
confidentiality (e.g., 
access control for 
computers and systems) 

The company has 
implemented permission 
levels into the network and 
systems, and the access 
control is both physical and 
digital. 

The company has a rigorous 
control of who can access the 
data and registers when 
someone has accessed it, from 
where, what that user has 
done, etc.  

The company uses 
cryptographic techniques 
to give another 
protection level to the 
company’s most 
important data. 

Both stored data and 
communications are 
automatically 
encrypted to ensure 
confidentiality.  

IS2 

Integrity measures are 
the same as 
confidentiality measures 
for the company at the 
moment.  

N/A N/A 

Redundant data 
automatically double 
checks the integrity of 
the information after 
each modification of a 
register to ensure that it 
has not been tampered 
with. 

The company has 
implemented integrity 
checking mechanisms 
such as checksums, 
digital certificates, 
block chain databases, 
etc. to ensure that the 
most important data 
and communications is 
not tampered with. 

IS3 

The company has basic 
measures to ensure 
availability, but mainly a 
backup to restore 
availability in case of an 
incident. 

Manual backups are made 
periodically of the 
information in all of the 
systems of the company and 
stored in hard drives 
disconnected from the 
network. 

The most important data in the 
company is automatically 
backed up into several 
redundant copies outside the 
network. 

There are redundancies 
for the most important 
systems in order to 
ensure the availability of 
these systems. 

The company has the 
most advanced 
availability measures 
such as redundant high 
availability data 
processing centers with 
hot swapping 
techniques or other 
multiple copy methods 
that ensure that the 
data is always available. 
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 Detection Processes and Continuous Monitoring 

In the detection processes and continuous monitoring domain, the starting 

maturity levels for DPM1 and DPM2 were level 2 and level 3 respectively. Their 

progression types were determined to be expansion and technology for DPM1 

and formalization for DPM2. Using these results, the progression model shown 

in Table 4.12 was constructed.  

 Business Continuity Management 

In the case of business continuity management, the starting maturity for 

BCM1 and BCM2 the starting maturity level was determined to be level 3 and for 

BCM3 the consensus was on level 4. The main progression types for these 

policies were a combination of expansion and formalization in the case of BCM1 

and BCM2, and continuity for BCM3. Using these starting maturity levels, the 

progression types and the example progressions given by the experts the 

progression model shown in Table 4.13 was developed. 

 Information Sharing and Communication 

Finally, for the information sharing and communication domain, the starting 

maturity for its three policies was determined to be level 3. In this case, the 

progression types were a combination of formalization and proactivity for SHC1, 

specificity for SHC2, and formalization for SHC3. Using these results, the 

progressions shown in Table 4.14 were developed.  
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Table 4.12 Detection processes and continuous monitoring policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

DPM1 N/A 

The company monitors 
some indicators (e.g., 
availability, workload, 
etc.) from the most 
important assets. 

The company starts to 
monitor more indicators for 
the most important assets 
and starts to expand the 
number of assets monitored. 

The company monitors most of 
its assets by monitoring several 
indicators from them. There is 
an alarm system that 
automatically detects 
anomalous behaviors. 

The company has a complete picture of 
the company’s operations from the 
monitorization of several indicators in 
all of the company’s assets and an 
automatic alarm system when there is 
anomalous behavior. 

DPM2 N/A N/A 

There is a basic, 
undocumented plan to call 
the corresponding parties 
when there is an incident 
(e.g., call IT). 

There is a documented plan 
with clear instructions on what 
to do when there is an incident 
in the company. 

There is a documented plan with clear 
instructions on what to do, how to 
communicate and to whom when there 
is an incident in the company. 
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Table 4.13 Business continuity management policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

BCM1 N/A N/A 

The company’s personnel has in 
mind what to do in order to 
maintain operations of certain 
assets in case of certain 
incidents. 

The company documents plans 
in order to protect the main 
assets in case of incidents. 

There is a documented plan for the company’s assets 
maintenance of operations in case of any type of incident. 
Plans to withstand maintenance failures are also 
considered and these failures are measured with the 
mean time before failure. 

BCM2 N/A N/A 
The company’s personnel has in 
mind what to do in order recover 
from certain types of incidents. 

The company documents plans 
in order recover operations in 
case of the major types of 
incidents. 

There is a documented plan for the company’s recovery 
of operations in case of any type of incident. Plans to 
recover from maintenance failures are also taken into 
account and consider the mean time to repair. 

BCM3 N/A N/A N/A 

Business continuity plans are 
tested in order to determine 
their effectivity in the 
situations they are meant to be 
used. 

Business continuity plans are tested periodically in order 
to improve them and check that they are still useful 
despite small changes that may have happened in the 
company during the assigned period. 
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Table 4.14 Information sharing and communication policies’ progression model 

Policy 1 2 3 4 5 

SHC1 N/A N/A 

Some informal relationships with 
other entities are established 
mainly because of personal 
contacts from the personnel. 

There are documented, formal and well-
defined relationships between the company 
and some external entities to share 
information about cyber resilience. 

The company actively seeks to establish 
more formal information sharing and 
cooperation relationships with external 
entities. 

SHC2 N/A N/A 

There is a general resilience 
communication plan. In case any 
incident happens, this plan is 
activated. 

The emergency communication plan differs 
in some cases depending on the type of 
incident that is suffered. 

There are emergency communication plans 
defined that correspond to the possible 
incidents that the company may suffer (i.e., 
to the risks and response plans). 

SHC3 N/A N/A 

Some informal relationships with 
the company’s providers are 
established mainly because of 
personal contacts from the 
personnel. 

There are documented, formal and well-
defined relationships between the company 
and some external stakeholders to 
cooperate and follow certain guidelines 
about cyber resilience. 

The company actively seeks to establish 
more formal cooperation relationships with 
external stakeholders. These relationships 
seek to secure the supply chain as much as 
possible. 
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4.5 Cyber Resilience Self-Assessment Tool (CR-SAT) 

With the results shown up to this point in this chapter, the CR-CF could 

work as a checklist of domains and policies required for the operationalization 

of cyber resilience. On the other hand, SMEs can use the progression model 

states’ descriptions to self-assess each cyber resilience policy by choosing the 

description that best fits their current situation.  

Thus, in this section, the aforementioned results where unified into a tool 

that could aid companies in this process of self-assessing. To achieve this, the 

documents in the literature that contained assessment tools (such as [37], [47], 

[88], [94]) were studied and compared. However, as shown in Appendix A, 

although certain cyber resilience aiding documents contain assessment tools, 

none of them aid in the prioritization after the initial evaluation. Thus, the 

progression model’s 33 policies were transformed into a questionnaire where 

each policy was a statement in which the user had to select a level of 

implementation and the policy’s progression over time was used as the scale to 

choose from. This would let companies later choose actions to improve each 

policy from posterior states’ descriptions. 

To this end, for each policy, the first option in the scale was set to not having 

implemented the policy, while the other options were directly referencing the 

progression over time for that policy. An example of how the progressions were 

adapted to become scales is shown in Table 4.15.
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Table 4.15 Example of the adaptation from the progression model into a scale for the questionnaire. 

 
Policy: G2. Comply with cyber resilience related regulation. 

Maturity Level 

- - 

Scale 

0 
The company is not aware of any cyber resilience 
related laws or regulations that apply to them.  

1 

The company has identified the cyber 
resilience or cybersecurity related laws and 
regulations that directly concern their 
activity. 

1 
The company has identified the cyber resilience 
related laws and regulations that directly concern 
their activity.  

2 
The company does its best to comply with the 
most directly related cyber 
resilience/cybersecurity laws and regulations.  

2 
The company does its best to comply with the most 
directly related cyber resilience laws and 
regulations.  

3 
The company tries to comply with the laws 
and regulations that have been identified by 
internally auditing which are being complied 
with and which are still in progress.  

3 

The company tries to comply with the laws and 
regulations that have been identified by internally 
auditing which are being complied with and which 
are still in progress.  

4 

The company starts exploring laws and 
regulations that can indirectly concern their 
activity and sees added value in complying 
with these laws as a way to improve their 
cyber resilience. 

4 

The company starts exploring laws and regulations 
that can indirectly concern their activity and sees 
added value in complying with these laws as a way 
to improve their cyber resilience.  

5 

The company continuously complies with 
more demanding regulations driven by their 
own cyber resilience implementation and not 
simply with the intention of complying. 

5 

The company continuously complies with more 
demanding regulations driven by their own cyber 
resilience implementation and not for simple 
compliance.  
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Once this questionnaire was finished, the development process of a web-

based prototype started. In this prototype, the following requirements were 

considered: 

1. The tool should consist of 33 policies with their corresponding scales 

from which the user can choose one of the options as a current maturity 

state. 

2. The user should be able to self-assess as many times as needed. 

3. The user should be able to see the results at domain level and at policy 

level of the finished self-assessments. 

4. The user should be able to use the tool in their preferred language to 

avoid misinterpretations. (For the purposes of this study, the prototype 

includes two languages, English and Spanish). 

5. The tool should be flexible to future changes. 

The technology stack used to develop the application used primarily 

JavaScript. In this sense, Node.js LTS 14.15.5 was used as the runtime 

environment to support the back-end of the application. To handle HTTP 

requests, the Express.js library (v. 4.17.1) was used and connected to a 

PostgreSQL (v. 13) database. To handle front-end templates, the Pug.js (v. 3.0) 

library was used in combination to Bootstrap 4.0 for styling. 

Having the technology stack, the underlying research and the previously 

mentioned requirements, the prototype for the CR-SAT was developed. The 

sitemap for the prototype is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 CR-SAT sitemap 

In this prototype, the users could start as many assessments as they needed. 

They were also presented with a set of instructions that included the definitions 

of the domains (or categories) they were going to be evaluated in and an 

explanation of how to fulfill the questionnaire. 

When the users start the self-assessment, they would be presented with the 

questions (which correspond to the policies in the progression model) and their 

scales (which correspond to the progression in the progression model). Each 

question has a designated space for the user to include evidences of their 

response selection, and a comments section that in certain policies will help 

clarify the statement in question or the meaning of possibly unfamiliar terms. An 

example of the interface for one question in the questionnaire is shown in Figure 

4.4.  
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Figure 4.4 Questionnaire interface  
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Once the users finish the self-assessment, they can see the results report 

through different radar charts to aid in the comparison of the different states they 

achieved in different assessments. 

Figure 4.5 shows an example of the results report shown to the users once 

they finish one or more assessments. As shown in the figure, the user can choose 

which assessments to graph in the report to be able to easily compare them. Once 

the user has selected one or more of their assessments to see their results’ report 

they can see a domain-level radar graph in which they can see the average 

maturity they have in each domain. As shown in the interface, the user also has 

the option to see a graph for each domain in which they can see their maturity 

level in each policy of that domain. This visual overview can help companies 

identify their strengths and weaknesses at a domain level and once they decide 

which domain they would like to improve, they can visually identify the policies 

that require the most improvement. 
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Figure 4.5 Results dashboard 
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The target user of this tool is the decision maker in charge of cyber resilience 

operationalization. Depending on the company this decision maker could be the 

Chief Information Officer (CIO), the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), 

the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or a member of the IT department. In some 

cases, this responsibility might be divided into several people in which case this 

group of decision-makers would ideally use the tool together. 

Using the CR-SAT the decision-makers can also set objectives by filling an 

assessment with their wanted maturity states rather than their current state. 

This would help them have an overview of the differences between the current 

state and the objectives in the same radar graph. 

Due to the nature of the tool, it can be used several times by the same 

company in order to check how the company is improving over time, check 

whether the actions are working as expected, and reset the goals after each 

assessment. The self-assessment, especially if it is done repeatedly over time can 

help the company gain awareness of their current situation and gain experience 

by trying to improve that situation. Moreover, the tool can be used for strategic 

planning since concrete actions for improving the company’s current cyber 

resilience operationalization can be obtained from the descriptions of the 

objective states for each policy. 

4.6 Cyber Resilience Cyber Range (CR)2 

As an additional aid for decision makers to be able to understand the effects 

of implementing cyber resilience policies, this research proposes the use of 

simulation models as awareness training tools. Since cyber ranges are defined as 

virtual environments in which a trainee can embark on hands-on activities and 

through them gain practical knowledge in cyber security [133] a set of simulation 

models with an interface serving as a training tool could be considered a cyber 

range. Thus, in this section, the development of simulation models as described 

in Section 3.5 of this document are explained. Moreover, this section describes 

how these models can be used as a cyber range for training and increasing the 

decision-makers’ awareness on the importance of their decisions of investment 

and prioritization. In this sense, the end-user of the cyber range would be the 
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same end-user than the one for the CR-SAT: the person or group of people in 

charge of cyber resilience operationalization decision-making. 

To develop SD models as described in the methodology chapter, several 

interrelationships between cyber resilience policies were identified from the 

literature and from the expert interviews. The interrelationships between the 

policies led to the development of reference modes or behaviors over time (BoT) 

that could be modelled and therefore several models showing these behaviors or 

reference modes and interrelationships were developed. These models were 

translated into the Insightmaker modelling and simulation engine and an 

interface was developed for decision makers to be able to experiment with them. 

The models with interfaces can be used as serious games or cyber ranges to raise 

awareness amongst SME decision makers in the field of cyber resilience. 

To instantiate these results, one model will be explained with its behaviors 

and the lessons that a decision maker could learn by using it in the following 

subsections. This model was chosen for being the most general model including 

5 different domains as possible investments.  

 CR Model 

The model selected to exemplify the cyber range involves five input 

variables, which represent investment in five possible cyber resilience domains 

from the CR-CF. These five domains are: detection processes and continuous 

monitoring, information security, training and awareness, vulnerability 

management, and information sharing. Among each of these domains the model 

represent the investment in one representative policy. For instances, investing in 

detection processes and continuous monitoring in this case is simplified to be 

the policy of monitoring assets by installing continuous monitoring systems.  

Based on the behaviors obtained from the literature and the experts, a Causal 

Loop Diagram (CLD) explaining the interrelationships between these five 

domains was developed and is shown in Figure 4.6.This CLD mainly shows how 

investments in cyber resilience policies can reduce the impact of cyber incidents 

in a company. In this particular case, impact also represents resources that are 

spent in ineffectively used time such as the one used to react to false alerts. 
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Figure 4.6 Causal Loop diagram 
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In the CLD, arrows represent causal relationships between variables, and 

the (+) or (-) signs represent whether the relationship is directly proportional 

(+) or inversely proportional (-). These causal relationships form causal loops 

that can either represent reinforcing behaviors (exponential or decaying 

behaviors) or balancing behaviors (limiting behaviors). 

As marked in Figure 4.6, seven causal loops represent the effects of the 

investments decision makers can make and the interactions between these 

investments and the other domains. The marked causal loops are mostly 

reinforcing loops. These are not the only behaviors the model represents since 

there are several balancing loops that represent the limitation of resources. The 

easiest to notice out of these are the loops that form between the five possible 

investments and the spent resources. The more the decision makers invest in a 

policy, the less they can invest later. However, over 20 other loops can be found 

showing that the more the decision makers invest in one policy, the less they can 

spend in others. This can be understood as a “tragedy of the commons” system 

dynamics archetype [134] and it is a simple representation of a balancing 

behavior that most people are familiar with and that is important to 

acknowledge when making decisions about investments in any area. 

The seven causal loops that represent the effects of decision makers’ 

investments and their interactions are highlighted in different colors and have 

been numbered for reference in Figure 4.6. These causal loops can be explained 

as follows: 

R1: Investment in detection processes and continuous monitoring allows the 

company to buy more detection systems. The more detection systems a company 

has the more alerts they generate. These alerts lead to detections and detecting 

incidents in time reduces their impact. Since there is less impact after investing 

in this domain, the decision maker will likely invest in this domain again, thus 

the last causal relationship being inversely proportional (less impact, more 

investment in detection). 

B1: This loop balances the investment in detection processes and continuous 

monitoring. Following the loop shows that half of it is shared with loop R1. This 

loop shows that the more investment in detection, the more detection systems. 

The more detection systems, more alerts will be issued by these systems. The 
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more alerts there are, the more false alerts there will be. More false alerts will 

represent more wasted time spent checking these alerts and their cause. More 

wasted time will increase the impact because this time costs resources to the 

company. More impact will represent less investment in detection. 

R2: This loop represents how awareness and training can mitigate the 

effects of B1. R2, R1 and B1 together represent a behavior well known to the 

cybersecurity literature [100]. As shown in R2, investment in training will 

represent better trained personnel. Having better trained personnel can help 

better configure the detection systems, reducing the false alerts. Reducing the 

false alerts reduces the time wasted and this reduces the impact. Since investing 

in training reduces the impact, the less impact the more investment in training. 

R3: This loop is another direct effect of awareness and training. In this case 

it represents the relationship between training and vulnerability discovery. The 

more investment in training, the more trained the company’s personnel will be. 

The more trained the personnel the better they will be to identify vulnerabilities. 

The more discovered vulnerabilities the more patched vulnerabilities there will 

be. As there are more patched vulnerabilities it is less likely to have a cyber 

incident and thus the less impact. The less impact there is the more investment 

in training because it worked.  

R4: This loop represents the direct effect of investing in threat and 

vulnerability management. In this case, investment in vulnerability management 

leads to more discovered vulnerabilities. More discovered vulnerabilities will 

mean that more systems are patched. Patched systems are less likely to be 

exploited, and therefore there will be less impact from cyber incidents. Less 

impact will lead the decision maker to invest more in vulnerability management 

because it worked. 

R5: This loop represents the effects of investing in information sharing and 

communication. This loop is a simplification that assumes that the only direct 

effect of information sharing has to do with discovering vulnerabilities. Having 

said this, in the model R5 is also related to R4 because it assumes that the 

information received from third parties is exclusively about vulnerabilities. This 

means that the more investment on information sharing, the more discovered 

vulnerabilities. The more discovered vulnerabilities, the more patches installed. 
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More installed patches reduce the likelihood of having cyber incidents, thus 

reducing the impact. Less impact will encourage the decision maker to invest 

more in information sharing. 

R6: This final loop represents the effects of investing in information security. 

In this sense, the more investment in information security the more protection 

systems the company will have. The more protection systems, the less likely it is 

to have a cyber incident and therefore the less impact there is. Less impact will 

encourage the decision maker to invest more in information security because 

positive effects will encourage them to repeat the same strategies. 

Using these theoretical behaviors found during the interviews and/or in the 

literature, different BoT graphs were obtained. One example of these BoT graphs 

can be explained as follows: 

The scenario: this BoT represents a situation in which suddenly the 

company’s decision makers start to invest 100% of their resources in detection 

processes and continuous monitoring (one of the five possible investments 

described before) with the intention to detect all the possible threats in time. In 

this figure, at the beginning, all policies start at 20% investment (the starting 

point defined for the model) and due to a decision to try to detect every possible 

threat at the fifth month, the investment in detection increases to 100%, while 

all others (training and awareness, threat and vulnerability management, 

information security, and information sharing and communication) decrease to 

0%.  

Because of this decision, the number of detections increases until it reaches 

a saturation due to not having more threats that are detectable in their current 

knowledge (because they are not investing in discovering more). Some other 

reasons for this saturation is the lack of discovered vulnerabilities in order to 

detect threats related to those and a lack of training and information sharing to 

be able to solve and manage the fewer discovered vulnerabilities that also causes 

this limitation. The saturation of the detections is shown in Figure 4.7 (orange 

line). 

Conversely, as an unintended consequence the number of false alerts 

increases along with the increase in detections as shown in Figure 4.7 (red line). 

The main reason behind this unintended consequence would be the lack of 
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investment in training which according to both, the literature and the experts, 

leads to poor handling of the alerts in detection systems [100].  

Moreover, as new detection systems are installed in the company, new 

vulnerabilities arise in the current systems and fewer systems are protected, the 

percentage of patched systems decreases, as shown in Figure 4.7 (blue line). A 

similar effect is shown with the number of discovered vulnerabilities (purple 

line), and the personnel’s training level (yellow line). In these cases, less 

investment in vulnerability management leads to less discovered vulnerabilities 

and less investment in training means less accumulated training hours (units are 

in hundreds of hours). However, the training curve is slower because the hiring 

process is slower and the obsolescence of training is slower as well.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Detections (orange), false alerts (red), patched systems (blue), 

discovered vulnerabilities (purple), training (yellow) and impact (green) BoTs 

While all of this happens, the company is under constant threats. 

Consequently, the model is designed to have a stable influx of threats and 

possible incidents. The high investment in detection avoids immediate high 

impacts, but the increase in false alerts does impact the company before it can 

stabilize and decrease the impact as shown in Figure 4.7 (green). However, this 

only works for a small amount of time. Later the lack of investment in protection 

and training to develop plans when there is a breach would increase the impact 

severely, as shown in Figure 4.7 (green). The experts anticipated that the impact 

would eventually start to stabilize because the possible damage is limited but 

could keep affecting the company further.  
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In all the mentioned variables, units and quantitative data could be used. 

However, due to the different circumstances companies could be in, it is 

impossible to calibrate a model that accurately represents all the companies that 

wanted to use it. In this sense, the given numerical values in the y-axes of the 

graphs were numbers used for calibration purposes but are not as relevant as the 

changes in shapes, inflections, maxima and minima in the graphs.  

Moreover, this is one of the BoTs used to calibrate the model with extreme 

scenarios. Although the scenario could be a real strategy by a company it is likely 

that in real scenarios there is always a mix of different investments. However, 

the calibration of these extreme scenarios was used to determine the boundaries 

of the model with the experts as explained in the methodology (Section 3.5). 

 Graphical user interface 

Using the described model and reference modes as a base, an interface for 

the decisions makers was developed as shown in Figure 4.8. When the decision 

makers open the interface, the input variables of the model are shown in sliders 

with a scale of 0-100%. In these sliders, the decision makers can allocate their 

budget until they complete a 100% total and click simulate. If the decision 

makers do not wish to allocate all the budget they can allocate as much as they 

want and click simulate.  

 

Figure 4.8 Cyber Range Interface 
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In the case of the previously described model there are five input variables. 

Hence, there are five sliders on the decision maker’s screen to allocate budget to 

each one of them. 

Furthermore, once the decision makers click on the simulate button a graph 

of the impact over the course of 20 months is shown on screen. The impact of 

cyber incidents over time will depend on the allocation selected by the decision 

makers and thus they will be able to re-adjust their decisions and experiment 

with different allocations and dynamic investment strategies to try to minimize 

the impact as soon as possible. In this process, the decision maker can learn the 

effects described in the model that are the theoretical interrelationships between 

cyber resilience policies. For instance, as shown in the reference behavior in the 

previous subsection where the decision maker allocates 100% of the budget to 

detection, they would find out that the impact increases with respect to the 

original situation after a slight decrease, because without the adequate training, 

the false alerts consume resources and time that cost money to the company. This 

effect is shown in Figure 4.9. As shown in the figure, the model and interface are 

capable of having similar behaviors than the reference mode described by the 

experts (shown in the green line in Figure 4.7). 

 

Figure 4.9 Allocating 100% of the budget to detection 

As in this example, other theoretical behaviors of cyber resilience policies 

can be shown by the cyber range. Moreover, although this interface does not 
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show more variables, the interface could be designed to show more variables as 

indicators so that the decision maker has more hints to understand the 

consequences of their decisions. 

4.7 Cyber Resilience Operationalization Framework (CR-
OF) 

The previously described results can all aid cyber resilience 

operationalization decision-makers in SMEs. These results aid in different ways, 

varying from choosing the actions or policies that an SME needs to implement to 

giving them an idea on how to continue their operationalization once they have 

started. A summary of these results is shown in Table 4.16.  

Table 4.16 Summary of results and how they aid SMEs 

Result Description Aid for SMEs 

Conceptual Framework 
(CR-CF) 

List and classification of domains 
and policies 

Helps SMEs identify easily the 
essential cyber resilience 
operationalization policies and 
domains without prior knowledge 
of the documents in the literature. 

Implementation Order 
Example of chronological order 
for an effective implementation of 
cyber resilience policies.  

Aids with prioritization of the cyber 
resilience policies.  

Cyber Resilience 
Progression Model 

Example of natural progression of 
policies 

Lets SMEs identify the actions they 
can implement to continue 
improving their current cyber 
resilience implementation. 

Cyber Resilience Cyber 
Range (CR)2 

Proposal of cyber ranges with SD 
models to explain 
interrelationships between 
policies 

Increases the decision-makers' 
awareness on the importance of 
having a balanced cyber resilience 
investment and the complexity of 
the policies' interrelationships.  

Self-Assessment Tool (CR-
SAT) 

Questionnaire to assess the 
current maturity. 

Aids companies in the identification 
of their current situation in the 
progression model to identify the 
next steps. 

The combination of the previously described results can be used to 

operationalize cyber resilience in a systematic manner. This combination has 

therefore become the main result of this thesis: a cyber resilience 

operationalization framework (CR-OF).  

Inspired in the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) continuous improvement 

process, a systematic cyber resilience operationalization process can be applied 
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using the CR-OF. Figure 4.10 shows the systematic continuous improvement 

process that the CR-OF represents.  

 

Figure 4.10 Systematic Cyber Resilience Operationalization Process 
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As the figure shows, the process starts with a self-assessment of the 

company’s current cyber resilience operationalization. This self-assessment can 

be made with the self-assessment tool (CR-SAT). This would help the decision 

maker in charge of the cyber resilience operationalization (the end user of the 

CR-OF and its tools) understand the shortcomings of the currently implemented 

policies and based on these shortcomings be able to start a strategic planning 

phase in order to improve them. The strategic planning phase is composed of two 

processes that iterate. These processes are the identification of actions to 

improve the current cyber resilience operationalization and the prioritization of 

these actions. These two processes can be achieved by combining the 

descriptions in the progression model and the implementation order. 

After the strategic planning the company can optionally test their strategy 

by using the simulation models and the (CR)2 to understand the effects of the 

selected actions. Although this process is optional, iteration with the strategic 

planning processes would reinforce the understanding and knowledge of the 

decision-maker regarding cyber resilience operationalization. 

Finally, the company can implement the plan that resulted from the previous 

steps. After this execution, the process can start again by assessing the new state 

of the cyber resilience operationalization in the company through the self-

assessment tool. Similar to the PDCA, this process can be iterated to 

continuously improve in the cyber resilience operationalization and therefore in 

the cyber resilience capabilities of a company. 

A generalization of the process companies would need to follow in order to 

use the described part of the CR-OF would have the following steps: 

1. Self-Assess their current cyber resilience maturity in each policy 

(using the CR-SAT). Choose the policies in which they would like 

to improve based on the self-assessment. 

2. If the company has policies in maturity levels considerably lower 

than their average maturity, prioritize improving those policies. 

Else, if the company has several policies to improve even after using 

that first criterion, use the implementation order to decide which 

one is more beneficial to prioritize. 
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3. Using the next maturity states’ descriptions in the progression 

model, choose specific actions to improve the selected policies.  

4. Optionally test their strategy with a cyber resilience cyber range. 

This would help the company understand the theoretical effects of 

their investments and test if their prioritization is correct. If 

necessary, the company could have to go back to the strategic 

planning (steps 2 and 3). 

5. Execute the developed plan. 

6. Go back to step 1. 

For more detailed examples of how this process could be applied, see the 

next chapter (Chapter 5) and Appendix E. 
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5 
 

5 Evaluation 

This section presents a series of case studies used to qualitatively evaluate 

the cyber resilience operationalization framework (CR-OF). The aim of this 

evaluation phase is to assess the completeness and usefulness of the CR-OF. To 

that end SMEs and cybersecurity providers, the two types of stakeholders 

identified to be involved in cyber resilience operationalization, used the CR-OF 

and gave their feedback on it. This feedback was regarding whether they thought 

that the CR-OF had everything needed to operationalize cyber resilience 

(completeness) in SMEs and regarding whether they believed the CR-OF would 

help them follow a process of evaluation of their cyber resilience selection of 

improvement actions, and prioritization of said actions (usefulness).
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5.1 Case Studies 

As described in the methodology chapter, several case studies were used to 

ascertain the completeness and usefulness of the CR-OF. These case studies 

were chosen with the criterion of having less than 250 employees, a broad 

definition for an SME. The other criteria used to choose the case studies was to 

try to include variety in either their size among the SME criterion (companies 

with different employee counts) or the context (geographical location, sector, 

etc.). 

During these case studies, the participating SMEs were able to use the CR-

OF to self-assess their current cyber resilience, find improvement actions and 

prioritize them through the implementation order. The following subsections 

describe the contexts of each organization and their results after the case study 

while a broad summary is shown in Table 5.1.  

In each of the following case studies, there is a brief description of each 

company, its context and its current evaluation. After this, there is a table that 

summarizes their current maturity state in each domain, the evidences they 

found for selecting that maturity level, and the actions they identified as 

appropriate to improve in each domain. To see the complete process followed by 

each company and where the summary tables come from, Appendix E shows a 

complete description of one of the case studies (the paint manufacturer company 

from Spain). 
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Table 5.1 Case study results' summary 

Case 
Number of 
employees 

Sector Country 
Average cyber 

resilience maturity 
state 

Port-logistics 
company 

150 Logistics 
El 

Salvador 
2.61 

Paint 
manufacturer 

200 Industrial Spain 3.27 

Clinical pharmacy 
organization 

30 Services USA 3.79 

Machine tool 
manufacturer 

225 Industrial Spain 2.54 

Machine tool 
manufacturer II 

150 Industrial Spain 2.46 

Mold 
Manufacturer 

50 Industrial Spain 2.25 

 Port Logistics Company from El Salvador 

The first conducted case study was made in a port logistics company with 

150 employees located in one of the main maritime ports in El Salvador. Due its 

activity, the company has to deal with imports and exports of different types of 

cargo. The main type of cargo the company receives is merchandise imported to 

El Salvador to be used as raw material or to be sold in the country. This activity 

is strictly regulated by the local government and other international 

organizations such as the International Maritime Organization (IMO). 

According to the evidences expressed during the communications with the CTO 

of the company and the triangulation with other sources [135], this regulation 

strongly influences the way this company handles cyber resilience. 

Up to this moment, the company does not report to have suffered any kind 

of cyber incident. As the literature suggests, this is also an influencing factor on 

the awareness of the management and therefore, their willingness to invest in 

cyber resilience policies [136]. 

Considering these factors as the current context of the company, the 

evidence collected during the case study suggests that the company is in an 

intermediate level of cyber resilience operationalization with an average state 

across the 10 domains of 2.61 (over 5). 
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Figure 5.1. shows the radar graph with the average state in each of the 10 

domains. As shown by the graph the company has the most maturity in the Asset 

Management domain, and the least in the Awareness and Training domain. 

During the case study, the company’s CTO was able to identify a fitting state 

in each of the cyber resilience policies and support it with evidences. Moreover, 

this decision maker was also able to identify actions to improve the company’s 

cyber resilience. The summary of the evidences and identified actions per domain 

is shown in Table 5.2. 

As evidenced by the case study, this company has an intermediate level of 

cyber resilience mostly motivated by the compliance with regulation. Their most 

advanced domain was asset management, indicating that this company has 

prioritized correctly in the initial stages of cyber resilience operationalization 

according to the implementation order proposed in this thesis (Chapter 4, 

Section 4.3). The same thing happens with Incident Analysis, but the evidences 

for this domain were mostly based on experience with safety incidents and these 

might not translate as effectively to cyber resilience. Using the implementation 

order, the company was able to prioritize the identified actions and decided that 

their next steps have to focus on formalizing the risk management, especially 

regarding the definition of a risk tolerance threshold in order to correctly define 

budgets for cyber resilience management. Afterwards, they considered that they 

should focus on the mitigation of risks, threats and vulnerabilities, and thus, 

improve their information security, business continuity management and other 

domains that help mitigate these threats, vulnerabilities and risks. To support 

these improvements, the company considered that they needed to enhance their 

training and awareness, since this is a domain that contains transversal aiding 

policies [137] that can overall improve the cyber resilience operationalization in 

the company.  

Therefore, this case study has evidenced that this company has been able to 

identify correct actions to effectively improve their cyber resilience and 

prioritize these actions. 
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Figure 5.1. Domain-level overview of the port logistics company from El 

Salvador
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Table 5.2 Summary of evidences and identified actions per domain in case study 1 

Domain 
Implementation 

State 
Summary of Evidences Identified Actions 

Governance 2.00 

The company's strategy is widely influenced by the regulation 
around it which includes local laws and the regulation and 
guidance from the IMO. The strategy is still passive, but their 
compliance with the regulation has improved their situation. 
The current allocation of resources is not specific for 
cybersecurity but shared with the IT budget. 

Start defining specific budgets for cyber 
resilience operationalization. 
Define a proactive strategy that goes beyond 
compliance with regulation.  

Risk Management 2.75 

There are risk management processes in place in the company 
due to safety and external regulation. These general processes 
have helped the company identify risks, classify and prioritize 
them. Priorities on safety and compliance have led to a stale 
situation with the mitigation of cyber risks. 

Define a risk tolerance threshold based on an 
acceptable level of risk quantity (probability 
x impact).  
Start using part of the cyber resilience 
budget to mitigate cyber risks that exceed 
the risk tolerance threshold. 

Asset Management 4.00 

There is rigorous control of the inventory of assets with 
detailed lists of assets and correctly documented in a database. 
Due to a lack of specific budget, maintenance of the assets and 
the traceability of changes are still passive with mostly 
corrective maintenance and not much control over the changes. 
However, there seems to be initiative in both fronts as they 
have started both, preventive maintenance on occasion and the 
control of changes (still without traceability). 

The company saw it more relevant to 
improve other domains since this was their 
highest, so no actions were identified in this 
domain. 

Threat and Vulnerability 
Management 

2.50 

There is awareness of technical vulnerabilities due to the 
experience of the IT department's personnel, but the technical 
vulnerabilities are mainly handled in an intuitive manner. The 
mitigation of these vulnerabilities is similar to the risk 
mitigation, where only the most important vulnerabilities are 
mitigated or the ones required by regulation. 

Start identifying threats and vulnerabilities 
in a more proactive way. 
Classify them and include them in the risk 
management. 

Incident Analysis 3.50 

There is no experience in the company of past cyber incidents. 
However, their vast experience with safety incidents leads 
them to believe that the analysis of the situation would be 
handled similarly. They would evaluate the damages and losses, 

The company saw it more relevant to 
improve other domains, so no actions were 
identified in this domain. 
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do a forensic investigation to determine what happened and try 
to adopt measures to avoid this from happening again. 

Awareness and Training 1.50 

There are no plans in the company for awareness and training. 
In the company only the IT personnel gets training regarding 
cybersecurity and basic cyber risk awareness is communicated 
occasionally for the rest of the personnel through e-mails. 

Define at least one general training and 
awareness plan for the personnel.  

Information Security 2.00 

The most basic measures to protect confidentiality are in place 
(mostly access control), but permission control is still 
separated from the objectives set in the strategy due to the lack 
of proactivity in the latter. Integrity protection is basic and 
aligned with the confidentiality measures. The availability is 
their most protected front with multiple automatic backups 
that can be recovered in case of an incident. These backups are 
made weekly with a commercial solution. 

Improve confidentiality measures by 
monitoring the implemented measures of 
permission control, i.e. make sure that only 
authorized personnel can access and modify 
protected information.  

Detection Processes and 
Continuous Monitoring 

2.50 

There is a SIEM in place to monitor the most important assets 
in real-time. The plans in case of a detection are undocumented 
and consist primarily on calling the IT personnel who should 
try to respond. 

Start paying more attention to the 
monitored indicators. 
Document at least one general plan in case of 
the detection of a cyber incident. 

Business Continuity 
Management 

2.00 
There are no documented plans, the IT personnel has ideas of 
what they would do to respond in certain situations. These 
ideas have not been tested. 

Document the plans in the IT personnel's 
mind. 

Information Sharing and 
Communication 

3.33 

Relationships with the local government, local police and the 
IMO are well defined and geared towards the collaboration in 
cybersecurity intelligence. However, due to the wide variety of 
clients (ranging from individuals to multinational companies) 
there are only informal relationships with external 
stakeholders such as clients. 

The company saw it more relevant to 
improve other domains, so no actions were 
identified in this domain. 

OVERALL 2.61     
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 Paint Manufacturer from Spain 

The second conducted case study is a 200-employee paint manufacturing 

company from the Basque Country, Spain.  

The Basque Country is one of the most industrialized regions in Spain. For 

this reason, the regional government has strategic focus on promoting industrial 

cybersecurity. Thus, the region has two cybersecurity centers of their own [135], 

[138] as well as the Spanish national authorities and cybersecurity institute as 

aids to improve their cybersecurity [139]. Due to the strategic focus on 

cybersecurity in the region, the government has promoted and recommended the 

aid of cybersecurity providers to local companies [140].  

Moreover, this company has suffered two cyber incidents in the past two 

years, leading to an increase of awareness and the increased emphasis in 

protecting their systems through the outsourcing of certain cybersecurity 

services. 

Considering the context of the company, their recent experiences with cyber 

incidents, the evidence collected from the case study suggests that they have an 

average cyber resilience state of 3.27 (over 5). The summary of their average state 

in each cyber resilience domain is shown in the radar chart in Figure 5.2. As 

shown in the figure, the company has the most maturity in the Incident Analysis 

domain and the least in Business Continuity Management. 

During the case study, the company was able to identify a fitting state in 

each of the cyber resilience policies and support it with evidences. The summary 

of the evidences provided and the improvement actions identified per domain are 

shown in Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2 Domain-level overview of a paint manufacturing company from 

Spain 

As shown in the evidences of this case study, the use of outsourcing has 

influenced and improved the way this company manages cyber resilience 

operationalization. Another important factor in their improvement has been the 

increase of awareness developed from the experience of the suffered cyber 

incidents. In fact, their most advanced domain was Incident Analysis, especially 

because they have been able to learn from their past incidents and improve their 

cyber resilience through these experiences. 

However, as evidenced by the low maturity in Business Continuity 

Management this company is still focused on a cybersecurity point of view in 

which protection and prevention strongly prevail over the investment in 

business continuity (responding and recovering) which means the company is 

trying to become fail-safe. In addition, the outsourcing of cybersecurity services 

has led to a lower level of Awareness and Training, their second lowest maturity 

amongst the cyber resilience domains. 
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Table 5.3 Summary of evidences and identified actions per domain in case study 2 

Domain 
Implementation 

State 
Summary of Evidences Identified Actions 

Governance 4.00 

Since the company suffered two cyberattacks, the 
management decided to invest heavily on securing their assets. 
The board meets at least once every year to discuss their cyber 
resilience strategy and improve it according to their experience 
in the year. 

The company decided to prioritize other domains 
since this is one of their most advanced ones. 

Risk Management 3.25 

Their cybersecurity provider is managing their risks. To the 
company's knowledge, risk is not quantified as a function of 
probability and potential impact, but with their cybersecurity 
provider, they consider the potential impact when deciding to 
mitigate a risk. Their knowledge and classification of risks is 
limited to what their provider shares with them. The company 
does not have a risk tolerance threshold defined at the moment. 

Start quantifying risks as a function of probability 
and potential impact. Define and use a risk 
tolerance threshold to make informed decisions 
when mitigating risks. 

Asset Management 3.20 

The company has the invoices of the systems that they have 
bought throughout the years. If needed, they consult these 
invoices as a sort of detailed asset list since these invoices 
contain all the information from their assets. The company 
outsources their IT services such as configuration and change 
management. They also periodically do preventive 
maintenance on their systems and have a list of the 
interdependencies between their systems because of their 
relatively low number, but do not know the external 
dependencies.  

Compile the invoices into a detailed, ordered list 
or database to have an easier access to it. Include 
the dependencies between assets in this list.  

Threat and 
Vulnerability 
Management 

3.50 

Similar to the risk management domain, the cybersecurity 
provider is the one in charge of managing threats and 
vulnerabilities. They send the company informative bulletins 
with the latest vulnerabilities to their systems, but do not 
systematically find every vulnerability in their systems. The 
mitigation is based on potential impact to the company.  

Systematically identify threats and vulnerabilities 
already existent in the systems. Classify and 
prioritize these vulnerabilities to patch them as 
needed according to the same criteria as risks. 
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Incident Analysis 4.50 

The company has been able to improve their analysis and learn 
more from their second incident compared to their first. They 
have also improved their analysis of the situation and their 
forensic analysis. They hired a company to do a full forensic 
analysis on the last incident; this analysis was sent to the 
authorities. 

Since this is currently their best domain, the 
company decided to focus on the improvement of 
other domains. 

Awareness and 
Training 

2.75 
There is a general technical training plan for the IT personnel 
and occasional awareness communications for employees sent 
through e-mail. 

Create plans according to the different profiles in 
the personnel and their cyber resilience-related 
activities. Formalize awareness training for the 
personnel. 

Information Security 3.00 

The company has permission control software that monitors 
the activity of restricted data (mostly clients' personal data) so 
that only authorized personnel can access that data. Integrity 
is not specifically addressed. Availability is managed through 
multiple backups including a physical backup done daily and 
that the CEO takes that home every day.  

Encrypt the data from the physical hard drive in 
case it is lost.  

Detection Processes 
and Continuous 

Monitoring 
3.50 

There is a SIEM installed in the company that is managed by 
the cybersecurity provider. The SIEM generates automatic 
alerts on the event of any anomaly. There is a general detection 
process in which the local police and the IT personnel are 
informed as soon as possible.  

Formalize the current detection process in a 
document and communicate it to the personnel 
and cybersecurity provider. Develop specific 
detection processes for different types of 
incidents. 

Business Continuity 
Management 

2.00 

Despite their experiences with previous incidents the 
company only keeps in mind their action plans when 
something happens and has never tested these plans. The 
multiple backups of information have never been tested to see 
if they can be restored.  

Test the backups of information, especially the 
physical one that is taken outside of the facilities 
every day. 

Information Sharing 
and Communication 

3.00 

There are no formal collaboration agreements with external 
stakeholders or entities. The only communications have been 
with authorities when they have suffered incidents. They had 
the initiative to share information with clients when they had 
the last incident to warn them about the threat they faced, but 
ended up not sending anything. 

Formalize the information sharing they currently 
have into agreements with their clients and other 
entities. 

OVERALL 3.27     
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Their overall average cyber resilience maturity state suggests an already 

advanced cyber resilience operationalization. Their prioritization up to this date 

seems correct and coherent to the implementation order (Figure 4.2) with a deep 

knowledge of their assets, their risks and thus an informed strategy and correct 

measures. 

The next steps for this company, as identified by themselves, are to formalize 

certain cyber resilience policies that are already in place such as risk management 

with the proper quantification of risks. On the other hand, start improving their 

Business Continuity by documenting and testing their response and recovery 

plans. Improve their Awareness and Training plans as a way to support their 

other cyber resilience operationalization policies that are already in place. And, 

finally, to gradually improve the rest of their implemented domains and policies. 

As shown in the radar chart in Figure 5.2, this company has, in general, a well-

balanced cyber resilience with similar states in most domains. This means that 

the company has diversified their investments and not focused on only one 

domain as the solution. This dynamic investment strategy is crucial to the cyber 

resilience building process and an effective cyber resilience operationalization 

[136]. 

 Clinical Pharmacy Organization from the USA 

The third case study conducted for this thesis was in a clinical pharmacy 

organization with base in Florida, USA. This company’s main activity is to 

consult medical insurance companies with risk management programs and 

solutions. Due to its nature, the company manages large amounts of information 

from patients’ insurance information which in the United States is protected 

under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), a law 

that requires special care with this kind of information. Besides the compliance 

with HIPAA requirements, the company from this case study is ISO 27000 

certified and follows the HITRUST cyber security framework guidelines 

without having an official certification due to the cost of a HITRUST 

certification.  
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The company has not yet suffered a breach of information but has suffered 

minor incidents regarding misuse of cyber equipment (e.g., miss-spelling names) 

which, due to their activity, they classify as an incident and have had to 

document these incidents and their respective corrective actions as required by 

the ISO standard. 

Considering this context and its influence on the company, the overall 

average maturity level of the company is a 3.79 (over 5). The summary of their 

average state in each cyber resilience domain is shown in the radar chart in 

Figure 5.3. As shown in the figure, this company is very balanced in general, but 

has the most maturity in the Information Sharing and Communication domain 

and the least in the Awareness and Training domain. 

During the case study, the company’s members were able to identify a fitting 

state in each of the cyber resilience policies and support it with evidences. The 

summary of the evidences the company provided and the improvement actions 

they identified per domain is shown in Table 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.3 Domain-level overview of a clinical pharmacy company from the 

USA.
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Table 5.4 Summary of evidences and identified actions per domain in case study 3 

Domain 
Implementation 

State 
Summary of Evidences Identified Actions 

Governance 4.00 

The company is certified in the ISO 27000 and follows the HITRUST2 
cybersecurity framework so they have implemented an information 
security management system as a strategy to improve their cyber 
resilience. Although they comply with ISO the company feels like they 
could do more to continually improve their strategy. The company also 
has to comply with HIPAA and other laws regarding the protection of 
health information from their clients.  

The company has been motivated by compliance 
to achieve its current state in the governance 
domain but feels like they could start putting 
more effort into the continuous improvement of 
the strategy. They would also like to start to 
research more strict regulations that might help 
them improve their current security.  

Risk 
Management 

4.25 

There is a systematic and documented procedure to identify and classify 
risks on a risk matrix. They use colors in the risk matrix in the form of a 
heat map to easily identify the risks that are unbearable for the company. 
Their mitigation is mostly directed towards avoiding breaches since for 
them it would mean so many costs due to HIPAA that they would 
probably go bankrupt. 

Since this is one of the most advanced domains, 
the company has decided to prioritize others.  

Asset 
Management 

3.20 

The inventory of the company is highly detailed and documented as ISO 
27000 requires. Preventive maintenance is not programmed but rather 
occasional since it means stopping their service to patients for the time 
the maintenance lasts. There is no control of dependencies in the 
systems, the company believes there are not many dependencies because 
of the few systems they have. 

The company has decided to program their 
preventive maintenance to avoid as many 
problems as they can through the update and 
maintenance of their systems. They have also 
decided to start managing the configurations of 
their systems through a CMDB. 

Threat and 
Vulnerability 
Management 

4.00 

The company outsources the monitoring of vulnerabilities and the 
evaluation of their cybersecurity measures and for this reason carries out 
penetration testing at least once a year, researches the vulnerabilities of 
their assets at least once a month. Vulnerabilities that might cause a 
breach (i.e. that are perceived as priorities) are mitigated.  

The company has decided to improve this domain 
by starting to mitigate vulnerabilities in a more 
systematic way rather than just the 
vulnerabilities that could lead to a breach. 

 

2 More information about HITRUST CSF available at: https://hitrustalliance.net/product-tool/hitrust-csf/  

https://hitrustalliance.net/product-tool/hitrust-csf/
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Incident Analysis 4.25 

Due to HIPAA the company is required to do a very complete forensic 
analysis whenever something happened and report it to the authorities. 
Due to the ISO standard they would require to evaluate their response, 
document the lessons learned and implement them in future incidents.  

Since this is one of the most advanced domains, 
the company has decided to prioritize others.  

Awareness and 
Training 

2.50 

Since the company outsources most of the technical cybersecurity 
measures their awareness and training is mostly focused on sending 
periodic reminders of the basic measures everyone has to follow. These 
communications are mostly related to awareness training and not 
technical training which is very general and only for a few members of 
the personnel. The company tries to hire only personnel that already 
comes with the needed technical training for their tasks.  

The company should define technical training 
plans more specific to the needs of the personnel. 
The current knowledge of cybersecurity in the 
company is very limited due to the focus on 
awareness. The company has also identified the 
need to start evaluating the current knowledge of 
the personnel to define these training plans.  

Information 
Security 

3.33 

Due to the nature of the company their focus is on confidentiality of the 
data that they collect for their services. Therefore, the company has very 
advanced confidentiality measures. The company also uses a Rackspace 
Commvault system for backups in a very secure infrastructure provided 
by this commercial solution. 

The company has decided to improve their 
integrity measures since they have no specific 
controls to avoid tampering other than those of 
the confidentiality measures and their 
monitorization.  

Detection 
Processes and 
Continuous 
Monitoring 

4.00 

The company has an installed SIEM and an outsourced company that 
monitors and acts accordingly when the SIEM detects anomalies. The 
company also has a documented general plan for what to do in case of a 
detection, however this plan relies on calling the authorities and 
following the instructions from authorities and their outsourced 
company's instructions. 

The company feels like they need more 
information out of their provider and want to 
either change the provider or do an in-site 
management of this domain.  

Business 
Continuity 

Management 
4.00 

The company has documented plans for response and recovery due to 
the importance of certain incidents such as a breach. HIPAA requires 
the definition of contingency plans for such incidents. In the company, 
these plans have been tested to ensure they would maintain the business 
continuity.  

Business continuity plans are very well defined, 
have been tested and comply with HIPAA and 
thus the company has decided to prioritize other 
domains.  

Information 
Sharing and 

Communication 
4.33 

The company has formal collaboration with other entities to share 
information. Their clients are part of their cybersecurity strategy since 
in some cases these clients audit them. The emergency communication 
plans are in compliance with HIPAA requirements.  

This is the company's best domain at the 
moment, so they have decided to prioritize 
others. 

OVERALL 3.79     
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As shown in the evidences of this case study, there are multiple factors that 

have influenced the current cyber resilience state of the company. The most 

important of these factors is compliance since the company is very driven by the 

compliance to HIPAA and the compliance to the ISO 27000 standard. On the 

other hand, the company has outsourced part of its cybersecurity activities such 

as the monitoring and has commercial technical solutions for others (such as 

backups) that make these tasks automatic. The nature of the data the company 

works with has made them work on their resilience to cyber incidents since their 

main activity is related to the management of this important data. Hence, their 

high maturity state in the Information Sharing and Communication domain due 

to the auditing from the clients and collaboration with authorities.  

The least developed domain in the company is Training and Awareness, 

which can be explained by their lack of internal management of cybersecurity. 

This company invests heavily on cybersecurity solutions and outsourcing and 

with only 30 employees to develop its activity, the training related to cyber 

resilience is not in their priorities. Thus, the only training the employees receive 

is the basic awareness training related to not clicking on spam e-mails, having a 

strong secure password, etc. 

As mentioned before, this company seems overall balanced with most 

domains close in maturity state. In addition, the company is more advanced in 

most cyber resilience policies compared to the previous case studies. However, 

the company was able to self-asses using the CR-SAT and identified correct 

actions to improve their cyber resilience. To further improve in their cyber 

resilience, the prioritization of the actions they considered for improvement 

starts in the asset management domain, by improving their configuration and 

change management. They also considered they do not have too many corrective 

maintenance cases, but that they periodically update their systems as a way of 

preventive maintenance to help them keep systems patched against possible 

vulnerabilities. They also considered an improvement in awareness and training 

to be necessary to help the company better understand the measures they are 

implementing and make them more effective. Especially if they absorb certain 

cybersecurity tasks, such as monitorization, with which they are not satisfied. 

They consider the development of technical training plans for the personnel who 
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will be in charge of these tasks to be essential in their success with this 

absorption. 

 Machine tool manufacturer from Spain. 

The fourth conducted case study is a 225-employee machine tool 

manufacturing company from the Basque Country, Spain.  

As mentioned previously, the Basque Country is one of the most 

industrialized regions in Spain and due to the high value of the industry in the 

region, the government has strategic focus on promoting industrial 

cybersecurity.  

Moreover, the Basque Country has several wide network of cooperative 

society groups. These companies owned by the employees have grown to be very 

relevant in many sectors of the industry. The company in this case study is a 

cooperative society with many “sibling” companies that, according to their IT 

manager, work in the same way regarding cybersecurity.  

This company is also in a transition stage starting to formalize the cyber 

resilience implementation by defining a “cybersecurity master plan” or what in 

the context of this research has been broadly defined as a cyber resilience 

strategy. Therefore, the company pointed out that they are more curious to see 

their results in the long term regarding their self-assessment to see the effects of 

their actions. 

Considering this context and its influence on the company, the overall 

average maturity level of the company is a 2.54 (over 5). The summary of their 

average state in each cyber resilience domain is shown in the radar chart in 

Figure 5.4. As shown in the figure, this company has the most maturity in the 

Threat and Vulnerability Management domain and the least in the Governance 

domain. 

During the case study, the company was able to identify a fitting state in 

each of the cyber resilience policies and support it with evidences. The summary 

of the evidences they provided and the improvement actions they identified per 

domain is shown in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.4 Domain-level overview of a machine tool manufacturer in the Basque 

Country 

As shown in the evidences of this case study, this is another instance where 

the Basque Government’s initiative to promote the collaboration with 

cybersecurity providers has improved the cyber resilience of a company. By 

collaborating with different cybersecurity providers this company has been able 

to monitor their assets and identify their threats to try to minimize the risks of 

having incidents. Up to this point, this strategy has proven useful since they 

know of similar companies nearby that have suffered cyberattacks that they have 

been able to avoid.  

However, similar to the case of the paint manufacturer in case study 2, the 

low maturity in Business Continuity Management indicates that this company 

is still focused on a cybersecurity approach in which protection and prevention 

strongly prevail over the investment in business continuity (responding and 

recovering) which means the company is trying to become fail-safe. In this case, 

however, the awareness and training domain has not been neglected.
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Table 5.5 Summary of evidences and identified actions per domain in case study 4 
Domain Implementation State Summary of Evidences Identified Actions 

Governance 1.00 

The company has no defined cybersecurity strategy and 
the budget for cybersecurity implementation comes from 
the IT budget. At the moment, the company is not aware 
of any other regulation other than the GDPR that applies 
to their activity and they only comply with this one.  

Define a cybersecurity driver plan. Their 
intention is that the cybersecurity plan serves as 
a strategy with objectives, priorities, budgets 
and responsibility allocation. 

Risk Management 2.75 

The company makes a risk matrix that matches each of 
their internal services to the risk they are exposed to. 
They compromise their risk tolerance threshold in 
meetings with the company's management board.  

The company wants to improve by reviewing 
the risk matrix annually.  

Asset Management 2.40 

The company has a very thorough inventory of hardware 
and software they have recently used this 
documentation to plead their case against a software 
provider that claimed they had more licenses in use than 
they really had. This inventory is made automatically 
every 6 months. For configuration and change 
management the company uses generic patterns for each 
type of asset.  

To further improve this domain the company 
decided to work on dependency management. 
The IT director considers this important for 
maintenance-related activities and continuity 
management. 

Threat and Vulnerability 
Management 

4.00 

The company does an exhaustive vulnerability 
identification once every two years with Penetration 
Testing done by an external company. Every month they 
also receive alerts on newly discovered vulnerabilities 
that could affect their systems. They follow up on the 
discovered vulnerabilities thoroughly and try to remove 
any vulnerability that is higher than the risk tolerance 
threshold. 

Since this is one of their most advanced 
domains, the company has decided to prioritize 
others. 

Incident Analysis 2.00 

The company has not suffered any significant incidents, 
but in case of an incident they assess the damages caused 
by it and try to implement the measures to avoid the 
same type of incident happening again.  

Since the company has no experiences with 
incidents they do not have plans to improve this 
domain at the moment. 

Awareness and Training 3.25 

There are defined training and awareness plans that 
although not documented are followed to train 
employees and these plans are prioritized depending on 
the tasks the employee performs in the company. The 
emphasis of these plans is in awareness and especially 

The company wants to hire new people with 
specialized knowledge in cybersecurity and also 
make phishing simulations to evaluate the 
results of the training they are imparting. 
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for the employees that manage bank accounts or the 
company's money in any other way.  

Information Security 2.67 

The company has a well-defined access control with a 
permission management. They also have an automatic 
backup system that takes around 10 snapshots per day 
and a redundancy system that has real-time data 
processing centers replication. 

Due to their very advanced availability measures 
that also ensure the possibility to recover in case 
of incidents, the company did not prioritize this 
domain for improvements.  

Detection Processes and 
Continuous Monitoring 

4.00 
The company uses NAGIOS software for a strict 
monitoring of assets. This software lets them monitor 
everything from screens located in the IT department.  

Since this is one of their most advanced 
domains, the company has decided to prioritize 
others.  

Business Continuity 
Management 

1.00 

The company only intuitively has the recovery plans that 
involve the backups that they make automatically. These 
plans are not tested and there are no response plans 
whatsoever.  

Define incident-specific plans for the most 
common types of incident. These plans have to 
include and test the plans that involve the 
current back-up system. 

Information Sharing and 
Communication 

2.33 

The company has formal collaboration relationships 
with defined sharing policies with their stakeholders 
(suppliers, clients, cybersecurity provider, etc.) and 
certain other companies in their environment. This is 
enhanced because they are a part of a family of 
cooperative societies. 

The company wants to improve their emergency 
communication plans in line with their 
improvements in business continuity. 

OVERALL 2.54     
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Their overall average cyber resilience maturity state suggests an already 

advanced cyber resilience operationalization. However, their prioritization up to 

this point has not been the best because they have focused on implementing 

protection and detection tools before defining a strategy with objectives, 

priorities and budgets. This type of prioritization up to this point can lead to 

ineffective protection of the critical assets.  

On the other hand, after using the tool, the company was able to define their 

next steps in their cyber resilience operationalization. The steps they identified 

are to define a cyber resilience strategy (in the shape of a cybersecurity driver 

plan). Start improving their Business Continuity by documenting and testing 

their response and recovery plans. Finally, to gradually improve the rest of their 

implemented domains and policies by formalizing and documenting them, and 

making them more systematic. These steps are consistent with the 

implementation order in the CR-OF and seem to be well chosen considering the 

current maturity of the company. After defining a good strategy they will 

probably require adjustments to their current protection measures, but overall, 

their protection will be better because it will target their specific requirements 

according to their strategy. 

 Machine tool manufacturer II from Spain. 

The fifth conducted case study is a 150-employee machine tool 

manufacturing company from the Basque Country, Spain. This company is a 

direct competitor of the company in the previous case study and thus shares 

most of its context. However, this company reports almost double the benefits. 

Despite the company not being a cooperative society they are part of a group of 

“sibling” companies that work together to expand their business horizontally. 

Considering this context and its influence on the company, the overall 

average maturity level of the company is a 2.46 (over 5). The summary of their 

average state in each cyber resilience domain is shown in the radar chart in 

Figure 5.5. As shown in the figure, this company has the most maturity in the 

Information Sharing and Communication domain and the least in the Awareness 

and Training domain. 
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During the case study, the company’s members were able to identify a fitting 

state in each of the cyber resilience policies and support it with evidences. The 

summary of the evidences they provided and the improvement actions they 

identified per domain is shown in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5 Domain-level overview of a machine tool manufacturer II in the Basque 

Country 
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Table 5.6 Summary of evidences and identified actions per domain in case study 5 

Domain 
Implementation 

State 
Summary of Evidences Identified Actions 

Governance 2.00 
There is a risk-oriented cybersecurity strategy in the company. 
Therefore, this strategy is mostly based on protecting their 
systems from identified threats and risks. 

The company wants to improve their strategy by 
formalizing it in a document and centering it on the 
business continuity plans. As they see it, this would 
help them improve their risk management, asset 
management, detection processes and business 
continuity.  

Risk Management 2.50 
The company's IT department controls the risks that they 
consider priorities based on their experience and their 
knowledge of their business and assets.  

The company wants to do a more systematic analysis 
of the risks by identifying the risks their assets are 
exposed to, classifying them and implementing a 
periodical systematic process to do so rather than 
doing this intuitively.  

Asset Management 2.80 

The company has an inventory of their assets, control the 
configurations informally and have an intuitive knowledge of 
the dependencies. They also maintain assets periodically and 
preventively by maintaining them updated as soon as any 
updates or patches come out.  

In line with their business continuity strategy the 
company wants to improve their dependency 
management since it is useful to define response and 
recovery plans in an informed manner.  

Threat and 
Vulnerability 
Management 

2.50 

The company identifies the vulnerabilities of their systems 
intuitively based on their current knowledge. They also receive 
information about their vulnerabilities occasionally from 
cybersecurity providers. They mitigate the identified 
vulnerabilities and threats when they identify them.  

Just like for the risk management domain, the 
company mainly wants to formalize threat and 
vulnerability management by doing a systematic 
procedure to identify and mitigate vulnerabilities in a 
set period. In this case they have considered 
penetration testing yearly. 

Incident Analysis 2.25 

The company tries to identify as much information as possible 
after suffering an incident. Although they haven't suffered any 
significant incidents they have tracked minor ones to identify 
the damages, the causes, points of entry, methods, etc. The 
company has used this information to try to avoid the 
occurrence of these incidents.  

The company wants to improve their incident analysis 
by evaluating their responses and decision making 
after every incident. According to them, this might 
help them improve their future decision making and 
let them learn more about each incident and prevent it 
from happening again. 

Awareness and 
Training 

0.75 
The company only trains IT personnel in the necessary 
knowledge of cybersecurity they need to do their daily tasks. 
This training is not documented and mostly informal.  

The company has decided to start doing periodical 
awareness training for all the employees and 
document a training plan for the IT personnel. 
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Information 
Security 

2.67 

The company has a permission management system in place 
and a backup system to ensure the availability in case of an 
emergency. They also have redundancies implemented to ensure 
availability of the most critical systems.  

The company wants to improve in this domain by 
monitoring their confidentiality measures. They wish 
to introduce a software to be able to tell if the 
permission management is being forced on users and 
alert them in case of any unusual activity.  

Detection Processes 
and Continuous 

Monitoring 
3.50 

The company has advanced monitoring that includes working 
with a cybersecurity provider who offers them monitoring 
services through a Security Operations Center. Internally they 
also have some monitoring capabilities and they check on live 
indicators of the states of various systems.  

Since this is one of the most advanced domains in 
their evaluation, the company has decided to 
prioritize others.  

Business Continuity 
Management 

2.00 

The company has an intuitive plan to respond and recover in 
case of an incident. This plan has not been tested and is not 
documented. Thus, the company is worried it might be too 
generic and not help them when they actually suffer an 
incident.   

The company wants to define and document response 
and recovery plans that are adapted to every type of 
incident they can identify. They also want to test the 
most important plans to ensure they work in an 
emergency.  

Information Sharing 
and 

Communication 
3.67 

The company has formalized cybersecurity collaboration with 
multiple cybersecurity providers and other external companies. 
Most of the external companies are due to their horizontal 
expansion through sibling companies that have formed a group. 

Since this is one of their most advanced domains, the 
company has decided to prioritize others.  

OVERALL 2.46     
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As shown in the evidences of this case study, this company has received help 

from cybersecurity providers that have helped them improve several cyber 

resilience domains such as Continuous Monitoring and Detection processes. 

However, like in the second case study, this company has substituted the 

awareness and training of their personnel with cybersecurity providers and the 

implementation of protective technologies. 

Their overall average cyber resilience maturity state suggests that the 

company has worked on the basic cybersecurity measures but has only started 

to formalize cyber resilience processes and policies. Despite this, for their 

maturity, their prioritization has been accurate with high emphasis on the 

balance between asset management, risk management, threat and vulnerability 

management and governance. This indicates that they are on the right direction 

according to the implementation order presented in the CR-OF and that the 

mitigation measures they have implemented are based on an informed strategy.  

The next steps for this company, as identified by themselves, are to define 

training plans for the personnel. They want to put an emphasis on the awareness 

training for non-technical personnel since it is in this regard where they have not 

worked in the past, and they consider important. Moreover, they want to start 

improving their Business Continuity by documenting and testing their response 

and recovery plans. In their mindset, adjusting their strategy to focus on this 

domain will improve their governance, business continuity management, risk 

management, and several other domains.  

 Mold manufacturer from Spain. 

The sixth conducted case study is a 50-employee mold manufacturing 

company from the Basque Country, Spain. Although not a competitor of the 

previous two case studies’ companies, this company shares the context since it 

is also part of the Basque Country’s industrial network. 

Considering this context and its influence on the company, the overall 

average maturity level of the company is a 2.25 (over 5). The summary of their 

average state in each cyber resilience domain is shown in the radar chart in 
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Figure 5.6. As shown in the figure, this company has the most maturity in the 

Risk Management domain and the least in the Incident Analysis domain. 

During the case study, the company’s members were able to identify a fitting 

state in each of the cyber resilience policies and support it with evidences. The 

summary of the evidences they provided and the improvement actions they 

identified per domain is shown in Table 5.7 . 

. 

 

Figure 5.6 Domain-level overview of a mold manufacturer II in the Basque Country 
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Table 5.7 Summary of evidences and identified actions per domain in case study 6 

Domain Implementation State Summary of Evidences Identified Actions 

Governance 2.67 

The company follows a strategy that defines requirements in 
the form of risk tolerances for their assets according to their 
needs and priorities. They know of the GDPR as the only 
applicable regulation and they have adapted to comply with 
it and actively make an effort to comply with it fully.  

The company has decided to improve this domain by 
adding a response and recovery component to their 
strategy. They want to improve in this area to be more 
resilient. To do this, they will set resilience objectives 
for their critical assets and try to comply with RTOs 
and RPOs. 

Risk Management 3.75 

The company is in a digitalization process with their mind in 
the risks introduced with the new digitalized business 
processes. Thus, they are systematically analyzing the risks, 
their impacts and probability to each of the digitalization 
they make. The company tries to mitigate any risk that would 
have a critical impact in the company.  

Since this is one of the most advanced domains in 
their evaluation, the company has decided to 
prioritize others.  

Asset Management 1.80 

The company has an inventory of assets that is regularly 
updated by the IT department. This inventory is done 
manually. The configuration of systems is standardized with 
a basic configuration but there is no change control or 
traceability to determine the current state of the 
configuration of each system. 
Maintenance is mainly corrective and their dependency 
management is based only on their current knowledge and 
intuition. 

The company has decided to start having more 
control over the configurations of their systems and 
the interdependencies between them. They have also 
thought it would be helpful to do preventive 
maintenance on them to help with configuration 
control and anticipate problems before they occur. 

Threat and 
Vulnerability 
Management 

3.00 

The company has an updated list of threats and 
vulnerabilities that they found by hiring an external 
company. In this analysis they found 69 critical 
vulnerabilities and 13 high vulnerabilities. They have tried to 
mitigate vulnerabilities these high and critical vulnerabilities.  

Since this is one of the most advanced domains in 
their evaluation, the company has decided to 
prioritize others.  

Incident Analysis 1.25 

Since the company has not had major incidents they have not 
focused on making systematic procedures in this regard. 
However, they have analyzed the damages done by previous 
small incidents (spear phishing attempts) to try to add more 
countermeasures and awareness to the personnel. 

Since they have no experience in this area, the 
company has decided to improve this domain in 
future iterations.  
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Awareness and 
Training 

1.50 

The company is starting to define training and awareness 
plans and is also planning on starting an awareness campaign 
with the help of their cybersecurity provider. However, at the 
moment, they don't have technical training in cybersecurity.   

The company is in the process of defining general 
cybersecurity training plans for the personnel, 
especially emphasizing their awareness. 

Information 
Security 

2.00 
The company has very basic protections such as access 
control and antiviruses. However, they have an automatic 
back-up system that uploads a backup daily to the cloud.  

The company is considering upgrading their 
protection measures by improving their network 
segmentation.  

Detection 
Processes and 
Continuous 
Monitoring 

2.50 

The company monitors the basic indicators for their critical 
systems. The company also has a very basic detection process 
in which they have a person responsible of deciding how to 
solve the incident.  

The company wants to expand the monitoring of their 
assets with better software that lets them monitor 
more indicators and has automatic alerts for 
anomalous behaviors. 

Business 
Continuity 

Management 
2.00 

The company has untested and undocumented plans that in 
theory would help them respond and recover. These plans 
mostly consist on using the clones of the systems they have at 
the ready. 

The company wants to formalize the contingency 
plans by documenting them and testing them. They 
would also like to explore the need for plans that deal 
with incidents that cannot be solved with the existing 
system clones.  

Information 
Sharing and 

Communication 
2.00 

The company has NDA agreements with the cybersecurity 
providers they have worked with and a documented and well 
defined contract on the services they outsource, but nothing 
else.  

The company wants to improve this domain by 
establishing more collaboration relationships to 
retrieve intelligence of cyber incidents and risks they 
could be exposed to. They would also like to define a 
resilience communication plan at least at a basic level.  

OVERALL 2.25     
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As shown in the evidences of this case study, this company has used the help 

of cybersecurity providers to improve in many domains, but especially in the risk 

management and the threat and vulnerability management where they are most 

advanced. This company’s strategy is clearly centered in risk management and 

the protection against the identified risks.  

The company’s overall average cyber resilience maturity state suggests that 

the company has mainly worked on the basic cybersecurity measures. However, 

unlike the company in the previous case study, the balance and prioritization of 

the cyber resilience operationalization of this company seems to be slightly 

incorrect since their Asset Management domain seems to have a below average 

maturity. This means that although they have implemented protection and 

mitigation measures, these measures are not the most efficient strategically and 

that they probably could develop a more informed strategy.  

The steps this company identified in order to improve are updating their 

current inventory to have a better understanding of the assets they currently 

have, mitigate the critical and high vulnerabilities they have identified in their 

current systems and improve their business continuity management by 

formalizing it and testing the plans. These actions are coherent with the 

implementation order in the CR-OF since the improvement of their asset 

management can lead to a better risk-based strategy and the mitigation of their 

current weaknesses can help the company avoid an incident before they set up 

their strategy. Moreover, improving their business continuity management can 

help them respond and recover from any incident while they improve in other 

domains.  

5.2 Completeness and Usefulness of the CR-OF 

During the case studies, the companies that participated where asked for 

feedback related to the completeness and usefulness of the presented set of tools 

(i.e. the CR-OF). All the companies during the case studies gave positive 

feedback regarding the tools’ completeness and usefulness for their needs.  

Moreover, during the case studies, the companies were able to identify their 

current maturity in cyber resilience through the self-assessment and used the 
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reports from the CR-SAT to decide which actions they wanted to improve upon. 

Then, the companies were able to identify correct actions to implement in order 

to improve through the progression model’s next steps and prioritize them to 

using the implementation order. Thus, the CR-OF can be considered as a useful 

tool to reach the end-users (SME cyber resilience operationalization decision-

makers) and aid them in the improvement of their cyber resilience 

operationalization. 

However, the CR-OF was not the silver bullet for cyber resilience 

operationalization and they pointed out several considerations. For instance, 

they pointed out that this tool needs to be associated to the service of 

cybersecurity outsourcing companies since in many cases they would not find 

the tool by themselves or would not prioritize following the process by 

themselves. 

Another possibility suggested by the companies was to automatize the 

prioritization of the identified actions. The current CR-SAT aids companies in 

the self-assessment through a questionnaire and identifying actions to improve. 

However, the prioritization of the identified actions still requires the company 

to understand their situation and manually compare that situation to the 

implementation order. This process could be automatized by selecting the 

objective maturity states in each policy and having a feature that uses the 

implementation order and a set of known improvement actions to give the users 

a list of actions in the order they should implement them. This could be achieved 

by implementing a prioritization algorithm based on the implementation order 

that uses their selected objectives as an input. 

The studied companies’ suggestions led to the conclusion that although 

certain companies might be able to use the CR-OF on their own, there is a need 

to involve another stakeholder’s opinion to evaluate the CR-OF: the 

cybersecurity providers. Although automation is an option that must be 

implemented in future research, it could be naïve to implement the results of an 

automatic tool blindly. Therefore, the use of the CR-OF as a service provided by 

another party was explored in the next section. 
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On the other hand, interesting conclusions were drawn from these case 

studies. Among those conclusions, it was apparent that the companies who 

relied more in cybersecurity providers had better cyber resilience maturity 

overall. The same happened for those who were under strict regulation and 

companies who had suffered cyber incidents in the past. These contextual 

factors seemed to be drivers in the cyber resilience operationalization of these 

SMEs. 

Moreover, companies with a high emphasis on outsourcing had on average a 

lower maturity in awareness and training. This result implies that companies are 

substituting getting internal knowledge in cybersecurity with their 

cybersecurity providers’. This observation could be further studied and requires 

analysis because, in the long-term, the lack of internal cyber resilience 

knowledge could hinder the companies cyber resilience operationalization in the 

higher maturity levels. 

Furthermore, companies with a higher maturity level overall were observed 

to have a more balanced maturity amongst each of the domains. In other words, 

companies with a lower maturity overall had prioritized certain domains too 

much over others. This is consistent with other findings in which defining a 

cyber resilience investment strategy was found to be more effective when 

diversifying the investment in different domains in a dynamic manner [136]. 

Finally, although not with a representative sample, there seems to be an 

overall advantage in the average maturity level of companies in developed 

countries such as Spain and the USA in terms of cyber resilience.  

5.3 The CR-OF as a Service 

As mentioned before, cybersecurity providers seem to play an important role 

in the operationalization of cyber resilience. Moreover, among the studied 

companies’ suggestions and ideas there seems to be a need for these providers to 

aid companies in following the CR-OF in order to maximize its potential. Thus, 

in order to explore the possibility of a cybersecurity provider to use the cyber 

resilience operationalization framework (CR-OF) as part of their services three 
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interviews with cybersecurity providers were carried out. During these 

interviews the objectives were explore possible drivers or barriers to the 

operationalization of cyber resilience in SMEs and to find out whether it would 

be of interest to a cybersecurity provider to use the CR-OF with their clients.  

Thus, during these interviews, the cybersecurity providers were first asked 

about the drivers and barriers they saw in the cyber resilience operationalization 

in SMEs. Then, they were introduced to the CR-OF and the continuous 

improvement process it encompasses. Finally, they were asked whether they 

found that the tools in the CR-OF could be useful to them, if yes, they were asked 

to specify why and how, else they were asked why. 

The three interviewed cybersecurity providers identified in a very clear way 

the drivers and barriers to cyber resilience operationalization in SMEs. 

Regarding the drivers the three of them agreed that having incidents and having 

strict laws where the most powerful drivers for cyber resilience 

operationalization. This introduces a possible new stakeholder into the cyber 

resilience operationalization in companies: governments and lawmakers. 

However, this was not explored during this thesis.  

Some of the cybersecurity providers also agreed that the supply chain can 

also be a driver for cyber resilience operationalization since SMEs can be part of 

the supply chain of a big company, and sometimes these bigger companies 

require strong cyber resilience operationalization from their suppliers. For 

instance, they claimed that certain companies might ask their supplier to be 

certified by a standard or framework in cybersecurity in order to have a secure 

supply chain. This also led the experts to point out that following frameworks 

or standards and having support from cybersecurity providers or similar partners 

could also work as a driver to the cyber resilience operationalization in SMEs. As 

shown in previous sections of this chapter, this research can attest for most of 

the drivers mentioned by the cybersecurity providers since these drivers could 

be observed in the companies that participated in the case studies and did better. 

On the other hand, regarding the barriers, the three cybersecurity providers 

only agreed unanimously to one: a lack of awareness. According to them this is 

the root of all barriers towards cyber resilience operationalization. This can be 
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confirmed when other barriers are mentioned: not being able to see the return 

over investment (ROI) of investing in cybersecurity or considering it as a cost 

and not an investment. Another commonly mentioned barrier would be that the 

company has not suffered an incident providing them with a false sense of 

security. Finally, the other barrier was that companies do not see the value in 

cybersecurity because it is completely estranged from their normal activity or 

business. 

Understanding the drivers and barriers cybersecurity providers identified in 

cyber resilience operationalization was useful to understand the possible 

stakeholders involved in the cyber resilience operationalization and gives 

interesting insights into the value they could see in the tools presented in the 

CR-OF. For instance, the barriers mentioned by the cybersecurity providers, 

related to the lack of knowledge and awareness of SMEs regarding cyber 

resilience confirms the problem that this thesis aims to solve. However, to 

ascertain whether they find the CR-OF useful as a possible service to add to their 

current portfolio they were directly asked about the value they could see as 

cybersecurity providers to a set of tools such as the CR-OF.  

In this regard, the three cybersecurity providers had positive feedback and 

interest in implementing the CR-OF into their portfolios. However, they all had 

different ideas on how to implement this into their services. One of the 

cybersecurity providers thought it would be a nice introductory tool for 

companies to get interested in more services. The reasoning behind this thought 

was that companies could self-assess and decide action plans that they might 

need help implementing through solutions that the provider usually has available 

whether it be technical solutions or consulting projects.  

Another cybersecurity provider had a very similar thought process but 

thought that the CR-OF itself could be the first product. The reasoning behind 

this is that for a small subscription price companies could have access to the CR-

SAT where they could use it as many times as they wanted. If the company 

subscribed to the service needed more assistance with a certain implementation 

they were already working with a cybersecurity provider who could list the 

services related to each policy of the conceptual framework (CR-CF) that the 
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company wanted to improve upon. Thus, this way, the cybersecurity provider 

would have a fidelity tool that also added value to the companies who used it.  

The final opinion on the matter was that it would be a great tool to 

complement their current service portfolio since it goes beyond the competitors 

by offering a resilience point of view. This cybersecurity provider considered that 

the market was very saturated with technical solutions that solved cybersecurity 

problems and that many cybersecurity providers were getting too comfortable 

as software sellers. However, the interesting part, in his opinion, was that the 

tool had a more holistic view but also had specific parts regarding the response 

and recovery. In a sense, this cybersecurity provider believed that the CR-OF 

could help the cybersecurity providers give a guidance service that other 

providers are lacking nowadays. This provider even argued that even though 

most companies knew they had to back up their information and systems, most 

of them did not know if they could restore a backup if a system was 

compromised. Adding this to the services could thus be interesting to 

differentiate from the competitors because of a more guided service and because 

it would help companies realize how important it is to be prepared to respond 

and recover in case of an incident. 
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6 Conclusions, Limitations 
and Future Research 

This chapter presents a summary of the outcomes and main conclusions obtained within this 

research. Moreover, it presents the main limitations of the Cyber resilience operationalization 

framework (CR-OF) for SMEs. Finally, it proposes the future research lines to address the 

existing limitations and to increase the scope and benefits of the current version of the CR-OF. 
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6.1 Conclusions 

Cyber resilience is an innovative change of perspective from traditional 

cybersecurity that promises to make companies “safe-to-fail” systems that are 

prepared to face cyber incidents and maintain their operations as much as 

possible. However, cyber resilience is difficult to operationalize because of its 

holistic, multidimensional and multidisciplinary nature. In this sense, this study 

aimed to develop a cyber resilience operationalization framework (CR-OF) with 

a set of tools to aid SMEs in their cyber resilience building process. Thus, the CR-

OF is composed of: 

1. A cyber resilience conceptual framework (CR-CF) for SMEs to define 
and enumerate the essential domains and policies required to 
operationalize cyber resilience in SMEs. 

2. An implementation order to outline a general strategy to prioritize the 
policies for an effective cyber resilience operationalization. 

3. A progression model to determine the natural progressions and 
progression types for the essential cyber resilience policies. 

4. A self-assessment and strategic planning tool (CR-SAT) to allow SMEs 
assess their cyber resilience operationalization and strategize their cyber 
resilience operationalization through the implementation and evolution 
of the different policies. 

5. A cyber resilience cyber range (CR)2 to increase the awareness of 
decision makers about the importance of cyber resilience 
operationalization and the consequences of their investments (or lack 
thereof). 

Table 6.1 shows how these results that compose the CR-OF contribute to 
the Research Questions and Research Objectives of this thesis.
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Table 6.1 Summary of results and contributions to Research Questions and Research Objectives 

 
Conceptual 
Framework 

(CR-CF) 

Implementation 
Order 

Cyber Resilience 
Progression 

Model 

Cyber 
Resilience 

Cyber Range 
(CR)2 

Self-Assessment 
Tool (CR-SAT) 

RQ1. What are the essential cyber resilience domains 
and policies for cyber resilience operationalization in 
SMEs? 

X     

RQ2. How should SMEs prioritize cyber resilience 
policies for an effective operationalization? 

 X X X  

RQ3. What are the natural progressions and 
progression types of cyber resilience policies? 

  X  X 

RQ4. How to increase the cyber resilience 
operationalization decision-makers’ awareness? 

   X X 

Objective 1: Define and enumerate the essential 
domains and policies required to operationalize cyber 
resilience in SMEs 

X     

Objective 2: Outline a general strategy to prioritize 
the domains and policies for an effective cyber 
resilience operationalization. 

 X    

Objective 3: Determine realistic progressions over 
time for the essential cyber resilience policies 

  X   

Objective 4: Develop management tools to: let SMEs 
self-assess, aid them in the prioritization and strategic 
planning, and increase the awareness of decision 
makers 

   X X 
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Moreover, this set of results composing the CR-OF allow SMEs to start their 

cyber resilience operationalization in a continuous improvement cycle by 

following the guidelines established in them. Through these results SMEs can 

also be able to learn the reasons behind these guidelines and operationalize their 

cyber resilience in a more informed manner and in accordance with their current 

needs and circumstances. 

In this sense, the CR-OF contributes to the current literature since it is the 

only approach that fulfills the desirable characteristics for SMEs. These 

characteristics are: 

• The specific focus on SMEs as a target Audience (A), 

• The means for SMEs to be able to Self-Assess (SA) their current 

situation, 

• The means for SMEs to be able to determine the natural next steps 

through some description of the Policies’ Maturity Evolution 

(PME). 

• The means for SMEs to be able to Prioritize (P) when to implement 

policies once they decide which ones they wish to implement. 

Table 6.2 presents the summary of the current literature and how the CR-

OF contributes to it by fulfilling these characteristics.  

Table 6.2 Summary of the current literature and CR-OF contribution 

Document A SA PME P 
OCTAVE Allegro [101] Companies No No Yes 
IEC 62443 [95] Companies No No No 
COBIT 5 [102] Companies No Yes No 
CR-AF [103] Banks No No No 
Cyber Resiliency Metrics [39] Companies No No No 
Resilience Metrics for Cyber Systems [43] Federal agencies 

and Companies 
No No No 

ISO 27001:2013 [87] Companies No No No 
NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 4 [48] Companies No No No 
C2M2 [47] Companies Yes Yes No 
ISO/IEC 15408:2009 [141] Companies Yes No No 
Cyber Resilience Review (CRR) [88] Companies Yes Yes No 
A Framework for Assessing Cyber Resilience [44] Companies No No No 
CERT Resilience Management Model (RMM), 
Version 1.2 [142] 

Companies No No No 

How to Steer Cyber Security with Only One KPI: The 
Cyber Risk Resilience [85] 

Companies No No No 
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Document A SA PME P 
Advancing Cyber Resilience: Principles and Tools for 
Boards [64] 

Companies No No No 

NIST CSF [41] Federal agencies 
and companies 

No No No 

CIS Controls V7.1 [42] Companies No No No 
BC2M2 [94] Companies Yes Yes No 
Indicadores para la mejora de la ciber resiliencia] [37] Critical 

Infrastructures 
Yes Yes No 

AVARCIBER [143] Companies Yes No No 
Lego Methodology Approach for Common Criteria 
Certification of IoT Telemetry [144] 

Companies Yes No No 

Assessing information security risks in the cloud: A 
case study of Australian local government authorities 
[145] 

Governments Yes No No 

Understanding the management of cyber resilient 
systems [146] 

Companies No No No 

Comparative Analysis and Design of Cybersecurity 
Maturity Assessment Methodology Using NIST CSF, 
COBIT, ISO/IEC 27002 and PCI DSS [147] 

Companies No No No 

Designing Recommendations and Road Map of 
Governance for Quality Management System of Online 
SKCK Based on Information Security Using ISO 9001: 
2015 and ISO 27001: 2013 (Case Study: Ditintelkam 
Polda ABC) [148] 

Companies Yes No No 

Designing an Effective Information Security Policy for 
Public Organizations: ISO 27001 as a Success 
Framework [149] 

Companies No No No 

Maturity Framework Analysis ISO 27001: 2013 on 
Indonesian Higher Education [150] 

Universities Yes Yes No 

ISO 27001:2013 for Laboratory Management 
Information System at School of Applied Science 
Telkom University [151] 

Universities Yes  Yes No 

Improving Cybersafety Maturity of South African 
Schools [152] 

Schools Yes No No 

ISM Application Tool [153] SMEs Yes No No 
Math approach of implementing ISO 27001 [154] Companies No No No 
Implementation of Information Security System in 
Service and Trade [155] 

Companies No No No 

Cyber Security Defence Policies: A Proposed 
Guidelines for Organisations Cyber Security Practices 
[156] 

Companies No No No 

ISO 27001 information security management 
standard’s implementation in software development 
environment: a case study [157] 

Companies No No No 

Independent Co-Assurance using the Safety-Security 
Assurance Framework (SSAF) [158] 

Companies No No No 

Analysis of Appropriate Standards to solve 
Cybersecurity problems in Public Organizations [159] 

Public Companies No No No 

Guía / Framework para la definición de la función de 
seguridad [160] 

Companies No No No 

The ISO/IEC 27001 information security management 
standard: literature review and theory-based research 
agenda [161] 

Companies No  No No 

Security Standard Compliance Verification in System 
of Systems [162] 

Companies Yes No No 
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Document A SA PME P 
Aligning with cybersecurity framework by modelling 
OT security [163] 

Companies No No No 

Ensuring information security in public organizations 
in the republic of Moldova through the ISO 27001 
standard [164] 

Public Companies No No No 

CR-OF SMEs Yes Yes Yes 

6.2 Limitations 

Although the tools presented in this study are useful for companies starting 

their cyber resilience operationalization, they are limited in various ways. In this 

sense, the main limitations are: 

• The set of tools presented in this study are meant to aid companies 
starting their cyber resilience operationalization and thus exclude 
nuances that other documents include that might be important for more 
mature companies. Thus, this study is limited to SMEs and companies 
starting their cyber resilience operationalization and more mature 
companies who try to use it might require additional information for a 
more advanced cyber resilience operationalization. 

• Most of the conclusions are drawn from experts’ backgrounds and 
experiences, but most of the experts (though not all of them) are from 
the Basque Country. Their regional background might have influenced 
the results and thus these results must be contrasted in other regions to 
corroborate applicability in those regions. 

• The time and resources used to operationalize cyber resilience with the 
aid of these tools has not been measured and quantitative analysis 
considering and optimizing these parameters are still lacking. 

6.3 Future Research 

This study presents tools that view cyber resilience from a top-down 

approach and thus set the base towards a plethora of different, smaller roads that 

have not been explored in detail. In this sense, the bottom-up approach, or the 

study of specific policies and their effective implementation, nuances and 

particularities should still be studied through future research.  

On the other hand, future research should also comprise and complement 

the limitations of this study. Thus, to reaffirm the validity of these results and 
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improve cyber resilience operationalization in companies, future research 

should: 

• Contrast the results by developing similar studies with experts from 
different regions to be able to generalize them into other countries and 
cultures. 

• Design and develop quantitative analyses to explore, confirm and 
potentially optimize these results with quantitative data. This would 
complement and improve the qualitative approach that prevails in this 
study. 

• Explore the cyber resilience operationalization of more mature 
companies to understand the different approaches (if they exist) that 
these tools require in order to aid companies in a more advanced 
maturity or that are further into the process of cyber resilience 
operationalization. 

• Extend the evaluation of the CR-OF with a new version of the tools in 
which the CR-SAT automatically suggests the actions and prioritization 
the company should follow in order to improve their cyber resilience. 

• Explore and study the different stakeholders in cyber resilience 
operationalization to understand and overcome possible conflicts of 
interest and take advantage of synergies between them.  
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A comparison of the 18 frameworks found during the conceptualization is 

shown in Table A.1. The correlative numbers from 1 to 18 shown in Table 3.1 are 

used to identify the articles in the first column. These 18 frameworks were 

compared using the following eight properties: audience, profiling, lifecycle, 

focus, external aspects, implementation order, maturity evolution and type of 

maturity evolution. The following are definitions of the six mentioned 

properties: 

1. Audience (A): This property refers to the intended final user of the 
documents. Ideally, for SMEs, the specific audience should be companies 
or directly SMEs.  

2. Profiling (P): This property refers to whether the identified framework 
requires a customization or selection of a set of policies within it before 
its implementation or if it is defined to be used as it is. If the document 
requires customization it is assigned a “yes” in Table A.1, if not, it is 
assigned a “no”. Ideally for SMEs, the framework should not require 
profiling since this characteristic would require the awareness and 
knowledge from SMEs to select the appropriate policies and these are 
not common characteristics that SMEs have 

3. Lifecycle (L): This property refers to whether the framework considers 
the cyber resilience lifecycle (see Figure 1) in its policies or if it does not. 
This category puts special interest in whether the document considers 
policies for when there is an incident because it would indicate notions 
of a “safe-to-fail” approach instead of the traditional “fail-safe” approach 
[6]. In this sense, the document is assigned a “yes” in Table A.1 if it 
considers policies or actions for when there is an incident or a “no” when 
there is none. Ideally for SMEs a framework should consider the 
complete cyber resilience lifecycle to give them awareness of the 
importance of preparing and becoming safe-to-fail instead of trying to be 
fail-safe. 

4. Focus (F): This property refers to whether the framework is generalist 
by considering cyber resilience as a whole or if it specializes in a specific 
dimension or aspect of cyber resilience. Ideally for SMEs a framework 
should be generalist since this would give them a complete perspective 
and let them build cyber resilience in general and not overinvest in 
specific domains of cyber resilience before investing in other important 
ones. 

5. External aspects (EA): This property refers to whether the framework 
considers external factors (such as supply chain resilience, collaboration 
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with third parties, etc.) that could affect cyber resilience or if it focuses 
only on the internal factors. Similar to some of the previous properties, 
the ideal for SMEs in external aspects is to contain them since this would 
let SMEs become more aware of the importance of considering these 
external aspects when operationalizing cyber resilience. 

6. Implementation order (IO): This property refers to whether the 
framework suggests an order for implementing its defined policies. In 
this sense, the document is assigned a “yes” in Table A.1 if it suggests an 
implementation order for the policies or a “no” if it does not. For SMEs 
the ideal framework would have guidelines on an order in which to 
implement the suggested policies since this would require less 
awareness and maturity than having to make the decision by themselves. 

7. Policy Maturity Evolution (PME): This property refers to whether the 
document associates the recommended policy to any kind of maturity 
model or at least suggests how these policies evolve over time. If the 
document contained a maturity model or ideas on how the policies 
progressed the column was marked with a “yes”, else it was marked with 
a “no”. Since policies can be understood differently at different maturity 
states, it is important to give SMEs ideas on how to start their 
implementation and how to improve it until it is fully operationalized. 
Therefore, the ideal in this property is to have a “yes”.  

8. Type of Maturity Evolution (TME): This property was filled with the 
type of maturity evolution the document included. In this sense, there 
were three possibilities as suggested by Caralli et al. [98]: capability 
maturity model, progression model or hybrid. Since as explained before, 
capability maturity models are usually intended to improve processes 
that are already implemented and ingrained in the company’s culture 
[98], the ideal for this property is a progression model. A hybrid model 
would be acceptable as well since it would also allow the companies to 
understand the most basic form of the policy and how it progresses over 
time. 

Table A.1 shows there are no documents that match all of these ideal 

properties for a cyber resilience framework for SMEs. In other words, there is no 

document targeted for SMEs that does not require a selection of policies, that 

considers the whole cyber resilience lifecycle, has a general cyber resilience 

approach, considers external aspects of cyber resilience and gives them 

guidelines for an implementation order and how these policies naturally evolve. 
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Table A.1 Comparison of cyber resilience frameworks 

Ref A P L F EA IO PME TME 

[101] Companies No No Information Security 
and risk management 

No Yes No N/A 

[95] Companies Yes Yes Risk management and 
vulnerability 
management 

No No No N/A 

[102] Companies Yes No Governance of IT and 
risk management 

Yes Yes Yes Capability 

[103] Banks Yes Yes General Yes No No N/A 
[39] Companies Yes Yes General No No No N/A 
[43] Federal agencies 

and Companies 
No Yes General Yes No No N/A 

[87] Companies Yes Yes Information Security 
and risk management 

Yes No No N/A 

[48] Federal agencies 
and Companies 

Yes Yes General No No No N/A 

[47] Companies No Yes General Yes No Yes Capability 
[88] Companies No No General Yes No Yes Capability 
[44] Companies No Yes General Yes No No N/A 
[104] Companies Yes Yes General Yes No No N/A 
[85] Companies No No General No No No N/A 
[64] Companies No No Governance and risk 

management 
Yes No No N/A 

[41] Critical 
Infrastructures 

Yes Yes General Yes No No N/A 

[42] Companies No Yes General No Yes No N/A 
[94] Companies No Yes General Yes No Yes Capability 
[37] Companies No Yes General Yes No No N/A 
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B. Appendix B: List of 
experts and 

contributions 

This Appendix presents a list of the experts with their backgrounds and contributions to 

the results of this thesis. 
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Throughout the development and qualitative evaluation of this thesis, 

several experts of different backgrounds have been interviewed and have 

contributed to the final results. In this appendix, the list of experts (anonymized 

with codes and their profiles) are shown in Table B.1. 
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Table B.1 List of experts and contributions 
 

Profile Type of company Phase II: Conceptual 
Framework and 

Implementation Order 

Phase III: 
Progression 

Model 

Phase IV: 
Simulation 

Models 

Phase V: 
Evaluation 

E1 CISO University X X X 
 

E2 Researcher University X 
 

X 
 

E3 CEO Software development X 
 

X 
 

E4 Researcher University X X X 
 

E5 Researcher University X 
 

X 
 

E6 Researcher University X 
   

E7 CEO Logistics and software development 
 

X X 
 

E8 CISO University X X X 
 

E9 Researcher University 
 

X X 
 

E10 Researcher University 
 

X X 
 

E11 CISO Energetic distributor 
 

X X 
 

E12 Cybersecurity Provider National Cybersecurity Institute 
 

X X 
 

E13 Director of cybersecurity center Industrial Cybersecurity Center X X X 
 

E14 Cybersecurity Provider Cybersecurity consulting 
 

X X 
 

E15 Cybersecurity Provider Cybersecurity consulting and training 
 

X X 
 

E16 Cybersecurity Provider Cybersecurity hardware and software 
solutions and consulting 

 
X X 

 

E17 Technical director Industrial Cybersecurity Center X 
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E18 Technical member Industrial Cybersecurity Center X 
   

E19 Technical member Industrial Cybersecurity Center X 
   

E20 Technical director Industrial Cybersecurity Center 
   

X 

E21 Cybersecurity Provider Cybersecurity consulting 

   
X 

E22 Cybersecurity Provider Cybersecurity consulting 
   

X 

E23 CISO  Logistics company 
   

X 

E24 CEO Paint manufacturer 
   

X 

E25 CEO Mold Manufacturer 

   
X 

E26 CEO Clinical Pharmacy Organization 
   

X 

E27 CISO Machine tool manufacturer 
   

X 

E28 CISO Machine tool manufacturer 
   

X 
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C. Appendix C: Decision 
Tree for Consensus 

Determination of the 
Progression Model 

This Appendix presents the decision tree used to determine whether there was consensus 

amongst the experts on the starting maturity level of each domain.  
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In chapter 4, section 4.4, a progression model is defined based on the 

interviews made to 11 experts. In order to determine a starting maturity level and 

a progression type for each policy in the CR-CF, the data obtained from the 

experts was analyzed. To objectively determine whether a particular set of 

answers from the experts converged into a consensus the same criteria had to be 

used for each case. Therefore, a decision tree was constructed. 

In this sense, to determine whether there was consensus on the starting 

maturity for each policy, the mean, the mode, the sub-mode and the confidence 

intervals for the mean were calculated. The mode was the starting maturity with 

the greatest number of experts. In case it existed, the sub-mode was a maturity 

level with the frequency of the mode minus one (e.g., if the mode was level 1 with 

five experts and level 2 had four experts, level 2 would be the sub-mode). On the 

other hand, the confidence interval for the mean was calculated for 95% 

confidence. Although the distribution of the data is unknown, the confidence 

intervals were calculated assuming normality of the data a common assumption 

known to have satisfactory results even in non-normal distributions [165]–[167]. 

The mean and the confidence interval’s limits where rounded in order to have 

integer values and, therefore, no partial maturity levels. Once these calculations 

were made, a decision on whether there was consensus was taken using the 

decision tree in Figure C.1. 

 

Figure C.1 Quantitative analysis decision tree 
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As shown in Figure C.1, there are five possible cases for each policy, for 

clarity, these cases will be numbered in the following description by using N1–

N5. 

• N1: This case was reached when the rounded mean was different to the 
mode; the sub-mode existed and was equal to the mean. In this case, the 
consensus was considered to be the sub-mode because a large group of 
experts considered this as the starting maturity level for the policy and, 
the experts who did not, were closer to this starting maturity than to the 
mode starting maturity. 

• N2: This case was reached when the rounded mean was different to the 
mode; the sub-mode existed but was not equal to the mean. In this case, 
there was no consensus because neither the mode, nor the sub-mode 
were around the starting maturity level where the mean expert 
considered the policy should start. 

• N3: This case was reached when the mode and the rounded mean were 

not equal, there was no sub-mode, and the confidence intervals (CI) 
contained the mode. In this case, the consensus was the minimum 
between the mode and the mean. This criterion was applied because the 
mode and the mean were theoretically not so far apart since it was in the 
CIs of the mean. The reason for choosing the minimum of the two is that 
it is more beneficial for cyber resilience building to diversify the 
investment in policies and to start the implementation as early as 
possible as suggested by previous studies [136]. 

• N4: This case was reached when the mode and the rounded mean were 
different, there was no sub-mode, but the confidence intervals (CI) did 
not contain the mode. In this case, no consensus was reached because it 
meant that many experts considered one starting maturity, but that 
starting maturity was considerably far from most of the other experts’ 
opinion on the policy’s starting maturity. 

• N5: Finally, this case was reached when the rounded mean was equal to 
the mode. In this case, the consensus was easily reached because it meant 
that most experts thought that one starting maturity was predominant 
and that the experts who diverged from this opinion were not diverging 
too much from it. 

In order to decide whether there was consensus on the progression types the 

mode and the mode’s percentage of agreement were calculated. The mode’s 

percentage of agreement was the percentage of experts who considered the mode 
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progression type as the main progression type. This means that the mode’s 

frequency was divided by the number of total experts, not the number of total 

progression types assigned to the policy because experts could describe 

progressions that were a combination of different progression types. If the 

percentage of agreement was over 50%, the progression type was considered to 

be the consensus. If the percentage of agreement was lower, there was no 

consensus for the policy’s progression type. In order to construct an example 

progression model in the cases with no consensus the mode progression type was 

used, however, these progressions could be different in different companies and 

should serve only as examples of possible progressions. 
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D 
 

D. Appendix D: 
Progression Model Data 
Tables and Consensuses 

This Appendix presents the data tables and conclusions from each of the starting maturity 

states and progression types for each cyber resilience policy. The progression model was then 

built using these consensuses.  
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In this Appendix, the complete data obtained from the experts to construct 

the progression model is presented. This data is used to construct the example 

progressions in Chapter 4, section 4.4. 

The data used to determine consensus for a starting maturity state and the 

main progression types for each policy is summarized in two tables per domain. 

The first table of each domain shows the number of experts who voted for each 

starting maturity state and the information needed to calculate the consensus 

based on the decision tree shown in Appendix B. After this table, each domain 

has another table showing the same information but for each progression type. 

The progression type uses the codes shown in Table D.1. The progression model 

was constructed based on the consensuses found in the data shown in this 

section. Whenever there was no clear consensus the mode starting maturity 

and/or progression type were used to construct the progression model.  

Table D.1 Progression types and codes 

Progression type Code 

Investment Increase II 

Continuity C 
Specificity S 
Expansion E 
Formalization F 
Independence I 
Optimization O 
Proactivity P 
No progression N 
Technology T 
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D.1 Governance 

Table D.2 Governance policies’ starting maturity 

Policy 
Policy 
Code 

1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode Sub-Mode LCI UCI Consensus 

Develop and communicate a cyber resilience strategy. G1 4 4 2 1 0 2 1;2 N/A 1 3 2 

Comply with cyber resilience-related regulation. G2 5 2 3 1 0 2 1 N/A 1 3 1 

Assign resources (funds, people, tools, etc.) to develop cyber 
resilience activities. 

G3 4 1 5 1 0 2 3 1 1 4 No consensus 

Table D.3 Governance policies’ progression type 

Policy Policy Code II S E F I O P N Mode % of Agreement 
Develop and communicate a cyber resilience strategy. G1  1 2 2  2 7  P 64% 
Comply with cyber resilience-related regulation. G2 1  6 1  3 5 1 E 55% 
Assign resources (funds, people, tools, etc.) to develop cyber 
resilience activities. 

G3 3  2 2 2 4 2  O 36% 
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D.2 Risk Management 

Table D.4 Risk management policies’ starting maturity 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode Sub-Mode LCI UCI Consensus 
Systematically identify and document the company’s cyber risks. RM1 4 6 1 0 0 2 2 N/A 0 3 2 
Classify/prioritize the company’s cyber risks. RM2 0 7 3 1 0 2 2 N/A 1 4 2 
Determine a risk tolerance threshold. RM3 0 5 3 3 0 3 2 N/A 2 4 2 
Mitigate the risks that exceed the risk tolerance threshold. RM4 1 5 4 1 0 2 2 3 1 3 2 

Table D.5 Risk management policies’ progression type 

Policy Policy Code II C S E F I O P N Mode % of Agreement 
Systematically identify and document the company’s cyber risks. RM1  2  3 9 1 1 3  F 82% 
Classify/prioritize the company’s cyber risks. RM2  2 1 1 7 1 2 2 2 F 64% 
Determine a risk tolerance threshold. RM3     4 1 3 3 3 F 36% 
Mitigate the risks that exceed the risk tolerance threshold. RM4 2  1 5 4 1 3 4  E 45% 
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D.3 Asset Management 

Table D.6 Asset management policies’ starting maturity 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode Sub-Mode LCI UCI Consensus 
Make an inventory that lists and classifies the company’s 
assets and identifies the critical assets. 

AM1 6 5 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 3 1 

Create and document a baseline configuration for the 
company’s assets. 

AM2 1 4 5 1 0 3 3 1 1 4 3 

Create a policy to manage the changes in the assets’ 
configurations. 

AM3 1 4 2 3 1 3 2 4 2 4 
No 
consensus 

Create a policy to periodically maintain the company’s assets. AM4 4 5 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 
Identify and document the internal and external dependencies 
of the company’s assets. 

AM5 1 5 3 2 1 3 2 N/A 2 4 2 

Table D.7 Asset management policies’ progression type 

Policy Policy Code C S E F I O P N T Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Make an inventory that lists and classifies the company’s assets and identifies 
the critical assets. 

AM1  6 4 4   2  3 S 55% 

Create and document a baseline configuration for the company’s assets. AM2  1 2 4 1 1 3  4 F;T 36% 
Create a policy to manage the changes in the assets’ configurations. AM3  1 3 4 1 1 3  4 F;T 36% 
Create a policy to periodically maintain the company’s assets. AM4 2  1 4 1 2 6 1 1 P 55% 
Identify and document the internal and external dependencies of the 
company’s assets. 

AM5 1  4 5 1 1 5  3 F;P 45% 
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D.4 Threat and Vulnerability Management 

Table D.8 Threat and vulnerability management policies’ starting maturity 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode Sub-Mode LCI UCI Consensus 
Identify and document the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. TVM1 3 4 4 0 0 2 2;3 1 1 3 2 
Mitigate the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. TVM2 2 1 6 2 0 3 3 N/A 1 4 3 

Table D.9 Threat and vulnerability management policies’ progression type 

Policy Policy Code II C S E F I O P N T Mode % of Agreement 
Identify and document the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. TVM1 1 2  5 7 1  6 1  F 64% 
Mitigate the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. TVM2 2 2 1 3 3 1 4 3  1 O 36% 
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D.5 Incident Analysis 

Table D.10 Incident analysis policies’ starting maturity. 

Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode 
Sub-
Mode 

LCI UCI Consensus 

Assess and document the damages suffered after an incident. IA1 1 6 3 0 1 2 2 N/A 1 4 2 
Analyze the suffered incidents to find as much information as possible: 
causes, methods, objectives, point of entry, etc. 

IA2 2 2 5 2 0 3 3 N/A 2 4 3 

Evaluate the company’s response and response selection to the incident. IA3 0 1 2 2 6 4 5 N/A 3 6 5 
Identify lessons learned from the previous incidents and implement 
measures to improve future responses, response selections, and risk 
management. 

IA4 0 1 6 2 2 3 3 N/A 1 3 3 

 

Table D.11 Incident analysis policies’ progression type 

Policy Code II C S E F I O P N Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Assess and document the damages suffered after an incident. IA1 1  3 1 6   3 1 F 55% 
Analyze the suffered incidents to find as much information as possible: causes, 
methods, objectives, point of entry, etc. 

IA2  1 5 3 4 1  4  S 45% 

Evaluate the company’s response and response selection to the incident. IA3 1  1  3  1  6 N 55% 
Identify lessons learned from the previous incidents and implement measures to 
improve future responses, response selections, and risk management. 

IA4    1 5   3 3 F 45% 
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D.6 Awareness and Training 

Table D.12 Awareness and training policies’ starting maturity. 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode 
Sub-
Mode 

LCI UCI Consensus 

Define and document training and awareness plans. AT1 3 1 6 1 0 2 3 N/A 1 4 3 
Evaluate the gaps in the personnel skills needed to perform their 
cyber resilience roles and include these gaps in the training plans. 

AT2 0 2 2 7 0 3 4 N/A 2 5 4 

Train the personnel with technical skills. AT3 2 3 4 2 0 3 3 2 2 3 3 
Raise the personnel’s awareness through their training programs. AT4 3 4 3 1 0 2 2 1;3 1 3 2 

Table D.13 Awareness and training policies’ progression type. 

Policy Policy Code II C S E F I O P N Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Define and document training and awareness plans. AT1   6 2 2  1 2  S 55% 
Evaluate the gaps in the personnel skills needed to perform their cyber 
resilience roles and include these gaps in the training plans. 

AT2  4 2  1 1  2 3 C 36% 

Train the personnel with technical skills. AT3 1 1 6 1 2  1 3  S 55% 
Raise the personnel’s awareness through their training programs. AT4  3 3  6 1 1 2  F 55% 
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D.7 Information Security 

Table D.14 Information security policies’ starting maturity. 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode 
Sub-
Mode 

LCI UCI Consensus 

Implement measures to protect confidentiality (e.g., access control 
measures, network segmentation, cryptographic techniques for data 
and communications, etc.) 

IS1 6 2 3 0 0 2 1 N/A 0 3 1 

Implement integrity checking mechanisms for data, software, 
hardware and firmware. 

IS2 4 4 3 0 0 2 1;2 3 1 3 2 

Ensure availability through backups, redundancy, and maintaining 
adequate capacity. 

IS3 5 3 3 0 0 2 1 N/A 1 3 1 

Table D.15 Information security policies’ progression type. 

Policy Policy Code II S E F O P T Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Implement measures to protect confidentiality (e.g., access control measures, network 
segmentation, cryptographic techniques for data and communications, etc.) 

IS1  5 3 4  1 8 T 72% 

Implement integrity checking mechanisms for data, software, hardware and firmware. IS2  3 3 4 1 2 7 T 64% 
Ensure availability through backups, redundancy, and maintaining adequate capacity. IS3 1 3 5 4  1 7 T 64% 
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D.8 Detection Processes and Continuous Monitoring 

Table D.16 Detection processes and continuous monitoring policies’ starting maturity. 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode 
Sub-
mode 

LCI UCI Consensus 

Actively monitor the company’s assets (e.g., by implementing 
controls/sensors, IDS, etc.) 

DPM1 1 7 3 0 0 2 2 N/A 0 4 2 

Define a detection process that specifies when to escalate anomalies 
into incidents and notifies the appropriate parties according to the 
type of detected incident. 

DPM2 0 2 6 3 0 3 3 N/A 2 5 3 

 

Table D.17 Detection processes and continuous monitoring policies’ progression types 

Policy Policy Code C S E F O P T Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Actively monitor the company’s assets (e.g., by implementing controls/sensors, IDS, etc.) DPM1 1 2 5 1 3 2 5 E;F 45% 
Define a detection process that specifies when to escalate anomalies into incidents and 
notifies the appropriate parties according to the type of detected incident. 

DPM2   2 5 1 3 3 F 45% 
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D.9 Business Continuity Management 

Table D.18 Business continuity management policies’ starting maturity. 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode 
Sub-
Mode 

LCI UCI Consensus 

Define and document plans to maintain the operations despite 
different scenarios of adverse situations. 

BCM1 0 3 6 2 0 3 3 N/A 1 4 3 

Define and document plans to respond to and recover from 
incidents that include recovery time objectives and recovery point 
objectives. 

BCM2 1 1 8 1 0 3 3 N/A 1 5 3 

Periodically test the business continuity plans to evaluate their 
adequacy and adjust them to achieve the best possible operations 
under adverse situations. 

BCM3 0 0 1 9 1 4 4 N/A 2 6 4 

Table D.19 Business continuity management policies’ progression type. 

Policy Policy Code II C S E F O P N Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Define and document plans to maintain the operations despite different scenarios of 
adverse situations. 

BCM1    6 6 1 3  E;F 55% 

Define and document plans to respond to and recover from incidents that include 
recovery time objectives and recovery point objectives. 

BCM2    6 6 1 2 1 E;F 55% 

Periodically test the business continuity plans to evaluate their adequacy and adjust 
them to achieve the best possible operations under adverse situations. 

BCM3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 C;N 27% 
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D.10 Information Sharing and Communication 

Table D.20 Information sharing and communication starting maturity 

Policy Policy Code 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Mode 
Sub-
mode 

LCI UCI Consensus 

Define information sharing and cooperation agreements with 
external private and public entities to improve the company’s cyber 
resilience capabilities. 

SHC1 0 0 5 3 3 4 3 N/A 3 5 3 

Define and document a communication plan for emergencies that 
takes into account the management of public relations, the 
reparation of the company’s reputation after an event, and the 
communication of the suffered incident to the authorities and other 
important third parties. 

SHC2 1 1 6 3 0 3 3 N/A 2 4 3 

Establish collaborative relationships with the company’s external 
stakeholders (e.g., suppliers) to implement policies that help each 
other’s cyber resilience goals. 

SHC3 1 1 6 3 0 3 3 N/A 2 4 3 

Table D.21 Information sharing and communication progression type. 

Policy Policy Code S E F I P N T Mode 
% of 
Agreement 

Define information sharing and cooperation agreements with external private and public 
entities to improve the company’s cyber resilience capabilities. 

SHC1  1 4  4 3  F;P 36% 

Define and document a communication plan for emergencies that takes into account the 
management of public relations, the reparation of the company’s reputation after an event, 
and the communication of the suffered incident to the authorities and other important 
third parties. 

SHC2 5 2 4  2  1 S 45% 

Establish collaborative relationships with the company’s external stakeholders (e.g., 
suppliers) to implement policies that help each other’s cyber resilience goals. 

SHC3  3 6 1 3 1  F 55% 
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E 
 

E. Appendix E: Complete 
Case Study Process 

This Appendix presents the complete information collected from one of the case studies to 

serve as an example and showcase the decisions companies made using the CR-OF as their 

means of operationalizing cyber resilience. 
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In order to showcase the usage of the CR-OF in the decision-making process 

for cyber resilience operationalization in a more detailed manner, this appendix 

shows the complete case study process with the paint manufacturing company 

from Spain. This complete process will serve as an example of the process 

followed in the six case studies that are described in a summarized manner in 

chapter 5, section 5.1. 

The first step of the case study was to contact their CEO, who kindly agreed 

to participate in the research. This person was contacted because he is in charge 

of the cybersecurity decisions in the company which is the common criteria used 

in every case study. By contacting a decision-maker in cyber resilience 

operationalization the usage of the proposed tools can be agreed upon and 

deployed in the company. At the same time, the decision-maker can have a better 

perspective of the usefulness and completeness of the tools.  

During the first meeting, general questions about the company were asked 

to make sure the information found publicly about the company was correct. In 

this meeting the process of the CR-OF was explained to the decision-maker as 

well as the results that aid companies follow that process. The idea of this first 

meeting was to agree on the next steps the company should take and thus start 

following the CR-OF to test if it aided them in their decision-making. 

The first tool every company had to use was the CR-SAT since it is the tool 

that lets companies know their current situation in order to start improving it. 

In the case of this case study, the company used the CR-SAT and got the maturity 

states shown in Table E.1. 

Table E.1 Maturity level per policy for the Spanish paint manufacturer 

Code Policy Maturity 
Level 

G1 Develop a cyber resilience strategy. 5 
G2 Comply with cyber resilience-related regulation. 3 
G3 Assign resources (funds, people, tools, etc.) to develop cyber resilience 

activities. 
5 

RM1 Systematically identify and document the company’s cyber risks. 3 
RM2 Classify/prioritize the company’s cyber risks. 3 
RM3 Determine a risk tolerance threshold. 3 
RM4 Mitigate the risks that exceed the risk tolerance threshold. 4 
AM1 Make an inventory that lists and classifies the company’s assets and identifies 

the critical assets. 
3 
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AM2 Create and document a baseline configuration for the company’s assets. 3 
AM3 Create a policy to manage the changes in the assets’ configurations. 3 
AM4 Create a policy to periodically maintain the company’s assets. 4 
AM5 Identify and document the internal and external dependencies of the company’s 

assets. 
3 

TVM1 Identify and document the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. 3 
TVM2 Mitigate the company’s threats and vulnerabilities. 4 
IA1 Assess and document the damages suffered after an incident. 3 
IA2 Analyze the suffered incidents to find as much information as possible: causes, 

methods, objectives, point of entry, etc. 
5 

IA3 Evaluate the company’s response and response selection to the incident. 5 
IA4 Identify lessons learned from the previous incidents and implement measures to 

improve future responses, response selections, and risk management. 
5 

AT1 Define and document training and awareness plans. 3 
AT2 Evaluate the gaps in the personnel skills needed to perform their cyber 

resilience roles and include these gaps in the training plans. 
0 

AT3 Train the personnel with technical skills. 4 
AT4 Raise the personnel’s awareness through their training programs. 4 
IS1 Implement measures to protect confidentiality (e.g. access control measures, 

network segmentation, cryptographic techniques for data and communications, 
etc.) 

3 

IS2 Implement integrity checking mechanisms for data, software, hardware and 
firmware. 

2 

IS3 Ensure availability through backups, redundancy, and maintaining adequate 
capacity. 

4 

DPM1 Actively monitor the company’s assets (e.g. by implementing controls/sensors, 
IDS, etc.) 

4 

DPM2 Define a detection process that specifies when to escalate anomalies into 
incidents and notifies the appropriate parties according to the type of detected 
incident. 

3 

BCM1 Define and document plans to maintain the operations despite different 
scenarios of adverse situations. 

3 

BCM2 Define and document plans to respond to and recover from incidents that 
include recovery time objectives and recovery point objectives. 

3 

BCM3 Periodically test the business continuity plans to evaluate their adequacy and 
adjust them to achieve the best possible operations under adverse situations. 

0 

SHC1 Define information sharing and cooperation agreements with external private 
and public entities to improve the company’s cyber resilience capabilities. 

3 

SHC2 Define and document a communication plan for emergencies that takes into 
account the management of public relations, the reparation of the company’s 
reputation after an event, and the communication of the suffered incident to the 
authorities and other important third parties. 

3 

SHC3 Establish collaborative relationships with the company’s external stakeholders 
(e.g. suppliers) to implement policies that help each other’s cyber resilience 
goals. 

3 

 

During the process of self-assessing, a second meeting was held in which the 

company had already self-assessed but were asked to fill in the evidences they 

considered when selecting each policy’s maturity level. The evidences can serve 

as examples of how each company interprets the scales in the progression model 

that are in the CR-SAT and serve as proof that the selected maturity levels are 
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selected based on those scales. Thus, this meeting was important for the case 

study to ascertain that the company was able to understand the scales and 

identify in one of the maturity states. The evidences per policy given by the 

company are shown in Table E.2. 

Table E.2 Evidences per cyber resilience policy in the Spanish paint manufacturer 

Code Evidences 
G1 A minimum of one meeting is held annually to discuss and improve the company's cybersecurity 

strategy. In these meetings the lessons learned from the previous year and points of 
improvement to continue are discussed. 

G2 There are not many laws related to cyber resilience in Spain. The most applicable is the GDPR 
and we do not manage too much information. We do our best to keep supplier and customer 
data protected according to that law, but we do not do internal audits. 

G3 Since we have had two incidents, we have managed security budgets flexibly. Allocating 
resources to what is needed to be more secure. 

RM1 The cybersecurity provider is in charge of identifying risks to the company's assets. There is no 
systematic procedure in the company to do this, but we have a list of risks based on reports 
from the cybersecurity vendor. 

RM2 We rank the risks from the list delivered by the cybersecurity provider, but we do not go as far 
as quantifying the risks. Rather according to what they tell us to prioritize as having the 
greatest impact. 

RM3 By not having the risks quantified we rely on that potential impact of incidents to determine the 
level of tolerance we may have to accept or decide to act on a risk. 

RM4 We try to mitigate and take action whenever we have identified a risk that could harm us. 
Through the help of the cybersecurity provider, we managed to mitigate almost all of the high 
priority risks we managed to identify. 

AM1 Invoices for the acquisition of assets that are in the company are retained. Through these 
invoices a detailed inventory of all the company's assets is kept and their location is known 
since they are all in the same physical space. 

AM2 There is no document with the base configurations of the company's assets, but the supplier 
configures the assets according to the team's needs in a standard way. 

AM3 When a change in a configuration or equipment is required, the supplier acts as requested. 
There is no traceable record, but changes to configurations are known. 

AM4 All systems are updated as soon as possible and preventive maintenance schedules are 
scheduled from time to time. 

AM5 There are not many systems in the company, so the internal dependencies between them are 
easily known. The external ones have not been studied. 

TVM1 The cybersecurity provider periodically sends out a bulletin informing the company of new 
vulnerabilities discovered in the systems. For this they have a list of vulnerabilities in their 
assets. 

TVM2 The risk is not yet quantified and vulnerabilities are considered as risks but are not quantified. 
Vulnerabilities that may represent a high impact are mitigated in the same way that risks that 
meet this condition are mitigated. 

IA1 After the 2 incident experiences of the last year the company knows the losses it had due to the 
incidents that occur. 

IA2 After the last incident a forensic service was contracted and taken to the Ertzaintza. The 
forensic analysis done by the contracted company searched for all possible information so it is 
quite complete. 

IA3 In order to improve more and more, the company analyzes whether its response was adequate 
and thinks about how to improve its response to incidents on future occasions. 

IA4 It documents what happened and takes into account the lessons learned from incidents and 
forensic analysis to improve in the future. 

AT1 There is a generalized plan that focuses primarily on making staff aware of what not to do to try 
to prevent such actions from causing an incident. 
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AT2 There is no customization of training plans, so there has been no assessment of any training 
gaps that may exist in the staff. 

AT3 General technical training is given to systems personnel. However, they are still general plans 
for that profile. The training of the rest of the employees is mainly awareness training. 

AT4 From time to time the systems staff reminds all employees of those issues that have to be taken 
into account to keep the systems secure. Mainly these communications are through e-mails. 

IS1 There is oversight of the company's access control and permissions management. Everything is 
set up so that only authorized persons have access to important documents, especially customer 
information. 

IS2 No special integrity measures are used in the company. 
IS3 There is a system of multiple backups including one on a physical hard drive that the CEO takes 

home every day. In addition, the company's main systems have redundant systems in case 
something happens to be able to use the copy to continue with its activity. 

DPM1 There are automatic monitoring systems that generate automatic alerts in case any indicator has 
an undesired behavior. 

DPM2 When something happens, it is kept in mind to call the supplier or the systems manager and to 
inform the Ertzaintza when it is an attack. However, no specific plans have been developed for 
each type of incident. 

BCM1 There are no documented plans, but it is known how to act in the event of an incident in the 
company to try to maintain operations. 

BCM2 There are no documented plans but there are ideas on how to recover after an incident. 
BCM3 Continuity plans are not tested. Even the backup that Gerardo physically carries is in doubt as 

to whether or not it works. 
SHC1 The only relationships with external entities are personal relationships between employees of 

both companies. There is nothing formalized. 
SHC2 There is a general communication plan included in the general detection plan mentioned above. 

There are no formal documents but it is known how to act. 
SHC3 This has been considered in some of the incidents: communicate to external agents about the 

incident suffered so that they take it into account and take the necessary measures but it has 
never been done formally. Communication with them is informal as well as with other external 
entities. 

After filling the questions in the CR-SAT, the tool calculated the average of 

maturity level per domain in this company using an arithmetic mean. The radar 

graph showing these averages that the CR-SAT showed as an output is shown 

in Figure E.1. 
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Figure E.1 Radar graph with average maturity level per domain 

At the same time, the CR-SAT gave the company a full report of the maturity 

levels shown in Table E.1 in several radar and bar charts (one chart per domain) 

as shown in Figure E.2. Using the information shown in the charts the company 

could visually see their weaknesses and strengths. This information was their 

first approach to decide in which domain and specific policies they wished to 

improve upon. 

In this case, the company studied their radar charts and determined they had 

weaknesses in the business continuity management and awareness and training 

domains. In these domains the company noticed they had policies with a 

maturity level of zero and almost immediately decided they wanted to improve. 

However, overall the radar charts look balanced and with similar maturity levels 

on every domain. Although the company does have weaknesses in those domains, 

they could improve in whichever domain and policy they wished since they have 

not fallen behind by much in any domain.  
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Figure E.2 Detailed report from the CR-SAT 
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Using these results and a feature in the CR-SAT that showed all of the 

policies in which they had less than a maturity level of 5 with their current 

maturity and the description of the next maturity level in the progression model, 

the company had to decide which policies they wished to improve in a third 

meeting. Table E.3 shows the policies the company decided to improve. 

Table E.3 Cyber resilience policies the Spanish paint manufacturer decided to improve  

Code Next Steps description 

RM2 Risks are calculated based on their impact and probability. The numerical risk 
values are considered when prioritizing risks. 

RM3 The risk tolerance threshold is documented as a value of risk (impact x probability). 
AM5 The dependencies are systematically identified for all of the company's assets and 

documented in the dependency list. 
TVM1 There is a systematic procedure (i.e. pen testing) used to identify all the threats and 

vulnerabilities associated to the company's assets. 
TVM2 All threats and vulnerabilities are mitigated (including newly discovered ones) 

when they exceed the latest update of the risk tolerance threshold. 
AT1 There are plans defined according to different profiles of the employees. 
AT4 The company systematically and periodically does awareness training courses or 

communications for the employees such as spam exercises, training sessions, etc. 
IS1 The company has implemented the most advanced confidentiality measures possible 

(e.g. encryption of data and communications). 
DPM2 There is a documented plan with clear instructions on what to do when there is an 

incident in the company. 
BCM3 Business continuity plans are tested in order to determine their effectivity in the 

situations they are meant to be used. 
SHC1 There are documented, formal and well-defined relationships between the company 

and some external entities to share information about cyber resilience. 
SHC3 There are documented, formal and well-defined relationships between the company 

and some external stakeholders to cooperate and follow certain guidelines about 
cyber resilience. 

Although the company had a determination to work in business continuity 

and awareness and training, they also wanted to improve several other policies. 

They also followed the process as agreed and tried to prioritize the policies they 

wished to improve by using the implementation order. Figure E.3 highlights in 

colors the policies the company wanted to improve in the implementation order. 
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Figure E.3 Prioritization of the policies the company wanted to improve 

Using the implementation order, the company ended up leaning towards the 

improvement of their identification of threats to improve their risk management. 

Moreover, they decided to start quantifying their risk management and 

identifying their dependencies to also know more about the possible impact of 

their risks. 

In addition, the company decided to improve their mitigation of the threats 

and vulnerabilities they will discover when they improve their identification of 

threats. They also wanted to improve their confidentiality measures by 

encrypting the backup drive that goes outside of the company every day.  

In the transversal aiding policies the company wanted to formalize their 

training plans, especially the awareness plans for the personnel. They also 

wished to start formalizing collaboration relationships with their clients, 

suppliers and other companies in the region. 

Finally, the company wanted to improve in their business continuity and 

they decided to improve this in two different ways. The first one was to start 

testing their response and recovery plans. This way, they wanted to make sure 
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they could at least recover the information from the backups and backup drive. 

The second way they wished to improve their business continuity is by having 

well defined detection processes so that the time between the discovery of an 

incident and the beginning of the response plan is minimized. In this sense, the 

company decided to start improving their detection processes by formalizing 

and documenting the process in the different scenarios it could occur.  

At this point in the research, all the case studies were finished after the 

decision-making process. Longitudinal studies with sample information months 

or years after the beginning of the implementation of the CR-OF could be made 

to see the effect of using the CR-OF over extended periods and see if companies 

are able to keep using it over these periods. However, these studies are not made 

within the span of this thesis. 

After the using the CR-OF and the case study was finished a last meeting 

with the CEO of the company was held to receive the company’s feedback. They 

saw great usefulness in the tool and pointed out the importance of the tool 

highlighting continuity after an incident has happened. They considered this 

important because of the incidents they have suffered and the hard lessons they 

learned from suffering those incidents. The CEO pointed out that the usage of 

the tool was very interesting to them and that they would probably use it with 

the help of their cybersecurity provider, since in some cases they would not have 

the capability to improve on certain domains or policies by themselves. Thus, 

they considered that the tool was useful, but that it is not a substitute and should 

be complementary to a cybersecurity provider.  

Regarding the completeness of the tool, the company was pleased and 

thought that everything they could have asked for was there. They considered 

that the tool included aspects of cyber resilience and cybersecurity they had not 

considered themselves in the company (such as testing their continuity plans) 

and, thus, to their perspective, it is a very complete tool. 
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Publications 

In this chapter the publications achieved as a result of this research are included. First, 

papers directly related to the results of this PhD thesis are presented. Secondly, other papers of 

the author of this PhD thesis are listed. The publications are classified by the different types of 

publications namely journal publications and conference publications. 
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